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field reporting the way it's supposed to work.
I, JIntroducing the all new Scoop Reporter II

portable CODEC from AETA Audio. This
rugged unit combines POTS and ISDN facilities with
an integrated three -channel mixer and internal battery supply.
Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter H will

handle two microphones and one line level input. A
balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer
IFB and Mix -Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the
local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltag
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not

available or fails. the unit will run on standard "D" cell alkaline
atteries. The intuitive interface is so easy to use, your talent will

be able to run a remote broadcast with no techni-
cal assistance. And with our 24 -hour technical
support, you'll never miss another field report.
The Scoop Reporter is the all -in -one box that will
et the scoop anywhere, anytime.

Available through most broadcast
equipment suppliers

 All -in -one -box with "D"
cell backup

L Supports G.711, G.722,
ISO/MPEG Layer II
and J.52

ISDN or POTS

Three -channel mixer

PC programmable

Send and receive 20kHz
audio at 128kbs with
ISDN

Send and receive 7.5kHz
audio with POTS
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AETA AETA AUDIO CORPORATION

.14141.1 11.)1 MI6
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200  Rockaway, New Jersey 07866
Phone: (973) 659-0555  Fax: (973) 659-9555
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Linking Innovation With Clarity www.aetausa.com
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ENCO f Orban # Harris= DADpRo32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Har is now exclusively represents the new and improved DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADPRo32 offers all of the features and functionality dxmanded by today's progressive broadcast

faci ities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

sysms, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent I nks to

the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

yea, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

and evolving broadcast industry requirements.

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADPRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Cal Harris today to discuss how the DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to realize me

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

RRIS
1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications
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The 41 creative choice of
audio professionals worldwide.

Instant Replay
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Instant Replay 2.0. Instant music.
Instant sound effects. Instant fun.

With this completely self-contained
professional digital audio recorder,
you're always in the driver's seat
creatively.

Versatile and rugged, Instant Replay
allows you to record audio from
both analog and digital sources to
its internal hard disk.

Assign recordings to 10 banks of 50
programmable Hot -Keys and play
them back instantly - in any order
desired, as many times as desired.

Sound effects, music, announcements -

up to 24 hours of your greatest material
can be titled, timed, on-line and ready to
play. And you can easily store and access
additional recordings 1:14-ihries. It
using optional
removable Zip' or Ja2TM disks.

In the studio or on the road,
Instant Replay is fast, fun and easy to use.

So take us up on our offer to go out for
a joy ride with Instant Replay. It's on us.

We're sure that after you test
drive it, you'll want to park it
at your place.

Attention call
letter stations.-

You're only a
phone call away

from a free
v 10 -day Test Drive.

So try it out.
We'll understand if

you don't give it back.

(818) 991.0360

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO
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For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Webs'te: www.360systems.com
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Revolution or evolution?

It S over. Another NAB convention has Lunic and
gone. It seems like, once I got used to what was
happening, it was over.

Trade shows like NAB give everyone a chance to see
what others are doing in the industry. As you walked the
floor, you probably brushed up against some big
business deals. You had a chance to hear what other
people were doing and see what they were perusing.

The number of reported attendees and the size of the
show floor have increased, but the time allotted to see
everything has remained the same. You may have only

been able to get the Cliffs Notes
version of the show floor. Fortu-
nately, BE Radio was there in force
covering it all.

A question commonly asked dur-
ing the event is, "What have you
seen that's new?" Plenty. But when
asked what is really different, the
answer takes more consideration. In
short, the common thread seemed
to be in the evolution of technology.
This issue's show wrap-up (p.37)
will answer that question in much

more detail than this space will allow.
It seems that, as an industry, we are hesitating before

we leap to the next plateau. Though many of the
products shown were unique in some way, for the most
part they were refinements of existing ideas.

In this age of DSP and digital control, the hardware
may not see many changes. A new model number or a
redesigned front panel will have no real effect on the
operation of the components inside. New software
versions provide additional features and further utilize
the power contained within, but we may not always be
aware of this type of progress. A box with a new color
or reoriented indicators will make an impression. A
change in decimal (from 4.26 to 4.3) is not visual,
making it a revision that may go unnoticed.

The show did, however, include sessions covering
these new technologies, and products were shown that
implemented some of the technologies. Perhaps the
revolution is happening at a more gradual pace.

When radio was invented, men like Marconi, Arm-
strong and Saranoff broke new ground. The changes
they brought about were easy to see. (In the case of
radio, the changes were easy to hear.) Radio led the way
to advances in audio and RF.

Radio is no longer the technological leader but rather
takes advantage of the progress other industries have
made. This is not a bad situation, either. We are able to
use this progress to our advantage.
The current leaders of the next revolution are working

on digital technologies. Dr. Karlheinz Brandenburg of
the Fraunhofer Institute in Munich, regarded as one of
the founders of the MPEG audio compression standards,
led the way for the nearly transparent and extreme data
reduction we use in audio codecs and online. This type
of technology also makes DAB possible. The strides
made in the area of audio coding have begun to level
off. This revolution, too, has slowed to an evolution.

There will certainly be a limit to how many bits can be
reduced while still producing a clean signal, but we
have yet to reach that limit. (When I asked Dr. Branden-
burg what he thought the limit might be, he wisely
replied that he was not sure.)

As both radio and television continue their digital
progress, we may even see a convergence between them.
Both media will be involved in distribution of bits. The
technology used to do this can pull from both sides.

Whether revolution or evolution dictates the next major
step for radio remains to be seen.

Chriss Scherer, editor
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Engineering

On -air phone systems
By Barry Thomas, CSRE

Almost every radio format depends on audience
interaction for local appeal and to give the station
personality. The easiest and most popular method

is to put members of the audience on the air via the phone
for call -in shows, music requests and station testimonials.
The quality of these calls can mean the difference
between an effective programming element and an
extremely high tune -out factor. Careful selection of the
phone system used on the air is critical to ensuring a
quality broadcast.
The basic function of

on -air phone systems is
clear: They allow calls
to be placed on the air
and to be recorded with
the best quality avail-
able. The old QKT cou-
pler could carry out
these functions quite
well, for the price.

Most of you are aware
that the basic telephone
includes a hybrid net-
work that splits a two -
wire audio circuit into a
four -wire E&M (ear and
mouth) configuration.
Hybrids in telephones
don't have to be too
sophisticated, since the
send and receive ele-
ments are separated by just a few inches and the
volume level is low. But things get more complicated
when open speakers are needed.

The 1A2 phone system offers
reliable call handling. but
service and installation can
be difficult.

Simple needs
Using a stand-alone or office -system speakerphone is

usually not the best way to put good -quality calls on the
air, although they are all many stations can afford. In some
cases, I have shopped around for the best -sounding
speakerphone at local electronic stores. If you go this
route, evaluate the speakerphone based on the speed of
the send/receive switch, and make sure the microphone
is sensitive enough to ensure that the caller can't override
the announcer. You can always add EQ and compression
to improve the audio. Bridge the speaker using a proper
bridging transformer. You will hear the difference with a
good -quality transformer. Don't forget to bypass the

speaker volume control and leave it fixed. If possible, use
the internal speakerphone mic to talk to the caller. Keep
the speakerphone as close to factory stock as possible,
and make sure you use connectors on the wiring so the
phone can be repaired later.
The standard approach to an on -air system is using a

dedicated phone system for the studios, which includes
high -quality hybrids and features specially designed for
professional audio use. One advantage to this approach

is oat it isolates the high traffic of the studio lines
from the office phone system used for standard
business traffic. The separate system also allows
the selection process to focus on the specific
recuirements of the two parts of a station: the
business office and the studio facility.

Many stations install 1A2 key telephone sys-
tems using 25 -pair (sometimes called fat) cable
to each studio and a gaggle of 66 blocks. This
method allows the key system to do the call
direction so that true tip and ring can he
presented to a single -line broadcast hybrid.
Typical hybrids operate best with real phone
lines, as they are designed to compensate for

lines that extend
miles, not feet. The
operational simplic-
ity of a 1A2 system
is unmatched, but
the wiring and re-
pair can be fairly
daunting. Technical
support and parts
stock for 1A2 are
dwindling fast, but
this established

method is still the most proven way to handle a large
number of lines and many extension or studio locations.
A few hybrid manufacturers have created broadcast

phone systems that are typically electronic versions of
1A2. Like the 1A2, these systems simply route an analog
phone line to a hybrid. Their features and applications
vary, so you should evaluate your needs before selecting
a particular system. Manufacturers typically build their
systems around their own hybrid. Therefore, the systems
are not compatible with each other. As a result, you will
have one source for repair parts and support for the
whole system as opposed to calling the local telco parts
distributor and getting a new line card.
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Voice Over America
With today's ISDN linkups, you can easily produce voice-overs from anywhere in the world -

even from the comfort of your own home studio. Think about it...the spot you cut this afternoon
could be uplinked by satellite this evening for global broadcast. Now that you know who's listening,

shouldn't you insist on a microphone that will let you sound as good as you are?

The Neumann TLM 103. The new world standard vocal mic, at a price within any budget.

Neumann USA
The Choice of 'bode Who can Rear The Difference

Tel 860 434 5220  FAX: 860A34.3148  World Wide Web http://www neumannusa.com
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Contract Engineering
Since such systems are incompatible with other brands,

the one you select should be based primarily on the
hybrid. Usually, one hybrid is necessary for each simulta-
neous line in use or on the air, and it serves as the ultimate
bottleneck of your telephone audio. Analog telephone
lines are difficult to interface: Each call is vastly different.
Even calls to and from
the same location can
take very different
paths to get to the
station. Hybrids must
be able to compen-
sate for the myriad of
resistance/capaci-
tance combinations
on each call and
present consistent
and clear audio with
every one.

Analog broadcast
hybrids are available
but usually prove to
be unsatisfactory on -
air systems, since their settings arc static and are based on
a set of typical line characteristics. However, there are
certainly applications for these hybrids. If there will be
only one line connected to the hybrid, settings can be
optimized for that line, making the far end of the call the

only variable in the equation. I've used these at news edit
workstations where only a single line was needed.

New breeds of on -air telephone systems that use ISDN and T1

carriers are being introduced.

Going digital
Digital telephone hybrids are specifically designed to

sample different line characteristics and adjust their
settings accordingly. There is
usually an analog hybrid in-
volved, but its performance is
reduced in importance, and ad-
justment of the hybrid is impos-
sible in some models. The key
factor is hybrid performance.
Trans -hybrid loss is the mea-
sure of leakage of audio be-
tween the send and receive
paths, with leakage of send au-
dio (the studio's) into receive
audio (the caller's) being the
most important. Make sure the
trans -hybrid loss figure is high.
You should expect better than
30dB loss. Be sure that specifi-

cation is measured without ducking or processing of any
kind. Ducking is used to lower the caller audio while the
announcer is talking. While a speakerphone mutes caller
audio, modern hybrids will simply lower their level. This
feature will give you much better performance on

ComStwdy. by RadioSoft.
ComStud. by RadioSoft sets a new standard for accu-Radio Mapping ComStud, can bring a world of information about your
rate and efficient mappingof all radio signals.

existing or planned signals right to your screen.

At Its Best.

An.

rz.,.,_ Av.

ComStudy 2 offers a lot...

1 Fully integrated transmitter databases
II Fastest and most accurate calculations
II Automatic interference calculations
III Real time 3D displays
 Area reliability studies
II Accepted by the FCC
 APCO coordination standard
II All FCC, TIA, and ITU procedures included

ComStudy offers breakthrough software at a fraction of
the cost of more cumbersome software programs. We'll

. even let you test drive ComStudy for 15 days. Just call or
visit our website.

The Vbrld Leader In Radio Mapping Technology.
109 W. Knapp Avenue, Edgewater, FL 32132

Phone 1-888-RADIO95 in the USA
Globally, phone 1.904.426.2521  www.radiosoft.com

RadioSoft Is A Customer Friendly Company.
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Affordable Digital Consoles

3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 e-mail info@logitekaudio.com
Voi Nortthignerica 800.231.5870 Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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Contract Engineering
otherwise bad calls and will also
ensure that the announcer has dom-
inance in the conversation (you do
want that, regardless of your feelings
about the talent). Make sure your
hybrid has ducking features.

Other processing features, like AGC
and EQ, are definitely a plus, since
they can help maintain audio levels
and improve quality inconsistencies
in the call. Features and controls vary
on each unit. Cost limits and your
station's needs will determine which
of these features is needed.

I haven't ) et addressed the need to
determine the studio requirements for
your station. This omission was inten-
tional. It's easy to get lost in the pleth-
ora of extra features and lose sight of
the most important requirement of any
system: getting quality caller audio on
the air. Narrow the field of choices
based on performance, then look at
the system's bells and whistles.

Broadcast phone system manufac-
turers are aware of most of the appli-
cations where their equipment is used
and typically design their product

P. I 611A1 .8.L" dDRI)L:1? DiYAlf? 21, CD

for the price of a CODEC, alone!
For what you might expect to pay for a Broadcast quality CODEC, you
could be working with the added features of the C -PP, studio model of

The C -series from NAGRA
For gathering news reports, live remotes or voice overs, the C -PP makes
transmission of broadcast quality audio in MPEG II digital format via
ISDN lines simple and affordable. Combine this with the ability to
record to indestructible Flash Ram and configure these recordings with
an EDL style virtual editor to create a complete package for Broadcast.
Dual PCMCIA cards allow continuous recording time. A directory is
kept on each card with the details of every "take" for ease of identific.
tion. Built in mic preamps with ALC, dual AUX inputs and DSP mixing
capability permit live feeds to be mixed with recorded material for
remote broadcasts. The Auto Answer feature allows the C -PP to send or
receive automatically when called, for gathering of news reports. All
this flexibility is centered around an easy to use menu of selectable

functions. Check out our website at www.nagra.com for all the
details on the C -series.

C- A

NAGRA USA Inc.
240 Great Circle R
Nashville, TN 37228
(615) 729-5191
mail 0 nagra.com

line to be modular so it can accom-
modate a broad range of applica-
tions. Make sure your equipment
vendor or, ideally, the manufactur-
er's rep is fluent with the system's
architecture and can show you a
stock configuration for your situa-
tion. Always have the following in-
formation available: how many lines
(total) you need to handle; how many
studios, if any, will need to have
access to those lines; how many
simultaneous callers each studio will
need to have on the air; and any
special needs, like different line ap-
pearances in each studio, remote
control and tally outputs, multiple
call screener/producer location(s).
Keep in mind all elements of the
station (for example, music stations
often forget they have to consider the
weekend call -in show in the design).
You'll quickly develop a clear idea
about how each proprietary system is
set up, and you'll be able to make
price and feature comparisons based
on that information.

Make sure you've addressed your
operator's concerns before making
the final decisions. Usually, your staff
will have worked with phone sys-
tems they liked and disliked. Find out
the whats and whys of their prefer-
ences, and you'll get better staff buy -
in. Also, notice who in your market
(and in the myriad of network TV
shows) has good caller audio. Learn
what these stations and what your
colleagues have done to obtain this
audio quality. As Mark Twain said,
"Any fool can learn from his own
mistakes." If you learn from your
colleagues' mistakes, they won't end
up learning from yours.

Your station probably depends
heavily on phones for its image. A
clear, trouble -free on -air call is a

highly visible indicator of an excel-
lent phone system and a quality broad-
cast. Following a careful selection
and evaluation process is crucial to
making this goal a reality.

Barry Thomas is technical director of KCMG -
FM. Los Angeles.

For more information
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GOOD T11;G.
PRIDATORTm Digital Performance Worth Waiting for

Broadcast Electronics introduces a superior sounding digital exciter -
the PREDATOR. Superior because PREDATOR was born from guilty
engineering and technology, not digital hype. Yo get better
performance, better quality and a digital exciter that
really sounds better than any other on the market.
Now, wasn't that worth the wait?

If you're planning on upgrading to a digital exciter,
think PREDATOR. It's a better choice for pure
audio, and it interfaces with digital STLs
and ISDNs without changing the signal
at the exciter.

Call 888-232-3268 today to learn more about

the best sounding digital exciter - PREDATOR,

or visit us on the web at www.bdcastcom.

SUPERIOR FEATURES

 Modular construction,
field upgradeable

 Redundant auto fallback to
analog path, optional

 Analog or digital input at
no extra charge

 N+1 option
 Overshoot compensation
 Available in 50 W or 250 W models

Need Solutions?
www.bdcast.COM
or (1881 232-3268

it

NIP

Sinews for
Tomorrow's RadioPEER 291 ,-1999 E-roacicast Electronics. In:: BE emblem is a regime -ell trademark or Binamtra..! Electra +c, I.,
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Technology

The well -routed facility
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

0 ne of the primary functions of a broadcast station
is that of gatekeeper - choosing from myriad
sources to select one that goes on the air. This

process has not changed much since radio's beginnings,
nor is it likely to change in the future. The tools used for
this function, however, are changing, and it is important
to know how to implement these changes for your
facility's greatest benefit.

The best tool for selecting one source from many
throughout a facility is the routing switcher. Because of the
relatively high cost of these devices. mans' broadcasters

DESTINATIONS
(to device inputs)

2

SOURCES
3

(from device 4
outputs) 5

AUDIO LAYER (L/R)

CONTROL LAYER (RS -422)

otherwise convenient rackmounted location. The switcher
provides crosspoints, by which the signal from an audio
source is fed to one or more destinations (see Figure 1).
These crosspoints thereby allow a single output to feed a
single or multiple inputs, usually without modification or
processing. In this respect, a routing switcher can be
thought of as an electronic patchbay, directing signals from
audio outputs to audio inputs throughout the facility.

Today's switchers come in many sizes, accommodating
the needs of a wide variety of facilities. The usual metric
for router size is a statement of its dimensions - the

number of sources by the number of destina-
tions it can handle (e.g., 32x16). The numbers
usually refer to stereo inputs and outputs. Actual
signal paths are double these values.

Switcher dimensions can be square, meaning
its number of inputs and output are equal (e.g.,
32x32). A more common arrangement offers
more inputs than outputs (e.g., 32x24). This
configuration allows a large number of sources
to be routed to a smaller number of possible
destinations.

The physical size and price of a router vary in
proportion to its dimensions. Common sizes for
today's radio facilities can range from 24x16 to
128x128. Most systems are easily expandable,
and some can be prewired for a large capacity but
initially outfitted with a smaller switching matrix.

Control of the switcher's crosspoint operation
can be handled from a single, central terminal or
more commonly from distributed control panels

around the facility. These controllers select a source and
a destination, then invoke a "Take" command to perform
the switch. Typically, every location considered a desti-
nation on the system (e.g., production control room,
ISDN codec, DAT recorder) will have a switcher control
panel nearby. Control rooms will often have more than
one switcher destination assigned to them, allowing

CONTROL
PANEL

CONTROL
PANEL

CONTROL
PANEL

Figure 1. A conceptual diagram of the crosspoint matrix in a routing switcher. An example
configuration is indicated by the highlighted crosspoints in which source 5 is routed to
destination 2, and source 3 is routed to destinations 4 and 5. A separate remote -control
layer exists on this switcher. It allows similar routing of machine control signals. The
router itself is configured by a number of distributed control panels.

have eschewed their use, preferring to get by with patch
cords, mixers and console input selectors. Today, switcher
costs are more reasonable, thanks to the economies of new
designs and the entrance of new companies to the
business. For many facilities, switchers are more critical
than ever because of consolidation and increased local
production.

Routing switchers are no longer "Cadillac" devices
intended for use only in the most high -end facilities.
These devices also allow economies in other areas, such
as requiring smaller mixing consoles and freeing up
operators from pulling patch cords at scheduled times.

Basic operation
In the typical installation, all of a facility's audio sources

and destinations are wired to the routing switcher's
mainframe, which is generally placed in a central or

 .
The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
No% Connectin Jacor Coast to Coast

800.833-4459
i ww.WireReady.co j

- WireRea
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The StudioHub Wiring Solution
Winner of both the prestigious BE Radio "Pick Hit" and Radio Work "Cool Stuff"

new product awards at this year's NAB convention.

Radio Systems thanks the

judges and editors of BE Radio

and Radio World magazines for

acknowledging that the

simple ideas are still the best.

StudioHub is the

new CAT -5

wiring system featuring

a complete range of pre -made cables,

harnesses and integrated plug -and -play

studio accessories.

Use StudioHub for single

or multi -studio, analog or digital buildouts.

Save time and money on your next installation.

Contact your favorite dealer; log onto www.studiohub.com;
or call Radio Systems to learn more.

a product from RADIO SYSTEMS, INC.
601 Heron Drive  PO Box 458  Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458

609.467.8000  FAX 609.467.3044  sales@radiosystems.com
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Managing Technology
multiple sources to be simultaneously routed there. Each
control room often needs only a single control panel. In
some cases, switcher control panels can be fabricated as
popular mixing consoles' plug-in modules, allowing them
to fit neatly into the mixer's work surface. In other cases,
the switcher controller is a rack-

mounted device that can be placed
at any convenient rack location.
All switchers allow splitting of

the source signal to multiple desti
nations without attenuation, and
some also allow minor modifica-
tions of the source signal as it

passes through. These may in-
clude level adjustment, the sum-
ming of a stereo source to mono,
the reversal of stereo channels and
the selection of the source's left or
right channel only.

a few other devices around the plant. In the former
scenario, an extremely flexible system exists but requires
a large, complex and expensive routing switcher. The latter
provides switching for only the most frequently used
devices, without great expense or cumbersome operation.

Figure 2. Unlike the parallel arrangement of the routing switcher that uses many discrete
wiring paths. the LAN shown here routes all signals serially on a single cable. Data is sent
in discretely addressed packets that are routed by virtual means to the appropriate
destinations on the network.

Applications
Some facilities design routing systems that include virtu-

ally every I/O in the facility. Others include only selected
sources and destinations. For example, one facility may
connect every recorder, CD -player, microphone pre -amp
output, remote site, processing device and mixer to its
routing system. Another may choose to connect only a few
mixer inputs and outputs, some selected remote sites and

More sophisticated routing systems offer switching of
machine -control signals through an RS -422 layer (an
independent set of crosspoints) of the switch (also shown
in Figure 1). In addition to routing a device's audio paths,
its remote control path can also be routed through the
switcher. An example application is controlling a remote
tape deck from any control room at the studio by
selecting the deck's control port and assigning it to the

11 -Pk MAGER

IAN SYSTEMS
The Best in Sound Furniture

AWARD 14114

For over 20 years Broadcasters nationwide have come to Mager Systems for our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our unique constriction, along with solid wood and quality materials,
means your furniture is built to last. In fad, we've made the design and construction of studio
furniture as much an art form as it is a business. Every installation is backed by a 10 year
warranty. Our quality is affordable and can
accommodate every budget from economy
to showplace. Call today and discover
why Mager Systems is the best in
Sound Furniture.

We're proud to say
we've won the

Radio World
'Cool Stuff

Award at
NAB '99.

WILSONARTINTERNATIONAL
Mager Systems is proud to offer Wilsonart
Gibraltar solid surface. Gibraltar is a non porous,
stone -like, solid surface material. This premium

material has beauty. strength and durability that is
easy to care for. Gibraltar is available in 32 rich colors.

plus, it is backed by a full 10 year installed. limited warranty

n I

XVHITi

Designed, Fabricated, uelivered and Install

21602 N. Central Ave.. Suite 1
Phoenix, Arizona 85024

TEL: 602-780-0045
FAX: 602-780-986(1
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As any artist will attest, the best microphone or instrument
can either be tine latest in state-of-the-art technology

or a timeless classic.

AK:3 proyk'es the best of both worlds, offering a
11 pallet of colas and textures, enabling an artist to full`

express themselves with a single stroke of the right brush.

AL AL ,r9 /11
r.

-IF -ir

For over 25 years, this

microphone

has been the defacto sta_-tdaid for

ge diaphragm cone ensers.

itchable polar patterns, pads

d low frequency attenuation

e the C 114 B/ULS ideal for

virtually any application.

nn
D

Designed to combine the benefits

of solid-state and tubE

technolo4es, the Solid Tube

delivers an exceptionally warm

tube sound while maintaining the

reliability of solid-state gear.

H A Harman International Company

AKG L. S.
1449 Donelson Pike  Nash i Ile, TN 37217 USIA

Phone: 615-360-0499  Fax: 615-360-0275 '
E-mail: akgusaitha rman.com

www.akg-acousti, ..corn
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Specifically designed for vocals,

the C 414 B/1--11.eatures a

transformerless output and the

legendary C12V-R capsule that

enable vocals tc soar over the

rhythm section withaut disturbing

the microphone's pristine sound.
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Managing Technology
appropriate control room's transport
control panel.

Another variable involves the use of
digital or analog switching. Many rout-
ing system vendors offer both, includ-
ing some less expensive designs. The
choice hinges on the rest of the facil-
ity's makeup. If the majority of I/Os to
be connected to the switcher are still
analog, it makes little sense to convert
all the sources to digital and back
simply to pass them through the switch-

er. The many A/D and D/A converters
required would be expensive and
ultimately unnecessary, because ana-
log switchers generally do not signif-
icantly degrade audio quality. On the
other hand, if most of the devices in
the facility offer AES3 digital I/O, then
a digital router makes more sense. In
either case, a few A/Ds and DIM will
continue to be required to accommo-
date any necessary conversions.

Large routers can be configured with

Affordable
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, "It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On -screen Voice -Track editing, time -shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT.

888-13SIUSA1 °nil/
th, VII
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www.bsiusa.com BS1'1%

separate digital and analog sections,
each connected to their respective
flavor of sources and destinations. Tie
lines between the two router sections
are equipped with A/D and D/A con-
verters and integrated into the switch-
ing logic. These conversion paths al-
low any analog source to be sent to
any digital destination and vice versa
without need for the external A/Ds
and DIAs mentioned above. Such
hybrid routers offer the additional
advantage of phased growth. As more
of the facility migrates from analog to
digital I/O, analog switching -matrix
modules can be easily replaced by
digital modules.
The control software for some of

these more sophisticated systems may
include automated operation, allow-
ing frequently needed switch config-
urations to be programmed into mac-
ros or invoked at a regular, predeter-
mined time. Because a calendar func-
tion is included, these systems must

checkedhe for Y2K compliance.

Audio LANs
The routing switchers discussed

above deal with discrete devices and
real-time audio signals, but much of
the audio at a modern radio facility
lives as files on computers, which
routing switcher are not designed to
accommodate. Transferring file -based
audio data among computers is the
role of a local area network (LAN) to
which all the audio production and
delivery computeis are connected.
Such a LAN typically operates as a
high-speed Ethernet (100 Basel) over
CAT -5 wiring and may be physically
separate from the administrative LAN
used by the facility's office computers.

Unlike the discrete crosspoint switch-
ing of the routing system, which re-
quires a parallel fabric of many dedi-
cated physical connections, the LAN
sends discretely addressed packets of
data in serial form all over a single
wire (see Figure 2). The LAN serves as
a virtual router, while the routing
switcher embodies an actual switch-
ing matrix.

A truly interconnected facility today
requires both types of routing to op-
timally accommodate its production
needs.
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Rich, vibrant sound
Symetrix 628 voice processor

If sound were color, wouldn't it be great if

it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a

tropical bird straight from paradise. With

the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists

and voice talent can achieve such brilliant,

resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced

the voice processor that became a standard

to the audio industry. Now with the 628

Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes

further. By combining proven digital signal

processing and an easy to use analog-likt:

interface with factory and user program-

mable presets, Symetrix has created one of

the most versatile yet reliable pieces of

processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the

feather. So each voice needs a unique

palette of functions to make it sound its

best. With its powerful processing,

programmable presets and digital output,

the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

Communications
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Engineering

Making the most of your consulting engineer
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor,

Consulting engineers don't come cheap. To be
cost-effective, a station should be completely ready
for the consultant's arrival. Presumably, the prob-

lem will be discussed over the telephone prior to
determining that a station visit is necessary. Following the
guidelines below will help you save time and money,
both in telephone consultations and station visits.

One of three events usually precipitates a consulting
engineer's involvement in a station's operation: the
management's desire to improve the facility, a problem
with the antenna system, or the station
engineer's feeling that a consultant
can improve operations.

In the first case, the chief engineer
may be asked if a station power in-
crease is possible and how much it
will cost. In general, the chief engi-
neer can determine whether a change
of transmitter site may be required. If
the answer if yes, management's de-
sire to expand will often wane. If the
answer is maybe, thought should be
given to where the facility might go.
From here, the path becomes more
complicated. Before delving into that
topic, we'll look at the issue of increas-
ing a station's power.

A new home
Most engineers are happy to increase

power and build new transmitting fa-
cilities, even though doing so will
involve long hours and hard work.
Most chiefs have pretty well -tuned
feelings about their stations and poten-
tial improvements. One area of concern is the effect of the
considered changes in the absence of an operating com-
puter program that has an up-to-date database of stations
and the terrain data for running FM siting and coverage
plots. These expensive aids are essential to radio engineer-
ing. Unless the chief is moonlighting on the side, he
probably won't have access to them. So, he will have to run
a somewhat mentaVmathematical check and a-csess the
situation. Often, a station engineer will have acquired one
of the many DA programs or similar aids to station work.
Valuable help can be obtained in this manner but, unless
the programming used conforms to the FCC Rules, it is not
advisable to use such material in an application.

Major changes to an antenna system can justify the
use of a consulting engineer, like converting from
nondirectional to directional coverage.

RF

If the odds for improvement look good, you should get
management's approval to call a consulting engineer for
confirmation and development of the project. Most
station engineers will have a preferred consulting engi-
neer in mind. Usually, these engineers can be consulted
over the phone; most consultants will provide quite a bit
of input for free via telephone conferences. Certainly,
an estimate of engineering costs should be obtained
before going to management. Regardless of the relation-
ship between the station engineer and the consultant,

you should provide man-
agement with an estimate
of cost (per hour, per day
or for the overall project).

Although the FCC does
not require doing so, con-
sulting with a licensed pro-
fessional engineer on mat-
ters concerning site moves,
new applications, power
increases and conversion
from non -DA to a DA op-
eration is advisable.
Though the P.E. is not
necessarily more capable
or experienced in these
areas, he will have a clos-
er relationship with the
FCC engineers and can
feel out ideas unofficially.
He will also be familiar
with FCC rules and their
applications.

To keep the chief engi-
neer in the engineering

chain, the engineer and consultant should communicate
directly. Nothing leads to more confusion and ill feel-
ings (as well as an increase in cost) than semi -technical
phone conversations between a consulting engineer
and a general manager.

Once the decision has been made to work with a
consulting engineer and the order to keep costs as low
as possible has been given, the chief should gather all
the material possible and assemble it into an orderly
presentation. By doing so, everything will be on hand
for the face-to-face visit between the engineer and
consultant. The same provision should be made prior to
phone conversations with the consultant.
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KINTRONICITLLABS INC.

FOR AM EXPANDED BAND or
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS

FOR THE 21st CENTURY

Prefabricated, Climate -Controlled, Fully -Equipped ATU Building
PreTuned and Ready to Install. -WWJ, Detroit, MI

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
PO. Box 845. Bristol, Tennessee 37621-0845
Phone: (423) 878-3141  Fax: (423) 878-4224
Email: ktl@kintronic.com

Web Site: www.kintronic.com VISA
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Generate new income
with sponsored
information lines!

Audio OnLineTM is ideal for...
Concert info... Weather/ski/surf reports...
School closings... Traffic updates...
Voting lines... Contest rules... Sports scores...

MINN Mpl

."-

 Multiple messages
 Multiple sponsors
 Multiple phone

lines
 Multiple call -counts
 ONE easy system

FAX -on -Demand Doc #124 (626) 355-4210
Internet: http://www.henryeng.com

EE HENRY
ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Drive

Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL (626) 355-3656
FAX (626) 355-0077

RF Engineering
What you'll need

For potential sites, the following information will be
needed: topographical maps of the areas, information
regarding airports, siting problems, power supplies, tall
towers in the vicinity, power lines, ground elevations,
building restrictions and zoning, and locations of all
stations that might possibly be affected by any proposed
operation. You will also need copies of the existing
operating license. For FM stations, information about any
TV or other towers where a new antenna might be
mounted will be needed. For AM stations, any possible
stations where multiple transmitters could be multi-
plexed into a single tower will be needed. Also, have
studio coordinates in case studio distance becomes

Before making any adjustments, write down all the meter
reading and dial indicators. This will allow you to revert to the
previous settings if needed.

involved. Prepare some notes on the means of feeding
transmitters, STL types, satellite needs and phone lines.
The above list seems overwhelming but probably

covers only some of the consultant's questions. Be
forewarned that, during phone consultations, you should
have all your materials readily available. Some expen-
sive consulting engineers charge by the minute -
much like lawyers.

If the consulting engineer is visiting the station to help with
an antenna problem, make sure the most recent full antenna
proof of performance is available and that all maintenance
logs, licensed operating parameters and monitor point
measurements are on hand. It's surprising how many
stations do not have a current copy of the license that states
the current operating parameters and times of operation. On
one occasion, I had to call the FCC to find out exactly what
the station was supposed to be doing. There were three
licenses posted, and none showed a date of issue. The chief
engineer wasn't sure which was correct.

Common sense
It should go NA, ithout saying that, before the consultant

is called in, every possible source of any problem has
been checked. If the problem is intermittent, be sure it is
still acting up when the consultant is called. Also, be
certain you haven't made a silly mistake that did not
warrant the call. If possible, get another engineer to check

Circle (114) on Free Info Card
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L -Band VHF
Band Ill

Digital Drive Time.
Drive time takes on E whole new rreaning with the crystalclear quality ofdigital audio broadcasing (DAB) and :telco'sdigital transmission solutions.
Itelco transmitters have been selected for DAB operationsjust about everywhere you find DAB. And it's no wonder.Only Itelco DAB

transnitters combine modulator and excitercomponents in a single compact unit for maximum reliabilityin a minimal
space. Upgrades are unbelievably easy toe, withour software -based DSF approach to transmitter design Andwith all-FFT digital filtering, there's absolutely nothing to adjust.L -Band and Band III DAB

transmir_ers are just par. ofItelco's complete offering of digital
transmission solutions forradio and television

brcadcasters.

To learn more about our DAB
transmitters and D-_-*N-transmitters and translators call us at 13)31464-811110 orisit our web site at sN% witelco-usa.com ber
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RF Engineering
over your findings. Sometimes, you can be too close to
the forest to see the trees.

If any applications have been filed prior to your arrival
at the that station, find out their status and be sure you
know exactly how
the station should
be operating. Be
sure you have cop-
ies of the applica-
tions and know their
disposition.

Verify that the in-
struction books for
equipment in use are
on hand. Be sure
your field intensity
meter (FIM) is cali-
brated and the bat-
teries are new. If
possible, borrow an
extra FIM in case the need arises to make simultaneous
readings. An inline bridge is also good to have on hand.
Have plenty of spare batteries and flashlights.

If your problem is with a non -DA system, such as a
folded unipole, have the original tune-up data on hand
- an inline bridge will probably be an important
accessory. Also, you may need a tower climber. Have
someone available on call. Time spent waiting for a tower

ANEWERN
SENSNAN

Now Available with 8X Drives

DVD Compatible

Audio Importation

Simple ONE -BUTTON Operation

Upgradable to Future CD -R Technology

Practical Audio Features

Expandable Standalone Device

II
CD -5900 is a trademark, .
All other trademarks remain the property of
their respective companies

Keep spare components available. especially if a consultant is
being brought in to correct a problem.

climber will cost the station money in consultant's fees,
which are higher than those for a tower climber.

The same applies in the case of a DA that has gone awry.
Try to have an assortment of capacitors on hand in case

an ATU or phasor component has
failed. It doesn't hurt to have
some inductors around, too.

Have available a PC or cell phone
setup so that several monitoring
points can be manned at the same
time and readings can be called in
as the phasor is adjusted. Cell
phone fieldwork can be quite
expensive, depending on the lo-
cal time charges. It is usually cheap-
er to use industrial, or even CB,
equipment rather than cell phones.
Remember that it is illegal to use
VHF or UHF ham equipment for
business purposes.

Finally, have your consultant's after-hours number
available so you can call and cancel the visit if the
problem is resolved.

Contact John at batcom bright. net.

For more information
arc e 203 on Free In o Cart

CD -5900
CD2CD Pro CD -R Dupe

WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED
CD DUPLICATORS
MediaFORM's award winning family of CD -R duplicating clffediaFORIV1
products continues to provide a wide range of features
and capabilities. Contact us today for more information
on these products. MediaFORM products are sold
though a world wide network of quality distributors.

1-

400 Eaii . .. iiiiiiievara  Exii, . 641
Phone. 610-458-9200  Fan. 610-458-9554

Toll Free in the USA 800-220-1215
email. infoamediaform.com

web. http.//www.meclialorm corn
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256 X 256 LARGE  MONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS  118dB ANALOG DYNAMIC RANGE  DISTFIBUTED MULTI-PROCESS)R ARCHITECTURE

I

the migration to digital -s in your future.

:hen this I? the route tc take. Introducing the

arge size, big performaice analog router that

also speaks fluent digital. A true hybrid that

allows you to scale the nunber of analog and

iigital ports as needed, now and in the future.

and even be:ter, the SA564000 creates a forward

)ath to AES/EBU digital audio without creating

analog obsolescence.

Th s means you can mix your analog and digital I/O in

the samE router frame. Go direct, analog to analog, or

digital to digital. Or mix it up with 24 bit conversion

analog digital and vice ve-sa. Either way, this

unique architecture sports flawless signal integrity

ani non -blocking f-exibility.

An4 it's wonderfully simple, just pluc in our rew digital

port expander and that's it Welcome to digital!

-c existing richly with analoc in the same framework.

There's lots more tc tell. Call ma: 8_8 840 6749. Fax us:

818 840 6751. E-mail us: sales@;asaudio.com Cieck the

Web sitE: sasaudio.com And of course, snail mail: 2112

North G enoaks Blv4. Burbank. California 91504 USA
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Wave

DAB update
By Chriss Scherer, editor

DTV continues to be a hot topic at NAB conven-
tions. In the past, it seemed that any excitement
about radio's evolution was lost amid the clamor

about DTV. This was
not the case at NAB99.
Although DTV contin-
ues to draw attention
due to recent devel-
opments, IBOC is get-
ting its share of the
limelight.
Other parts of tht

world have begun im-
plementing DAB sys-
tems. The U.S., far from
being a technological
leader, lags behind. We
are, however, leading
the world in one sense
by developing IBO(
rather than Eureka 14 -

demonstrating their transmitters passing the waveform
operating into a dummy load.

Figure 1 shows the additional sideband activity in both
the AM and FM waveform images. All

tA,

Figure 1. The hybrid
IBOC AM (above) and
FM (right) signals.
Photos courtesy of
USA Digital Radio.

IBOC action
INN() of the three IBOC developers in the

U.S. exhibited at the show: USA Digital
Radio and Lucent Digital Radio. Digital
Radio Express was noticeably absent. The
exhibits for both USADR and LDR were
busy. The IBOC arena continues to devel-
op, not only on the technical side but also
on the marketing side. Displays and dem-
onstrations of the current work on the
IBOC technologies were shown.

The visibility of IBOC progress has increased, partially
because of the addition, some time ago, of LDR and DRE
as developers. Terrestrial IBOC is also seeing potential
competition between satellite radio licensees CD Radio
and XM Satellite Radio. Both S-DARS licensees have set

service launch dates for late in the year 2000.
USADR's big news concerned the transmission tests

conducted with several AM and FM transmitter manu-
facturers. FM signals were passed successfully using
transmitters from Broadcast Electronics, Energy-Onix,
Harris and QEI. Each had waveform examples that
showed the spectrum mask of the hybrid digital signal
(see Figure 1).

On the AM side, Harris and Nautel provided informa-
tion regarding their tests. They went one step further by

J

IBOC proponents will use this hybrid
analog/digital phase as an intermedi-
ate step before completely removing
the center analog carrier and occupy-
ing the entire spectrum allocation with
digital data.

Coding improvements
Lucent Digital Radio is developing

four versions of its Perceptual Audio
Coder (PAC) algorithm product family.
Version 1 is intended for transmission
over an unimpaired channel. Version 2

is designed for im-
paired channel ap-
plications like
broadcast and in-
cludes LDR's mul-
tistreaming tech-
nology. Version 3
is optimized for
64kb/s connec-
tions, and Version
4 is for 5.1 chan-
nel applications.

PAC, developed
by Lucent and
used for a while in

the USADR system, is a robust coding algorithm on its own.
A broadcast path, however, is subject to many types of
interference, including reduced signal strength and, in the
inst.. of FM, multipath. The idea behind multistreaming is
to allow a graceful reduction in signal quality as the

e LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connectin Jacor Coast to Coast
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EASY PATCH
The Analog/Digital patch bays for

today and tomorrow...from Neutrik®
Two choices to "wire u13- Easy Pata for fast termination.

Heavy duty
cable bar

Elco/Edac connector -is

The Easy Patch series of easy to use
patchbays eliminates signal degradation and
offers excellent crosstalk performance required
in today's broadcast facilities, mobile trucks,
recording studios and audio installations.

Their analog/digital signal capability,
reduced wiring time and quality workmanship
are unmatched by competitors' patchbays.

The Easy Patch gives you features
and options no other patchbay provides:

 Galvanized, heavy duty metal housing.
 Flexible depth from 14" to 18".
 Hard gold plated contacts designed

specifically for ND signals.
 Six jumper switching configurations.
 Ten color coded ID tabs - optional.

Spring loaded te-minal blocks Metal shielding
between ribbon cables
top and bottom

Flexible rack depth:
NPP-TT/TB-14 allows
you to go from 14" to
18" via built-in slider.

You asked for innovation, productivity and
value in a patch bay series ald Neutrik listened.

Demo Easy Fatch for yoLrself. Call
732-901-9488 and ask for our NEW product
guide and he name of your iearest Neutrik
representative.

Neutrik... your one stop source for all your
audio connector needs...today and tomorrow.

NPP-TT/TB at 71/2" depth with
spring loaded terminal block connecticn.

irs la' UTR I AK 4(10'Zd
CONNECTING THE WORLD

195 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewcod, NJ 08701-4527
Phone: 732-901-9488 Fax: 732-901-9608
E-Mail:neutrikusa@aol.com Web Site:www.neutriluisa.com Circle (129) on Free Info Card



Next Wave
transmission integrity decreases. This design will help
reduce the effect of the digital cliff. In conventional
digital signals, as the medium is reduced in integrity, the
error correction takes over and recovers the signal.
Once the error rate reaches a point where it is unable to
recover, the decoder
mutes. The listener
will not hear the ef-
fect of the weaken-
ing data path. Multi -
streaming allows for
a gradual reduction
in signal quality, as
with current analog
broadcasting.

Instead of a single
data stream being
broadcast on either
sideband, the data
packets are divided
into smaller pieces
that are then trans-
mitted. Figure 2 smaller packets, then distributes these packets in both time and
shows how the pack-
ets are divided
among the spectruin. This setup allows a receiver to ust
as much data as is available to reconstruct the signal. If
all of the data is present, a full -bandwidth signal is

decoded. If only some of the packets are understood, the
signal can still be reconstructed. This function is similar
to listening to a sound file over the Internet. The
bandwidth of a connection at 28.8kb/s is less than that of
a connection at 64kb/s. Multistreaming allows the receiv-

er to compensate for the re-
duced data rate.

Lucent has also announced that
field tests will commence shortly
at WBJB-FM, Lincroft, NJ, and
also with Naussau Broadcasting
Partners. WBJB-FM is an NPR
affiliate licensed to Brookdale
Community College. Naussau
Broadcasting operates a statewide
network in New Jersey with 15
stations. It also owns or operates
two stations in Pennsylvania and
two in New York. The data gath-
ered from these tests will be
compiled and presented to the
FCC later this year. Lucent still
plans to begin its AM tests in the
second half of this year.

-a

E

Digital Carriers Digital Carriers

Fintirta 7 I nrant Milltictroaminn dividpc a cinnal irrtn fruir

frequency around the carrier.

Looking skyward
The satellite radio developers have been busy getting

their systems together. Both XM Satellite Radio and CD

edja

The MediaFORM
3707 is the work-
horse of the lot This

7 drive autoloader
accommodates up
to 200 CDs for
unattended cd
duplication.

4/71177zot r,?,

The MediaFORM 5900 is kie
industry leader for multidrive sys-
tems. This 8 time system boasts
of easy one -touch and
options for DAT import

®RILE ilt
For factory -direct pricing, please call one of our Duplication Specialists at

The Medial-ORM 3706 is the
Most impressive MediaFORM
unit ever. This 6 drive
aubboder accommodates up

200 CDs unattended cd
duplication as well as features
Rig thermal printing
directly to cd-r media

41,711/7 1117.411°-"-v.riii0

Mediastore: The World's Largest Distributor
of MediaFORM CD Duplication Equipment

All drives now available in 8x speed!

The MediaFORM
3704 is a speedy
and efficient solu-
tion. This 4 drive
autoloader cx:com-
modeles up b 150
CDs for unattended

4igrart,1" cd duplication

Rimcge systems allow for netwitxk

ccentxtmty to Windows NT

Share the benefits of cd

publishing and pointing

with only a Rimage system

Systems 'age from 1 b 16

recorder systems Cal for pricing

4:T7:Ike

The MedioFORM
2701 is a cost effec-
tive intro b automa-
tion. This single drive
autoloader accommo-
dates up lo 50 CDs
for unattended cd
duplication

MEINIIST
of,,,hor.oy on CD Duplicolin

r, a.- . I
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Don't be surprised if you find yourself

looking for new office furniture.

It's quite possible that if you go with digital broadcast equipment from CEC.

you'll start noticing your job isn't quite as stressful. At least, that's what some of
our customers have told us. But rt's really not very surprising when you consider
that over the years, CEC has built a reputation for quality and
reliability while utilizing cutting edge technology. Things just

don't go wrong. Frankly, it's a recipe for boredom.Crr-
www.contelec.com

4I AL i IEC I 1011 I( S 01 PO PG 110 ©1999 Continental Electronics Corporation.
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WARD BECK PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

STANDS ALONE
Legendary design

Legendary quality

Legendary construction

WEIS WARD -BECK SYSTEMS LT
1-800-771-2556 www.wbsltd.com

Next Wave
Radio plan to begin their satellite launches early in the
year 2000, with their services scheduled to begin later
that year. Both companies are also working on building
studio facilities.

CD Radio has built a terrestrial repeater network in
the San Francisco area. This network will fill in some
of the trouble spots that are not fully served by the
satellite delivery.

XM has entered into an agreement with Delphi Delco

The Lucent tests at WBJB require equipment installation and
setup. Greg Nease (standing) and M. Shariat are part of the team
putting these tests together.

to manufacture XM-capable car radios. CD Radio is
working on similar agreements with other manufactur-
ers. XM is partially owned by Hughes, a division of
General Motors. This is a plus for XM, because all of the
agreements will remain within one corporate family.

With separate agreements in place, several models of
receivers may become available, each with different
capabilities. Once IBOC broadcasts begin, listeners will
be prompted to purchase new receivers. With hybrid
AM, hybrid FM, XM and CD Radio formats available,
choosing which one to buy may be difficult.

As evidenced at NAB99, DAB has a strong future in the
U.S., and its development is moving in the right direction.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (204) on Free Info Card
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can be made to meet the ambitious

goals set

before you? How can

a given that virtual

It's a radio

revolution.
You've faced some battles in this changing radio marketplace and there

are more challenges on the horizon. How do you get the most from your

...want to win?
leaner staff? What efficiencies

you compete with the duopoly across town? It is

radio must 'De part of your arsenal if you are to

compete. How do you choose which digital automation system to depend

upon? What if we assure you of lo off -air time? Let us

give you a system that can accommodate irowth from

one or two workstations

reassigning workstations or adding

station group? This is real user-friendly

to hundreds. Is ease of

hardware important to your

GUI interface. We hare

something so scalable that big groups, small groups and single stations will find us

affordable. And it is enough to meet

your most specific demands. What is it? We NexGen
have taken our AudioWizard-the current Irell U 111:.1
industry leader-to the next generation. Call us or visit us on the web at www.prophetsys.ccm.

Together, let's make great radio.

'fluff 13SLiAn

PROPHET SYSTEMS

I demanded that NexGen' surpass your curent needs so you can
lead the market rather than follow.

You make the rules with this amazingly flexible digital audio product.

- Kevin Lockhart , President kevinlockhart@prophetsys.com

(800) 658.4403 sales@proph etsys.com
r- (800) 658.4396 www.proph etsys.com
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Update

Painting/lighting rules change for new towers
By Harry Martin

The
FCC has modified its rules regarding tower

painting and lighting, requiring that all new and
altered towers registered with the FCC conform to

specifications in the most recent FAA Advisory Circulars
AC 70/7460-1J, Obstruction Marking and Lighting, Janu-
ary 1, 1996; and AC 150/5345-43F, Specification for
Obstruction Lighting Equipment, October 19, 1995. The
circulars are available on the FCC's website at
www.fcc.gov/wtb/antenna/faainfo.html or from the FAA.
These circulars update the FCC's rules, which previously
referenced outdated FAA Advisory Circulars.

Attach a copy of the tower's current FAA Determination
of No Hazard specifying the prior circular. There is no
FCC filing fee required with Form 854.

Annual regulatory fee increases planned
In .\ 11. (Ilk: A. 1,,tied proposed increase:, to its

annual regulatory fees, which usually are due in Sep-
tember. Overall, in FY 1999, broadcast licensees will be
paying 15.4 percent of the $172,523,000 to be collected,
down from 15.6 percent in FY 1998. The FCC is
proposing the reduction of the annual fee for unbuilt FM

stations from $1,150 to
$765. Otherwise, most
broadcast fees will be high-
er for FY 1999. The FCC's
fee proposals for radio are
summarized in Table 1.

Fees for auxiliary stations
will be $12 each; fees for
unbuilt AM stations will
be $225; fees for unbuilt
FM stations will be either
$1,250 or $765, pending

further deliberations by the FCC.

FY 1999 RADIO STATION REGULATORY FEES

Population Served
AM

Class A
AM

Class B
AM

Class C
AM

Class D
FM Classes A,

B1 and C3
FM Classes 13,11
C, Cl and C2

ALT 0163 20,000 430 325 225 275 325 430
20,001 to 50,000 825 650 325 450 650 825
50,001 to 125,000 1350 875 450 675 87; 1350
125,001 to 400,000 2000 1400 675 825 I loo 2000

--- --
.2-- 01400,001 to 1,000,000 2750 2250 1250 1500 .2. 2 ,

>1,000,000 4400 3600 1750 2250 3600 2750

Important changes in the new circulars include the
requirements that all coaxial cables, conduits and other
cables attached to the face of a tower be painted and
that all flashing red obstruction lights on a tower
simultaneously flash.

The FCC did not intend to require antenna structure
owners previously assigned painting/lighting specifi-
cations to update their structures to comply with the
new circulars. However, for more than three years, the
FCC has been specifying tower registration authoriza-
tions on the new circular AC 70/7460-1J. Despite the
lack of intent to modify painting and lighting require-
ments, tower owners are expected to comply with the
circular specified on the tower registration. Moreover,
the FCC will require any structure to comply with the
new circulars if the FAA specifically requests that it do so.

If a tower you own has circular AC 70/7460-1J specified
on its registration authorization, and you do not wish to
comply with the new painting and lighting requirements,
you may request that the tower registration be modified
to specify the circular in effect at the time the FAA
approved the tower. To do so, you must submit FCC Form
854, Application for Antenna Structure Registration. On
item 12B of the form, indicate that you wish to change the
existing obstruction marking and lighting requirements.

Auction rules affirmed
The FCC has reaffirmed its August 1998 decision to use

auctions to resolve contests among competing applica-
tions for commercial broadcast licenses.

In response to petitions for reconsideration, the
commission generally reaffirmed its conclusions re-
garding the use of auction procedures for mutually
exclusive commercial broadcast -license applications,
including those involving applications filed before July
1, 1997. To expedite service to the public, the commis-
sion also affirmed its decision to consider qualifica-
tions issues after the auction involving the winning
bidder only.
The FCC said it would amend the terms of the anti -

collusion rule as it applies to the secondary broadcast
services (low -power television and television and FM
translator services) to permit settlements and engineering
resolutions after the filing of short -form applications but
before the commencement of any auction.
The commission affirmed its adoption of the new

entrant bidding credit. Applicants with interests in no
other mass -media facilities would receive a credit of 35
percent to lower the cost of their winning bids. A
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«A Smart Broadcast Solution?»

The Studer Dig'Media CAB System allows for an easy
and flexible integration of a variety of peripheral studio

equipment. Its renowned stability is based on an infra-
structure of modern operating platforms accepted world-

wide as well as on the well -proven PCX Audio Cards, being

consequently used In all our networked workstations.

Together with the On -Air 2000 Digital Mixing Console it of-

fers a completely new and intuitive user interface with clearly

arranged controls, accessible on touch -screen panels. The

combination of these two powerful tools simplifies for the

DJ the handling of all processes to a degree so far unknown.

Sounds interesting? Please do not hesitate to contact us. 

STUDER
professional audio equipment

H A Harman International Company

Studer Professional Audio AG, Althardstrasse 30, CH -8105 Regensdorf-Zurich Switzerland, Tel. +41 1 870 75 11, Fax: +41 1 840 47 37
Direct -Subsidiaries: Austria: +43 1 865 16 76 0, France: +33 1 45 14 47 80, Germany: +49 30 72 39 340, U.K.: *44 181 953 67 19

Canada: +1 416 510 13 47, Japan: +81 3 34 65 22 11, Singapore: +65 225 51 15, USA: +1 510 297 27 11
http://www.studer.ch
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FCC Update
reduction of 25 percent in their winning bids would be
given to applicants with interests in very few media
outlets, none of which serves the same area as the
applicants' proposed stations.

The commission agreed with petitioners that existing
interests in low -power television and television and FM
translator stations should not be counted among a
winning bidder's mass -media interests for purposes of
determining eligibility for the new entrant bidding
credit. The commission also refined the standards for
determining whether a winning bidder's proposed
station serves the same area as the bidder's existing
media interests, thereby rendering the bidder ineligible
for a bidding credit.

It is anticipated that the first auctions will occur in the
fall of 1999. The FCC's Wireless Bureau, which manages
the agency's auctions, needs time to come up with an
auction notice for each mutually exclusive group of
applicants; it will then evaluate the participants' com-
ments on procedures, including the proposed minimum
opening hid.

FCC continues microradlo push
)c.,lntc IOM's from Congress and pleas from broadcast-

ers, the FCC has not retreated from its plan to establish a
low -power FM radio service. Indeed, Chairman Kennard
has been outspoken in expressing his support for the
proposal. At the NAB99 convention, Kennard chastised

attendees as well as the organization that invited him to
speak. Kennard stated that the NAB was trying to induce
him into conceding microradio's failure even before the
comments were submitted. House Telecommunications
Subcommittee Chairman Billy Tauzin (R -LA) has written
a letter to FCC Chairman Kennard asking him to post-
pone consideration of low -power FM pending Congres-
sional consideration. NAB continues to request that the
FCC provide additional time, beyond the current June 1
deadline, within which to comment on the FCC's pro-
posals. NAB and others are conducting tests on the
effect low -power FM radio would have on existing
services, but most of the results will not be available for
several months.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher. Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin @lhh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
Radio stations (commercial and noncommercial)

in the fo lowing states (or district) must file their
biannual ownership reports by June 1, 1999: Ari-
zona, District of Columbia, Idaho, Maryland, Mich-
igan, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Utah, Virginia,
West Virginia and Wyoniing.

Listen to what happens when Digital Audio Labs' engineering experience
and discipline is applied to the latest 24 bit, 96 kHz technology.

viso
Listen to the striking difference in clarity and imaging between a computer

"sound card" and a truly professional, ultra precise audio instrument.

Listen tOrt.henext generation, all new standard for audio fidelity oni L PC.*

L1StektoeCardDeluxe
from- DigitarAliclinralis.

Deluxe
LtErnimft-tghot_
 Analog two channel in/out

via 1 /til:RS connectors

 S/P61Fcligitli in/out via RCA
connectors

 22'icTgic kHz sampling rat
 ;4/:10 bIlaiired/unbala

operati

PCI Inte e
8'6'24 bit resolution
glhannel operation usirg both
nalog and digital

Slaving of multiple Cardgeluxes
to single sample clock

Windows 95.98, and NT rovers'

*macintosh compatibility - Q2 '99
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Cash
The name tells you what it makes.

Cash, from Prime Image. You don't need
one unless you want to make some.

With Cash" radio broadcasters can
create additional commercial time. Which
creates additional revenue.

Cash doesn't reduce program content.
Listeners won't even notice it. Yet it allows
broadcasters to add 60 seconds of
commercial time or more every ten
minutes. Without audio artifacts. Without
affecting pitch or creating a "chipmunk
effect." And it works in real time, right on
the air.

Features:
 Real-time, on -air operation.
 Variable selection - add from zero to

four minutes, within ten minutes to two
hours.

 Doesn't reduce program content.
 Undetectable process doesn't affect

pitch.
 No digital artifacts.
 Models available for mono or stereo

broadcasts.

"Inge
The Digital Video People

662 Giguere Court #C, San Jose, CA 95133 Tel (408) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294 Service (408) 926-5177
primeimagein@earthlink.net www.primeimageinc.com



Cash
Mono or Stereo

Creates Additional Radio Commercial Time
Model CASH Specifications

PERFORMANCE 2 Channels or Mono (Tests Conditions: +4dB in and out, 1 KHz sine input)

INPUT Level
OUTPUT Level
Variable Level
Frequency Response
Channel Separation
S/N (A -wt -filter)
THD
Additional Commercial Time

Variable Commercial Time

0, +4 dBm 600 Ohm or H1Z Bal or Unbal, XLR
0, +4 dBm 600 Ohm Bal or Unbal, XLR
± 16 dBm (clips @ +20 dBm)
± 0.5 dB, 20 Hz - 20 KHz
96 dB
86 dB
.04%
2 Sec. - to - 4 Min., Mono
2 Sec. - to - 2 Min., Stereo
0.1 Sec. Steps

Note: Unit does not use data compression

OPERATIONAL CONTROLS

Enable Button
Start Button
Hold Button

Stop Button
2 Mode Buttons
2 Set Buttons & Knob
Level Button
Time Button
4 Preset Buttons

ENVIRONMENTAL

Enables each of the other buttons
Starts Commercial Insertion Time
Stops Time Reduction
(pass real time information)
Returns output to Real Time
Move forward or reverse in menu
Increase or Decrease menu selection level or setting
Push to enter Level menu
Push to enter Time menu
Fl, 2, 3, 4, Preset up to 4 events

Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity
Power Supply
Power Dissipation
Height
Length
Depth
Weight

OPTIONS

+32°F (0°C) to 113°F (45°C)
10% to 95%, RH, Non -Condensing
117 VAC ± 10%, 60 Hz or 220 VAC ± 10%, 50 Hz or 60 Hz
50 Watts Max
1 U, 1.75 Inches (4.44 cm)
19 Inches (48.3 cm)
12 Inches (30.5 cm)
20 lbs. (9.1 kg)

Rack Mount remote R -A

PrIMIge
All specifications subject to change without notice. Printed in US 03/99



Every year, the NAB show floor swells with more equip-
ment, and this year was no exception. Between the South
Hall (also called the Main Hall), the Sands Expo Center
and the newly expanded North Hall (no longer just
the Radio Hall), four days is simply not enough
time to see everything. To help you fill in the
gaps, BE Radio assembled a team of reporters
to gather as much information as they
could. For easy reference, their coverage
is detailed by category on the follow-
ing pages. We've got the show...

161111RAPPE

INDEX
 e.udio/Radio

olutom atom/Playback . t: 8
 Audio Consoles &

Audio Azensomies ......
 rtudio Cistributien .._ 3;
 Audio Pkeessing 4L
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Storage-. & Playback
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Audio 1'roce-s4ing
Technology intro-
duced new products

II ended tor use ifs ST_s

studio networking and reraore broad-
est applications using Lie company's
Apt -x algorithm. The BCF256 Broadcast
Communications Frame iFers in inte-
gral ISDN terminal adapttn Automatic
backup circuitry and alarm functions.
The NXL384 broadcast network trans-

 Computer Products
& Power Products ..

 Digkal Audio
o-kstations 39

Intercom/1FB Products 70
 Microphones 64
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or audio versions. The .7)711128
Digital Reporter Termiral is a ro7table,
fi.P-duplex digital audb codec c perat-
ing on a s ngle ISDN line.

Broadcast Electronics spotlighted
new products from Marti Electronics,
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0\\WRAPPfDUP
including the SRPT-40E and SR -10E
Frequency Agile VHF RPU transmit-
ter and receiver. All adjustments are
made on the front panel. Also shown
was the new Marti GX-500 Remote
Mixer, an updated version of the GX-
440 with four mic channels, two aux
inputs and four headphone jacks. It
interfaces with many popular models
of analog cellular telephones.

Broadcast Tools showed its new
MC 16 Mega -Coupler. It offers relay
closures for detected incoming sig-
nals, has a built-in hybrid, and can
detect different key sequences and
output a serial RS -232 ASCII stream to
other devices.

Circuit Werkes was at the Broad-
casters General Store booth with
its new SEN-6, a Subaudible Tone
Encoder. This encoder produces
25-, 35-, 50-, and 75Hz
tones to trigger automa-
tion systems over satel-
lite or other links.

Comrex continued to
draw attention with the
Vector POTS codec.

DH Satellite showed
its line of satellite prod-
ucts, including satellite
dishes. It also showed
the Research Concepts
antenna controller for
dual -axis antennas.

Dialog4 displayed the
MusicTaxi codec, avail-
able in rackmount (SL -
pro) and desktop (PAN) versions.
Both feature an automatic detection
mode so a connection can be made to
another location without knowing
what device will be there. The con-
figuration is changed to work prop-
erly. The CTaxi, a PC card recorder
with built-in ISDN codec, was also
shown.

Harris Intraplex introduced the
Intraplex IntraLink (see "The Pick
Hits of NAB99," p.72), an ISDN codec
multiplexing and management sys-
tem. The model 6500 is a 3RU-mount-
ed frame that simultaneously handles
up to six BRI connections. Also shown
was the STL PLUS for integrating
program audio, voice and data com-
munications bidirectionally over T1/
El lines. It can be connected to the

new Harris Aurora Spread Spectrum
radio to replace up to two T1 lines,
eliminating monthly bills and reliev-
ing the fear of a telephone cable cut.

Henry Engineering combined two
of its popular products into a new
item, the DigiStor-CD, a solid-state
digital audio recorder/player for util-
ity use. It holds up to 32min of mono
audio with CD quality in up to eight
different tracks. With the built-in tele-
phone coupler, the box can be used
as a listener information line.
JK Audio showed the new digital

telephone hybrid, the Innkeeper 1,
an inexpensive digital hybrid with
impressive specs and features. The
Innkeeper 1 is available in desktop
and rackmount cases. Auto nulling
typically exceeds 50dB without any
setup. A Presence button gives the

the 900MHz band, is now available
from 335MHz to 1.7GHz.

MusicamUSA showed the TEAM
Tl/E1 Audio Multiplexer, which can
transmit and receive up to 12 audio
channels over Tl, El, satellite, fiber
or dedicated data lines. The modular,
4RU unit can transmit linear stereo or
use Musicam enhanced MPEG Layer
II, or J.41 formats. Also announced
was the release of the new SendIt 3.1,
a hardware -independent, all -software
audio codec. MPEG Layer II, Layer
III, and BWF wave file formats are
supported. The company also dem-
onstrated its new AAC (advanced
audio coding) products.

NSN Network Services exhibited
in the Sands Expo Center this year,
providing information on its com-
plete satellite network services.

QEI Corporation demonstrat-
ed the expanded capabilities of
its CAT -Link system with the D -
Max modules. With these mod-
ules, you can input AES/EBU
audio data at any sample rate
from 24kHz to 48kHz, up to 16
bits of resolution for transport
over a Ti channel. The D -Max
can output a composite signal on
the receive end using the built-in
digital stereo generator.

Satellite Export & Engineer-
ing offered a complete line of
satellite dishes under the Patriot
brand name. Antenna sizes range
from 0.6 meters to 4.5 meters with

a variety of mounts and focal types.
Telos Systems introduced the Se-

ries 2101 (see "The Pick Hits of
NAB99," p.72), which can work di-
rectly with digital lines, including PRI
or BRI ISDN and channelized T1
lines. The unit can then distribute
phone lines to different studios. Com-
bine the Series 2101 with the Telos
Assistant producer multiline call
screening software that runs on Win-
dows for a complete talk -show sys-
tem. The company also introduced
its MPEG Layer 11/4 AAC codec, a 1RU
chassis with inputs for analog, AES/
EBU or TCP/IP. Outputs are RS -232,
X.21 or TCP/IP.

There ware gavot -al lip hrnadraate and damnnetratinne nn
the show floor. A station from Guam broadcast from the
Mediatouch booth.

caller's voice a richer sound, restor-
ing some of the low end lost in
transmission.

Maycom displayed its PC -based
ISDN codec, the ISYS Pro+. The unit
is capable of recording on the local
hard drive and uses MPEG Layer II
and G.722.

Moseley Associates expanded its
Starlink family to allow users to re-
place their previous Tl/E1 telco lines
with new licensed radio links. These
new radio links are bidirectional and
offer CD -quality audio with no com-
pression. Also announced is the model
SL9001ss for program conveyance
with spread spectrum using Tl/E1
data rates. The final release an-
nounced is the SL9003Q This STL
system, previously available only in

Steve Fluker is the director of engineering for
Cox Radio in Orlando. FL.
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oWtal Audio
wastations

button on the screen to burn those
tracks to CD. The unit also supports

By ConradTrautmann, CSRE

The term digital
audio workstation
means many things
to many people.
Digital audio edit-
ing systems come

in many styles. Companies like
Prophet Systems. Arrakis. Pris-
tine, Dalet, ENCO and Digital Au-
dio Systems make digital audio ed-
itors, but they are usually integrated
into a larger system such as broadcast
automation or a digital audio delivery
system. They are usually basic two -
and four -track editors used to edit a
phone call in the air studio or to
create a basic voice -over -music spot.

Then there are audio editing sys-
tems that are stand-alone systems use
primarily for production. Of these
systems, some focus strictly on audio
production, such as the Orban Au-
dicy and Syntrillium's Cool Edit
Pro. Others can do radio production
and interface with video, such as
Digidesign's Pro -Tools, the Digi-
gram Xtrack and the Sonic Solu-
tions Sonic Studio HD.

Digigram, which in the past has
supplied its editor only to manufac-
turers, now offers the Xtrack Digital
Audio Suite as an end -user product.
Coupled with its line of PC -based
audio cards, this is a full -function
editor, with up to 32 I/Os available.

Digidesign, now a division of Avid,
is working on making the Pro -Tools
system compatible with its sister -
company software. The company
showed a surround -sound plug-in
from a partner company, Kind of
Loud. And its new Version 4.31 is
compatible with the Mac G3.

Sonic Solutions has a new, com-
pletely retooled software and hard-
ware package. The SonicStudio HD
operates in 24 -bit mode, up from 20
bits last year and runs up to 192kHz
for DVD-AC3. The screens are much
more intuitive. One nice feature is
the one -button CD burn, which al-
lows you to line up tracks in a
directory and press one big green

writing to the new Direct
Stream Digital format, also
called Super CD.

Digital Audio Labs has added four
new plug -ins for its V-8 digital work-
station. Of those. Aphex is one of the
providers, with a software version of

port TCP/IP and Novell networks.
The unit was already compatible with
WindowsNT. Also included in the
upgrade is a feature that allows the
finished production to be exported to
many on -air delivery systems with an
extension that provides traffic and
continuity information embedded di-
rectly in the sound file. Orban had a

link to the ENCO
booth in the Radio
Hall. Other compa-
nies supporting this
protocol include
Scott, Studer,
Prophet Systems
and Harddata.

Finally, Sound-
scape added a new
Dolby encoder and
a plug-in from Syn-
cro Arts, called
VocALign, which
automatically syn-
chronizes the mod-

ulation from one signal to another.

LIP

Euohonix showed the R-1 multitrack recorder, the latest in
digital multitrack recording devices.

the Aural Exciter. Another plug-in,
AutoTune, provides a pitch -corrector
plug-in capable of dynamically shift-
ing a track's pitch up or down in real
time. Digital Audio Labs also showed
a new PC -based audio card capable
of 24bits at a sample rate of 96kHz.

Syntrillium announced a new soft-
ware release, Version 1.2. The
new release now has full
reverb, hard -limiter, and
pitch -bender effects. For
the Internet crowd, it sup-
ports Real Media G2. The
company has also added
automatic silence detection
and deletion.

Fairlight, the manufacturer of the
MFX3plus digital audio platform, an-
nounced its networking design, Medi-
alink. With a central server system
using Microsoft WindowsNT, multiple
workstations can share audio files.
MusicamUSA showed EditPro, the

only software audio file editor that
works directly on compressed MPEG
Layer II and III files. EditPro allows
users to edit compressed files -
without the need to uncompress the
file prior to editing - then recom-
press the file after editing.

Via its Version 2.5 software upgrade,
Orban expanded the Audicy to sup -

Conrad Trautmann is chief engineer and in-
formation systems manager for Cox Radio.
Long Island, NY.

RF & Towers
sy Joh1Battison,

technical editor, RF
Transmitters, antennas,

towers, coax,

monitoring equipment,

RF terminators

ERI presented a new service for
broadcasters who need to make tow-
er changes. The ERI Professional Ser-
vice Team offers structural tower
analysis reports and reinforcing mod-
ifications as well as annual tower
inspections
Altronic Research lightning arres-

tors are available in 7/8 -inch and 15/8 -
inch coaxial line units. The company
showed a new item, the EMPL series
coaxial lightning arrestor, designed
for lower -power operations.
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ItaWRAPPED UP
When your work
relies on play...
rely on Antex.

Introducing the Broadcaster"' series from Antex.
With up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs all playing on top of each

other, you have near -unlimited options for broadcast creativity.

Record, edit, produce spots, take calls, do program feeds-all

while playing back as many as six stereo programs on the air.

All with one PCI card. For the highest quality, purest 20 -bit

sound ever to come out of an Intel or Alpha based PC.

Best of all, you have the confidence of choosing an ISO -9001

rated industry leader that's been defining the standard for PC

digital audio for over a dozen years. When you're choosing

Antex, you're choosing the best.

41: ANTEX
`ELECTRONICS

NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF SOUND

Find out how Antex is
setting new standards
for broadcasters. Visit
us at www.antex.com
or call us toll -free at
1.800.338.4231.

Model LX -24M Model BX-44 Model BX-12

20 bit A/D and D/A 20 bit A/D and D/A converters 20 bit A/D and D/A converters
converters MPEG layer I/II, 8 or 16 bit MPEG layer I/II, 8 or 1.6 bit
MPEG layer I/II, 8 or 16 PCM PCM

bit PCM PCI bus,WIN 98/NT PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

PCI bus,WIN 98/NT 96dB dynamic range, 0.003% 94dB dynamic range, 0.303%

THD+ N THD+N
96dB dynamic range,
0.003% THD+ N

2 inputs/4 outputs/balanced

3 virtual stereo devices

4 inputs/4 outputs/balanced

3 virtual stereo devices

AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O

MIDI interface

4 inputs/8 outputs/balaved

6 virtual stereo devices

AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O

Independent sample clot (5

Convertible from analog to full
Video sync/time code digital I/O

Optional, opto-isolated
digital I/O

Antenna Concepts has a new ver-
sion of the Ultra Tracker FM antenna.
Known as the Ultra Tracker II, it is the
latest in the company's extensive
series of CP FM antennas, with prac-
tically zero downward radiation -
99 percent power is claimed in the
major lobe.
Armstrong transmitter displayed

several products, including its eco-
nomical line of transmitters and STLs.
Belar Electronics Laboratory has

a new Composite FFT Spectrum An-
alyzer. Suited for AM, FM and TV,
this device shows a real-time spec-
trum. A modification is in the works

i tie iiielectric boom aispiayea antennas
in proper position.

for an AM model, which will meet
the FCC's requirements for AM mask
measurements.

Broadcast Electronics showed a
frequency -agile FM transmitter, the
FM10S, which can maintain 95 per-
cent of full output with one PA mod-
ule out of service. Equipped with
redundant power supplies, all mod-
ules are replaceable from the front of
the transmitter while the unit is in
use. The new Predator exciter is
available with 50-,150- or 250W out-
put and can be supplied with the new
FM -10S if desired.
Coaxial Dynamics has modified

its well-known dummy loads and has
made them even more flexible.
Continental Electronics displayed

its latest Ptmertitar product line. The
Circle (133) on Free Info Card
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LISTEN.

VECTOR
POTS CODEC
1 5 KHZ TWO-WAY AUDIO

ON ONE STANDARD PHONE LINE.

BGS IS NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS.
Est. 1979

www.bgsfl.com
144) on Fre.. Info Zard

BROADCASTERS GENERAL STORE
2480 S. E. 52nd Street, Ocala, Florida 34480-7500
Phone: 352-622-7700 Fax: 352-629-7000 Email: bgsgmercury. net
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U.N.WRAPPED 8",
Power Star A50, 50kW AM transmitter
is the first AM transmitter that accepts
and generates digital emissions. Also
shown was the new PowerStar F10,
10kW solid-state FM transmitter.
Crown Broadcast showed its exist-

ing line of FM transmitters, which sport-
ed a number of small improvements.

At its booth. Phasetek showed its existing
line of AM phasors.

Dataworld showed its usual spar-
kling display of coverage maps for
AM, FM and TV stations.

Delta Electronics showed the Dig-
ital RF Ammeter System. This new
RF Ammeter has a current range of
1:100. The digital readout covers
antenna currents from as low as 0.1
amps to as high as 10 amps. This
eliminates the cost of a separate,
low -scale, nighttime ammeter. Also,

Delta's Model TCA RI
ammeters can now be
upgraded to a digital read-
out.

Dielectric Communi-
cations showed a new,
small, tankless dehydra-
tor for small stations. In
use, air enters the pump/
dehydrator and exits di-
rectly to the transmis-
sion line. A pressure
switch controls the unit's
operation.

This year, Harris demonstrated a
Gates lkW operating into an antenna
and transmitting the USA Digital Ra-
dio IBOC signal to show how well it
can pass the complex signal.

Itelco showed the new solid-state
2kW transmitter, with 500W modules,
and the 20kW FM transmitter.

Kintronics showed its modified
Intelligent Control System, known for
its fluid control of AM DAs, which
now allows for greater freedom in its
use. The company also showed a new
collapsible mast for AM or FM that can
be hand -cranked up to 150 feet.

OMB showed its new 500W FM
transmitter, called the AM500. Ex-
tremely light, it uses mosfets and dual
power supplies as well as a Wilkin-
son combiner. Should the antenna
become disconnected while the TX is
on a very fast detector, it cuts power,
so there is no damage to the PA stage.

Phasetek showed examples of its

Svetlana displayed its line of broadcast tubes.

tower detuning system.
Propagation Systems showed its

new FHR Series of FM antennas, an
alternative CP antenna at an alterna-
tive price. It is constructed of 3 -inch
diameter brass, and up to 12 bays can
be stacked together with any neces-
sary beam tilt or null fill.

QEI showed the Quantum M series,
a solid-state 1.2kW to 9.6kW solid-
state FM transmitter with a SOW excit-
er. The IPA and PA modules are
interchangeable. The system has test-
ed well with IBOC signals. QEI is also
offering a new monitor and control
system for multiple antenna/trans-
mitter installations.

SCA Data Systems showed its Mega
20, a device for streaming data that is
practically error -free because of the
many iterations of the signal and the
diversity of times (i.e., picket fence -
type of multipath interference will
not cause errors). It resembles spread
spectrum but in reality is spread time.

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P rm4rice By Design MANUFACTURER

OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.

DUMMY LOADS FROM 1 KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINEC HEAT EXCHANGERS.

HIGH POWER NON -REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1 OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

"ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.

P.O.Box 249  Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093  Fax 870-449-6000
E -mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site.http //www altronic corn
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The Best Digital Systems
It's a fact: More U.S. radio stations
choose Scott Studios' than any other
digital system! 2,025 U.S. stations use
4,600 Scott digital workstations. One
reason is that the Scott System is the
easiest to use. It's simple, straightfor-
ward, intuitive and powerful!
And Scott Studios' audio quality is the
very best! You choose from new 32 -
bit PCI cards by Digigram, Audio
Science or Antex. Scott Studios is
famous for our uncompressed digital
systems at a compressed price, but we
also work well with MPEG. Scott
software can record and play our
audio files on a laptop and home PC.
Scott computers are industrial quality
in 19" racks, but not proprietary:
functional equivalents are available at
most computer stores. You get 24x7
toll -free phone support. You also get
new software features free for years
from Scott's Internet site.
Scott Studios offers three different
systems in three price ranges to suit
any budget.

Good Spot Box
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Scott's Spot Box delivers the simplicity
of a triple -deck "cart" player plus
compact disc quality digital sound.
Spot Box has only the one screen, so
announcers always know what's
playing. On the left of the screen,
three digital players have clear labels
on each spot. VU meter bars show
levels. Buttons show countdown
times and flash as each recording ends.
At the right of the screen, "Cart Walls"
let you pick and play any recording by
name, number or category. Or,
number keys at the bottom load spots
quickly from your log.
Scott's Spot Box includes a recorder
and costs as little as $5,000. Options
include log imports from traffic
computers and music on hard drive.
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This is the user-friendly Scott 32 System, with 30 sets of 30 hot keys, phone editor and all songs and
spots on line for instant play! It seamlessly mixes uncompressed and MPEG digital audio!

Better AXS 2000+

AXS* (pronounced ax'-cess) 2000+ is
radio's premier digital audio system
for automation and live assist. AXS'
2000+ is fully featured, with 99 sets of
28 instant play Hot Keys, log editing in
the studio, live copy on -screen, big
countdown timers and can include a
production or phone recorder.
You also get auto -fill of network breaks
to cover missing spots, a Real Time
Scheduler, unattended net recording,
timed updates, macros and optional
time announce and WAVE file imports.
For stations with large CD music
libraries, AXS* 2000+ can also control
inexpensive consumer CD multi -pack
and 300 CD juke box players.

Best Scott 32 System

The Scott 32 System (pictured at the
upper right) is the most powerful
digital system in radio. Your log is on
the left side of the screen. Everything
plays at your touch. On the right, 30
sets of 30 Hot Keys play any spur-of-
the-moment jingles, effects or comedy.
You also get 10 "Cart Walls" with 1 or 2
second access to any recording. A
built-in recorder quickly and easily
edits phone calls, spots or pre-recorded
Voice Trax.
Scott 32 options include recording
Voice Trax while hearing surrounding
songs and spots, time or temperature
announce, Invincible seamless
redundancy with self -healing fail -
sates, newsrooms, 16 -track editors and
auto -transfer of spots and voice trax to
distant stations via Internet.
Contact us to see how one of Scott
Studios' three digital systems can be
tailored to your needs and budget.

Scar Studiod e.
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77
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Scala Electronic Corporation now

has the Kathrein line of test equip-
ment; this AC/DC operated equip-
ment is ideal for field measurements.

Shiveley Labs now offers a service
to reanalyze FM radiation patterns from
existing stations to investigate the ef-
fect of towers on radiation patterns.
Silicon Valley Power Amplifiers

offered a new 1kW FM amplifier, the
Series 20-1000. This unit requires
only lOW of drive. As many as five
can be stacked with an external com-
biner to produce 5kW output.
Superior Broadcast Products

showed its new line of FM transmit-
ters. All solid-state, they range in pow-
er from 20W to 20kW. Coupling them
with the new Superior broadband FM
antenna that handles up to 5kW per
bay makes an excellent combination.

SWR issued a new 116 -page catalog
showing its wide range of equipment.
The company's latest antenna is a rede-
signed stainless -steel version of the FM
panel antenna that has been offered
since 1983. It has been broadbanded to
over 10MHz, and its new grid panels
offer reduced windloading.

nine- or 12 -track simultaneous re-
cording or playback. Both cards use
20 -bit A/D and D/A converters that
yield a typical dynamic range of 96dB
and can handle sample rates from
6.25kHz to 50kHz.

Digital Audio Labs introduced the
CardDeluxe PCI digital audio inter-
face, which replaces the CardDplus.
The CardDeluxe features analog and
digital stereo I/0 connectors, includ-
ing TRS balanced connectors for ana-
log and a pair of S/PDIF I/O RCA
connectors for digital. The analog and
digital channels can be used simulta-
neously for four -channel operation.
Both U0s will support 96kHz at up to
24 bits of resolution.

Digigram introduced four new prod-
ucts. Termed a digital audio appli-
ance, the NCX200 Network Audio will
decode and play stereo audio streams
originating from a server connected to
a 10Base-T Ethernet. A bidirectional
serial connection provides communi-
cations with the server and allows
source selection and status. For lap-
tops, there's the new Vxpocket type 2
PC card. The VxPocket offers simulta-
neous, independent digital audio

rbeilciotireds.aBnadiapnlcaybaacnk ca pa -

odalog stereo in-

& Power Products
il Kevin McNamara,

.
., nd balanced stereo

ptoutsacacreom

mic or line levels

provided

C N E

omputer P

Antex Electron-
ics recently an-
nounced an alli-
ance with Sun
Microsystems,
which brings cer-

tain audio card products to Sun's
Ultra workstations and Sun Enter-
prise servers running on Sun's Solaris
operating system. For the PC envi-
ronment, Antex has introduced two
new 32 -bit compatible, half -card PCI
audio adapters, the LX -22M and LX -
24M. The LX -22M is a low-cost solu-
tion well -suited for recording and
playing MPEG digital audio files. The
LX -24M is designed for multitrack
digital audio applications: multiple
cards that can be configured within
the same systems to achieve six-,

output as well as
S/PDIF connections. The
VxPocket can run applications that
comply with the MS Wave protocol or
the Mac OS 8.x Sound Manager. The
VX222 is a new linear sound card that
provides 24 -bit analog and digital I/
Os and adds two general purpose
interface (GPI) inputs and outputs.
The card is designed for both the PC
and Mac operating environments. For
purely digital applications, the
PCX222np and PCX221np digital au-
dio stereo sound cards provide 24 -bit
A/D and D/A conversion while sup-
porting sample rates of up to 96kHz,
programmable in 0.02Hz steps. The
cards also provide wordclock and LTC
(SMPTE) inputs.

If you need to produce CD-ROMs
for distribution, Mediaform's sever-

al CD -R duplication systems can han-
dle automatic duplication of up to
800 CDs without refilling.
TELEX introduced the CDP-2001

desktop CD duplicator, which features
computability with DVD-R and CD -R
through a user-friendly user interface.
The CDP supports multisession-to-
multisession duplication. This is a slick
device for mass CD duplication.

In the way of UPS power systems,
MGE UPS offers single and three-
phase UPS systems, which can be
purchased in a number of custom
configurations for specific solutions.
Best Power also offers UPS/power
conditioning products, including the
Unity/I line, featuring capacities of
up to 220kVa. Equi-Tech has a full
line of AC power balancing systems.
New to its line are the ET1.5R and the
ET2R. The units are capable of 15
amps and 20 amps respectively, oc-
cupy only 1RU and replace the pre-
vious versions that occupied 3RU.
They also weigh less.

Kevin McNamara is president of Applied
Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

Audio PrOMS5111
El Jeffrey A. Keith ,
cPBENCE

TC Electronic
showed its new In-
tonator, a vocal in-
tonation processor;
software upgrades

for the M3000 studio revert) proces-
sor; and the FireWorX multi -effects
processor, including the proprietary
VSS (virtual space simulation) tech-
nology containing presets of real spac-
es. New DBMax software Version 2.02
was shown as well as the new DBMax
Finalizer 24-bit/96kHz studio master-
ing processor.

Symmetrix introduced its model
306 Preamp/Ducker, a two -channel
processor that offers a streamlined
paging/foreground music front-end
with comprehensive ducking con-
trols. Paging inputs can be fed to
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Sound Experience
Sound Partners

Dielectric Communications has installed 3/4 of a I the digital

antennas in the USA. Asa radio broadcaster, you re planning
that 21st century digital transition for yoLr audiences also.

Let's work together to develop a system with clearer signals
now and digital capabilitiEs later. From cijital ready combiner

systems. transmission lines, and antenrcs, to comolete
engineered RF systems. Dielectric is yo_r FM resource today
and JAB partner tomorrcw.

Dielectric Communications  22 Tower Roac  Raymonc. Maine 04071
1-800-341-9678  E -nail: dcsales@dielectric.::om  www.dielectric.com

See us at NAB. Booth #L13986

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering E)(cellence Since 1942
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either a MIC or line level XLR connec-
tor, and phantom power is available
for condenser microphones. The unit
complements the other 300 series
processors and accessories.

Prime Image recently introduced
a radio -specific audio time -compres-
sion product called Cash, designed to
compress one hour of stereo audio
into as little as 58min, allowing up to
2min of additional spots. The box is
fully controllable externally through

its serial port.
Orban showed its new

Optimod-DAB 6200 pro-
cessor, tailroed for DTV,
DAB and Internet broad-
casters. Although the I/
0 resolution is limited
by the 20 -bit analog de-
vice's sample rate con -

Some manufacturers
were more aggressive at
showing completely new
product lines, while oth-
ers seemed to concentrate
on refining things they al-
ready had in their prod-
uct lines.

- Jeff Keith

verters, all internal processing is 24 -
bit fixed-point DSP and uses linear -
phase filters. Orban also introduced

CartWorks The Choice is Easy
Digital Audio Systems
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Live Assist/Cart Replacement
The first truly user friendly digital audio
system. A perfect replacement for those
aging cart machines. Operate manually like a
six deck cart machine or use Script
Automation for advanced live assist features.
You won't need a staff of computer wizards
to operate it either. Because CartWorks is
designed to look and operate like traditional
broadcast equipment, it's easy to learn and
use.

Satellite Automation
All the features of our Live Assist worksta-
tions plus advanced Satellite Automation.
Includes 8X2 stereo audio switcher and
everything you need for live, local sounding
satellite automation.
CartWorks' powerful Script Automation
provides more than just the standard
features. Extended control capabilities tackle
even the most demanding applications.
And there's no macro language to learn. It's
all controlled from a simple Windows' point
and click interface.

Music -On -Hard -Drive
Designed after the original CartWorks
friendly user interface, here's a professional
Music -On -Hard -Drive system that's simple to
operate yet powerful.
Sound live 24 -hours a day with pre-recorded.
In -context voice tracks that match what's
actually on the air.

To keep things simple, Spot sets are played
from a familiar cart deck. Music log events
are played from a music log.
CartWorks MHD accepts logs from most any
of your favorite music schedulers. Or use our
included Quick Scheduler.
Switching between automated and live assist
modes is as simple as pressing a single
button.
And options are available to easily add
Satellite Automation. CartWorks MHD won't
drain your budget or your brain.

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by
24 -hour technical support.

Prices start at $ 4,995 Complete!
For information call: 1-800-795-7234 Or visit us on the web: A.^,
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new PC remote -con-
trol software for use
with the Optimod-
FM 8200. Addition-
ally, customers using
the Optimod-AM
9200 processor are
eligible for a free up-
grade to Version 2.0

of the software.
Inovonics introduced its WebCast-

er, an audio processor specifically
designed to condition audio for trans-
mission through the various webcast-
ing algorithms. The unit combines a
broadband AGC, a three -band com-
pressor/equalizer section and a so-
phisticated limiter section.
IDT provided insight into the po-

tential future of all broadcast audio
processors. The DVP model will use
new algorithms utilizing FFT trans-
forms to process the audio in real
time without splitting it up into bands.
Using a mouse, the operator can
drag the frequency response curve
to nearly any desired shape; the unit
will consistently deliver this energy
w-ve at its output.
HHB unveiled the Radius and Clas-

sic series of tube processors. Models
include the Radius 10 quad mic pre,
Radius 20 parametric EQ, Radius 30
compressor, Radius 40 voice proces-
sor, Radius 50 mic pre/compressor,
Classic 60 compressor, Classic 70
parametric EQ and Classic 80 pen-
tode dual mic pre.
FM Systems showed its new

ANR572 Automatic Noise Reduction
Processor. Designed to mount in its
PMS 500 three -compartment rack
housing, the ANR572 is a single -
ended noise reduction system offer-
ing up to 25dB of noise reduction
using its proprietary HUSH process.

Cutting Edge showed several new
plug -ins for Omnia.fm: Space-EFX
for stereo sound field enhancement,
HOT -97 for stations desiring a more
competitive edge, and VERIS for crit-
ical classical and smooth -jazz formats
needing loudness without clipping
artifacts. Also shown were Omnia.sg,
a new stand-alone digital stereo gen-
erator, Omnia.am, the AM compan-
ion to Omnia.fm, and the new Tool -
Vox microphone processor (see "The
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Conf
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gale
MP -1 1 600W -3.3
MP -2 2 800W 0
MP -3 3 800W 1.4
MP -4 4 800W 3.3
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3
MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1
MP -3-6 6 3,000W 5.2

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Time Warranty

Price
$250
$680
$980
$1,280
$1,820
$2,270

$2,740

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150

P-6 6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1 $5,300
SGP-6 6 10,000W 5.2 $6,100

ry
uest to
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OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA
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Pick Flits of NAB99," p.72).
Aphex has partnered with Digital

Audio Labs to provide processing
algorithms for its V-8 DAW. For more
on this, see the section on digital
audio workstations in this feature.
Aphex also displayed the FM2020,
introduced last year, as well as its full
line of dynamics processors.

Jeffrey A. Keith, CPBE, NCE, is director of
engineering for Jacor, Cleveland.

Audio con

& Audio A«essorI
E Ron BartlebaU g h

On -air and produc-

tion consoles, EAS,

monitors, studio
accessories

Wheatstone's
new A-5000 con-
vertible console al-

lows stations to make the transition
from analog to digital without buying
all new equipment. The console can
begin as a fully analog unit. It can
then be converted to digital by using
modules from Wheatstone's top -of -
the line digital D-500 or D-600 con-
soles. The company also displayed
its new D-600 digital console for
radio, featuring serial control of all
switch, fader and (eight -character)
source display settings for true inte-
gration with routers and automation
systems. The console also contains
the power of 32 -bit Floating-point

DSP processors to handle
esmultiple complex tasks with
ease. The Audioarts R-17

totally modular console for on -air
and production applications is with-
out a motherboard, yet provides easy
Access to logic and audio connectors.
The R-17 will accept 10 input mod-
ules and comes equipped with two
stereo outputs. Sparky is the new
Audioarts digital console designed
for stations making the transition to
digital that still want the straightfor-

ward features and clever engineering
for which Audioarts consoles are fa-
mous. The console has the intelli-
gence to work with today's analog
equipment while transitioning to a
digital future. Also on display in the
Wheatstone booth was the full line of
Auditronics consoles. (You may re-
call that Wheatstone purchased Au-
ditronics earlier this year.)
Ward -Beck displayed its new R2K

series audio consoles, which feature
easy installation via the use of Phoe-
nix pluggable connectors. The con-
sole features a unique dual redundan-
cy power -supply package based on
the successful 8200 series rackmount
frame, which includes provisions for
using Ward -Beck D/A converters,
A/D converters and distribution am-
plifiers in only 2RU of space. The folks
from Ward -Beck also demonstrated
their new SMS4 channel stereo meter-
ing system, the AMS4 audio monitor
system, the POD11 AES/EBU monitor,
the D8202 and D8204 D/A and A/D
converters, and their D8204 digital
distribution amplifier.

KRES Radio
Moberly, Missouri They said,

"Show me."

MURPHY
STUDIO FURNITURE

We did.
They liked what they saw in
our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs
from gouging... wood trim to
keep edges from
delaminating...sloped racks
to keep equipment safe.
Round corners to give their
rooms today's custom look.

They paid for quality, and
they got it.

How do you make certain
you get everything you pay
for in your rooms? Opt for
the sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

 4153 N. BONITA STREET A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 A TEL (619) 698-46-i. A FAX (619) 698-1268 

V (800) 307-1060 V Email: dennisemurphystudiofurniture.com V Web: murphystudiofurniture.com V

Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In Wireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation
Circle (150) on Free Info Card
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INTRODUCING the Starlink

SL9003Q-the world's first open -

architecture, all -digital, 4 -channel

aural Studio Trans-mitter Link.
Using spectrally efficient QAM
(quadrature amplitude modula-
tion) technology, it conveys up to

four linear non -compressed audio

channels over a single narrow
bandwidth 950 MHz STL channel.

Yes, we did say non -compressed.

AES/EBU I/Os, combines with a

built-in sample rate converter,
provide seamless cornection
without compression or delay.
User selectable digital audio sam-

pling rates of 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz

together with a choice of 16, 32 or

64 QAM allows the optimization

of occupied bandwidth, robust-

ness and connecttwity to equi?-
ment in the all -digital air chain

But most importantly, the Starlink

SL900)3Q is from your frierds at

Moseley--continui7g four decades

of leadership and innovation ir
the broadcast indLstry Attain the

summit of peak audio performance

with :he Starlink SL9003Q. A

111 Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093  USA
Telephone (805) 968-9621  Fax (805) 685-963E  www.moseleysb.com
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TFT debuted the model 999 Pro-

gram Interruptor (see "The Pick Hits
of NAB99," p.72). This device is
ideal for stations running a fully
digital airchain to insert their analog
EAS signals. The silent switching has
many useful applications through-
out a facility.

TC Electronic previewed its new
D22 broadcast digital delay product
that features up to 1300ms of delay
per channel (on two
channels), 24 -bit
A/D and D/A con-
verters as well as a
complement of digi-
tal I/Os, including
AES/EBU, S/PDIF
and Wordclock. The
company is also now
shipping the DK Au-
dio MSD600C MICH
multichannel sur-
round -sound discrete
metering and analyz-
er device.

Tannoy showed off
its new line of active

studio monitor speakers, including
the Reveal Active, the System 600A
and the System 800A. All three mod-
els contain high -quality audio power
amplifiers and, of course, the famous
Tannoy speaker components.

Soundcraft is already known for its
live sound and recording consoles.
The company unveiled the RM1d dig-
ital console this year. It is available in
a six- or a 12 -fader version.

Radio Systems has created a prod-
uct called Studio Hub, a spinoff from
the computer industry. (see "The
Pick Hits of NAB99," p.72) and also
the Cable, Connectors & Routing sec-
tion in this feature.) Studio Hub is an
integrated analog/digital wiring sys-
tem using CAT -5 cable. Radio Sys-
tems will manufacture custom cable
assemblies for any console and will
also soon offer its own Millenium

console with RJ-45
connections.
Prime Image

brought its Cash ma-
chine to Las Vegas.
With the Cash (the
name of the unit), ra-
dio broadcasters can
create additional com-
mercial time and that,
of course, creates ad-
ditional revenue.

Pacific Research &
Engineering high-
lighted its new Air-
wave digital console
(see "The Pick Hits ofWhautctnna chnuipri ilc new nnnuprtittla crincni,

One Dealer, One Focus, One Call

Trust ABG
Call us, and put our people to work for you.

CIAudio Broadcast Group Inc.
ABG

MAIN/MIDWEST OFFICE NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE SOUTHEAST OFFICES SOUTHWEST OFFICE

Grand Rapids, Michigan Duluth, Minnesota Mountain Home. North Carolina Lexington, South Carolina Palmdale. California

Voice: 800-999-9281 Voice: 800-788-8759 Voice: 800-369-7623 Voice: 800-951-7443 Voice: 800-858-9008

Fax: 616-452-1652 Fax: 218-525-0455 Fax: 828-697-2691 Fax: 803-951-3123 Fax: 805-273-3321

E-mail: support@abg.com E-mail: cgraceidabg.com E-mail: cindy_edwards@abg.com E-mail: igeorge@abg.com E-mail: tmezey@abg.com

www.abg.com
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.TrAIA MediaTouch For
Digital Audio Solution:i.;,.
The Quality And
Support You Want
Since 1984, MediaTouch has provided radio

broadcasters with innovations that make
radio work better. With MediaTouch by
OMT Technologies, your station always

has crisp, clean digital sound, without
the muddiness or other problems of
audiotape. Your station works together
as a team, because MediaTouch con-

nects the different departments
together and allows them to easily
share information. And when you
have a question, our staff of radio
professionals is on call toll -free, 24 hours a

day, 7 days a week. MediaTouch is peace of mind.

'14ediatouch
on -air at 92-0

Custom Tailored To Fit Your Needs
At MediaTouch, we realize that one size does not fit all. That's why MediaTouch is a system: you pick and
choose the features you need. Want to time shift programming? We have tools for that. Take lots of news
feeds? We can record and "splice" them digitally and automatically. Want to do WE lkaway automation? Our
voicetracking is easy. Want to do your shows live? Our system is the only one that's as easy to use live in the
studio as it is fully automated.

Cart Replacement Software Starting At $995
For One Station or Many Stations
Our first "Super-Duopoly" was in 1991, and our experience leaves nothing to chance. Wide Area .4ud o
Networking (W.A.A.N.TM) software lets you effortlessly communicate and share files with stations near and far.
Monitor transmitter sites and stations from far away with a web browser and an internet or int-znet connection.
Our systems are built solidly, so they keep running day after day. That's why MediaTouch/OMT is the software
behind virtually every cable/satellite direct music service in North America, as well as over 500 stations around
the world.

What's Your Dream?
Call us toll -free at (888) 665-0501, and tell us what you want your MediaTouch system to do. We' I work with
you and find ways for your stations to sound better and save more money.

MediaTouch
A DIVISION OF OMT TECHNOLOGIES INC. Laa

2480 S.E 52nd Street

Ocala, Florida 34480-7500

Tel: 1-352-622-7700

Fax: 1-3M.2-625-7000
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Full service solutions
at pit stop speed.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications



Lead, follow, or get out of the way

is not only the motto in racing, but

is quickly becoming the norm in

radio broadcast. If you're not, the

pace car, you're somewhere in the

pack.

Harris is in this race to provide you

with the tools that it takes to cross

the finish line first. The Broadcast

Systems Division has the highest

point standing in the industry

when is comes to providing

customers with complete systems

at the velocity they need.

Whether you just need some lug

nuts, more fuel to keep going, or a

complete tire change for your

operation, Harris has the most

experienced pit crew in

broadcast.

Keep on track and win the

ratings championship with an

operation that runs without

caution flags, start your engine

with Harris equipment. We're

here to make sure you get the

checkered flag.

So, put on your driver suit and

helmet, drive fast and turn left to

your phone to make sure Harris

is on your speed dial list for the

times you need a next level radio

solution.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

Communications
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Renaissance
In Buoaocast
The Age of Enlightenment

Ultra Tracker 11

 High Gain Version
of Ultra Tracker

Single -Lobe

Antenna System.

 Power Ratings From
3 to 60 kw With Inputs

From 1-5/8" To 6-1/8"

EIA Flange.

Double Dipole

 High Gain Lineal:0
Polarization.

 Broadband with
Single Input.

 Custom Directional
Patterns Available To

Meet The Most

Demanding Protection

Requirements.

Ultra Tracker

tgle-Lobe Elevation

A leans Audibly Less

Multipath.

 Dramatically Reduces
Down" ard Radiation.

 Fiberglass "Clamshell
Design Radomes

Available.

NTENNA CONCEPTS
6601C Merchandise Was  Doamond Springs. i .1 r.6

15101 621 201.1 F;,<; 1110' h..2

NAWRAPPED OA
NAB99," p.72), the digital brother to Pacific's analog
Airwave console. The console comes in either a 12- or 20 -
input mainframe size and is configurable to fit virtually
every application. Automatic sample -rate conversion is
standard on all digital inputs, and input modules are user-
reconfigurable from analog to digital (or back) simply by
changing one card per module. The console can be
installed as either as a desktop or drop -in.

Neutrik USA introduced several new products for the
broadcast engineer, including a new line of BNC connec-
tors, a new. easy -to -assemble series of XLR connectors,
and new Bantam plugs. The company also showed off its
third generation Patchlink patch bay system featuring
programmable normals, half normals, and various insert
and output configurations.

Mackie was on hand with its Digital 8 Bus console,
with its new Version 2.0 software that features a graphics
automation editor
and a channel list
including MIDI
send and receive
commands on all
97 faders (over four
banks). The console can also interface via AES/EBU to
various digital audio workstations. Mackie also intro-
duced its new mic/line mixers with 32 -bit digital effects
and its traditional, very low -noise preamplifiers.

Logitek showed its updated Numix modular console
control surface, which has been expanded for greater
space efficiency and expanded functionality when used
with hard -disk audio storage systems. Updated to in-
clude six faders, the unit's alphanumeric display has also
been changed to a 200x640 LCD panel. The company
also introduced the Vmix virtual mixer software that
expands the usefulness of the Logitek Audio Engine.
The software allows the computer to control the Logitek
Digital Audio Engine without using any other control
surface or to duplicate another control surface while
occupying little space. Vmix will emulate either the
Logitek ROC -5, ROC -10 or the Numix console control
surface, depending on how the Audio Engine has been
programmed. Additionally, Logitek introduced preci-
sion 5.1 and 7.1 surround -sound meters.
Harris created a working WAN system in cooperation

with the folks at the Enco and Orhan booths to
demonstrate how digital audio can be easily transferred
between devices and how talent can indeed share
multiple facilities. The Intraplex STL PLUS, a digital
studio transmitter link system was also used as part of
the demonstration. Harris also displayed its new DRC
2024 20 -bit digital audio console featuring a 24 -fader
control surface. The console is capable of controlling up
to two audio processing units for a total of 44 mono or
22 stereo inputs. Additional seamless router control
allows the DRC 2024 to meet even the largest on -air
radio applications. Other unique features include ef-
fects that can be assigned on a per -channel basis and a
five -band parametric equalizer.

Overall, a wide selection of new
products is available to radio engi-
neers for strong consideration.

- Ron Bartlebaugh
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is,10-110*

SHOWCASING THE FOLLOWING
 New Modern Sty_ing and Color with Wood End Bells
 EXCLISIVE BI -MODULAR CONCEPT
 All DC contrcl - easy replacement of front r anel modules whit no clicks or pops
 Same Aurnmawa dependable screw -type ping -in .xonnectors
 Easy ins-allation with convenient changes post-instil_ation
 INCREDIBLE NUMBER OF INPUTS ! ! !

PM228 - up to 56 stere.) inputs, PM 218 up to ste-eo inputs
 Start with as few modules needed - expand later!
 Uses similar switches and tht same Penny & Giles pc.rs as original Pacemaker
 No incar_desceit lamps .11) switches -ALL LED IL IIMIN A -110N!
 New State Of The Art external power supply!
 Self -resitting "Poly-Fusts" protect individual circlit boards
 MITOGItAlt Autoclock standard in all units!
 Lighted meters ! ! 6 on PM228, 4 on PM218!
 Built-in Cue Sneaker

BUILT WITHIN THE ArrOGRAM TRADITION OF VALLE & QUALITY

A111` 1:1EAM972-4244585
FAX 972-4234334

800-3274901 CORPORATION
email: info(c_T-au-ogramcorp.com  www autogam:o T .com

1500 Capital Ave.
Plano, Texas
75074

UttU RtW 11g1 to kW kW

PAMMAKER 311

by tuff Ail a

a
TWO CABINET SIZES

Model PM218 Model PM228 a
Up to 18 Modules Up to Mod UiE4

a
"I

tit

--.

\MOM.
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Gorman -Redlich introduced an

external telephone interface for its
EAS equipment. The interface per-
mits a station operator to place a
phone call from a remote location
to go live on the air with emergency
information.
Autogram displayed the Pace-

maker IIK audio consoles in both
18- and 28 -module frame sizes. Both
consoles feature the Autogram ex-
clusive bimodular concept, use Pen-
ny & Giles faders, and have an
external power supply. Since the
consoles are modular, a station can
grow as its needs grow. The 18 -
frame model can grow to as many
as 40 stereo inputs, while the 28 -
frame model can expand to 60 ste-
reo inputs.
Arrakis released the DM -4 digital

console. This virtual console can be
operated from a PC or connected to
a 12000 or 22000 series Arrakis con-
sole for an easy analog -to -digital up-
grade path.

Ron Bartlebaugh is director of engineering
for WKSU-FM, Kent. OH.

wet Connector
Boussimundschenk

Perhaps the most
inventive intercon-
nect product car-
ries audio on com-

puter network LAN wiring. The Ra-
dio Systems StudioHub uses indus-
try -standard shielded CAT -5 cable
and RJ-45 connectors for both analog
and digital interconnection (see "The
Pick Hits of NAB99," p.72). The Hub
of the StudioHub is a panel that
supplies ±15VDC to one of the four
cable pairs to power peripheral de-
vices such as balancing amps, mic
pre -amps, headphone amps and
switching panels.

ADC showed its new QCP MK IV
IDC interconnect block. The MK N

improves on the traditional single,
square MK II termi-
nals by molding eight
round, split -cylinder

contact carriers in one block.
The round thermoplastic carri-
ers eliminate the need to orient

the tool prior to punch -down, and
the groove in the side provides strain
relief. The split -cylinder contacts can
terminate up to four 22- to 26 -gauge
solid or stranded wires with gas -tight
connections.

Apogee Electronics introduced its
Wyde Eye series of 1100 balanced
and 751/ unbalanced AES/EBU cable.
The cable comes in many lengths and
is pre-connectorized with a gold-
plated tip/ring/sleeve plug or preci-
sion RCA connector.

Belden's addition to its selection of
cables is a CM and CMR flame -spec
rated multipair, individually jacketed
and shielded snake cable. This cable,
designated 1408R through 1416R, may
be used in multifloor riser applica-
tions, without the need for costly fire -
stops. Belden also now manufactures

Remote Monitoring and
Control for Any Size Site
Davicom systems provide all the automated monitoring,
reporting and control functions you need to keep your
site(s) operational and legal!

System sizes for small, medium and large
applications
Multi -site capability
Works with almost all sensing devices
Prices include relays, voice operation and PC
software for Windows 95/98 and DOS

davicom
technologies

Toll -free: 1-877-327-4832
fax: 609-653-1075
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rCrown Broadcast transmitters are resigned and a 411111
carefully engineered to the same reliable high
performance standards known worldwide as the
hallmarks of Crown products.

a
transmitter designs that integrate audio process-
ing, stereo generation and RF amplification. Or lirEnjoy on -air confidence with compact stand-alone al
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, w_th a three-year warranty
backed with service from some of tie finest ta:ent in the industry Ask us, we can kelp!

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Crown International, 17 i 8 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com

wwww.crownbroadcast.com
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ma ing a worldof difference
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AudioFlat cable, the industry's first multipair flat cable
specifically designed for both analog and digital audio. It
is available in 12 to 48 wire pairs with a width spec from
0.6 inches to 2.5 inches. Unlike a more conventional
"ribbon" cable, a drain wire separates each twisted -pair.

Bomar Interconnect Products showed an easy -to -
install CAT -5 rated RJ-45 plug for twisted -pair. The EZ-
RJ45 allows all four cable pairs to fully exit the front of
the connector prior to crimping - for easy alignment.
The company also showed the No -Fail shield-
ed and unshielded RJ-45 connector line that
lines up cable pairs for termination, and the
PushEZ F connector, which installs with no
tools.

Canare demonstrated the hum -cancelling
properties of its well-known star -quad L -4E
series cable, available as a snake in up to 24
quads. More traditional multipair MR -202 se-

Gepco introduced its D5524EZ two -pair digital audio
cable, a zip -type mating of two 5524EZ single pair 24
gauge cables. The company is also offering another cable
in the 5526GFC series of 26 gauge, flexible, multipair,
digital audio cables. The 552604GFC features four shield-
ed, jacketed AES pairs in one cable. The AES/EBU cables
join a long list of single and multipair analog audio cables.

Neutrik introduced the EaSZyCon series of XLR con-
nectors. The new, solderless IDC XLR provides self-

adjusting strain relief on wide
Connectors have been redesigned

for greater ease of assembly and
use, while numerous types of cable
are being introduced to meet the
needs of a modern, totally digital
broadcast facility

- Russ Mundschenk

ries snake cable is available in up to 32 pairs. In the digital
domain, Canare has made mass impedance transforma-
tions easier by taking 16 of its AES/EBU balun transform-
ers and mounting them in a 1RU panel. Their DA -206 and
DA -202 digital cables maintain constant impedance by
using polyethylene filler rods to round out the cable cross
section.

Clark Wire and Cable once again showed the popular
7000 series analog cable as well as the 800 series of 11011
digital cable.

is not used). Neutrik

cable diameters and may be
assembled quickly, with no
tools. Also featured were the
2-pole Speakon speaker con-
nectors and a push-pull 75f2
BNC connector, which is at-
tached and removed by pinch-
ing the shell (the bayonet latch

also showed a new AES/EBU
transformer for matching 7511 unbalanced to 11051 bal-
anced circuits.

Switchcraft showed a termination block, the Profes-
sional Punchdown Terminal, designed for stand-alone use
or to interconnect to its MTP series patch bays. The PPT's
thermoplastic housing has a serrated notch for improved
strain relief. The split cylinder can accommodate multiple
AWG 22 through 26 solid or stranded wire. Another
offering was the AAA series QwikTwist Q -G XLR-type

Call the
Pioneers!

970.949.7774 800345VSAT
8728

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology to the

broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the

USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we've installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800

remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed a few trails including the

first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in

the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first "store & forward"

localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC

paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN's unmatched integration experience has made us the nation's

preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized

distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition

of Wegener's digital audio product line provides us with an extensive

array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications

products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete, turnkey networks

with spacetime for coast -to -coast stereo audio starting at just

$1,595 per month! Look to us for:

q Satellite Data Networks

q Satellite Internet Connectivity
q Network Design & Licensing

q Domestic & International Spacetime
q 24 -Hour Technical Support
q Installation & Training
q Lease Financing

Fax 970. 949  9620
E-mail: kellv@nsn.net

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES
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Airwave Digital. Three program busses. Two mix -minuses. One remarkable board.
$11,010. Now there's a string of binar,7code anyone can uderstanc. So if you're budgeting

to go digital-and running tight on budget-take a close look at a 12 or 20 input Airwave. Digital
on -air console. Its familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve. And with 3 program busses.
talent can be playing Madonna, time shifting a DE Laura feed, and layir_g down voice tracks-all
at the same time. So you can squeeze more production °A of your payroll.

Airwave's flexible, too. One or two telco modules and B-side logic are among a host of
available options. And unlike some digital consoles, you can reconfigure input modules from
analog to digital-or vice versa-at your studio, just by changing a card.

Best of all, Airwave Digital comes with that "no -need -to -rationalize -to -anyone"
quality: Want. to know more? Call 760-438-3911, visit wwwpre.com or email sales@pre.com.

PACIFIC RESEA It( 11 8 ENGINEERING
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connector. The new XLR simplifies
cable preparation by integrating the
strain relief into the twist -on shell.

Russ Mundschenk is chief engineer for
WBEB-FM, Philadelphia.

Test & Measureitlen
Equipment
By Kirk Harnack

0 Altronic Re-
search is introduc-
ing a PC interface
for its existing digi-
tal calorimetry prod-

uct line. The PC software is now
included with digital calorimetry sys-
tems available for use in Altronic air-
cooled dummy loads from 5kW to
75kW. A water -based system is also
available for use in Altronic water-

cooled dummy loads from 5kW to
300kW. Altronic also offers a useful
selection of air-cooled dry loads and
water-cooled loads and manufac-
tures self-contained heat exchang-
ers.

AVCOM of Virginia introduced sev-
teral new spectrum analyz-
ers and related products.
For precision measure-

ments, the new MSA-90A spectrum
analyzer incorporates a phase -locked
RF input section. The unit accepts RF
from 50kHz to 1000MHz and offers a
variety of resolution bandwidth filters
from 3kHz to 3MHz. For versatile,
portable use, the new PSA-33A spec-
trum analyzer is well -suited to many
broadcast applications. Its frequency
coverage extends from 1MHz to 2.1GHz
in two bands. Importantly, the RF input
connector can also feed +12 VDC or
+18 VDC to an attached LNB for con-
venient alignment and troubleshoot-
ing of satellite antennas. An innovative
addition to AVCOM's product line is the
ADA-10A Analyzer Display Adapter.
This small interface box allows easy

interfacing from several AVCOM spec-
trum analyzers to a PC to record the
trace signals as seen on the spectrum
analyzer's CRT.

Belar Electronics Laboratory is
bringing out two new devices of
interest to radio engineers. The Com-
posite FFT Spectrum Analyzer (CSA-
1) is a versatile FFT spectrum analyz-
er useful for AM, FM and audio
applications. The CSA-1 can be used
to view the real-time spectrum of a
wide variety of input signals. To
complement its line of digital FM
modulation analyzers, Belar is also
introducing the SCMA-1 - a preci-
sion digital FM SCA modulation ana-
lyzer. Although designed to match
the Wizard product line, the SCMA-1
can accept any FM composite input
signal from 1.0VRMS to 2.0VRMS.

Coaxial Dynamics is one compa-
ny in the tried-and-true camp. Most
popular in its product line are the
81100-A and 81600-A series of direc-
tional RF wattmeters. Line sections
from 15/8 inches up to 61/s inches are
available in both EIA swivel flanged

S ulagTioT au)acicalt P duct
Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters
High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal available
1,000 watt $5,990.00
2,500 watt $11.990.00
5,00 watt $18,990.00
10,000 watt $24,990.00
15,000 watt $34,990.00
20,000 watt $37,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt $2.800 00 2,000 watt $12,900.00
300 watt $3.500.00 3,000 watt $19,990.00
1.000 watt $7,990.00 5,000 watt $29,990.00

FM Antennas
All Power Levels 500 watts

to 20,000 watts per bay
As low as $395.00 per bay

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt $995.00
300 watt $1,790.00
500 watt $2,990.00

FM STL
Both Transmitter

and Receiver
$3,500.00

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577 800/279-3326  Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958
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If Sending Audio
is Your Business...

Giving You the Best
Way to do it is Ours!

MUSICAM USA Codecs, Used by More Audio
Professionals Than All Other Brands Combined.

CD6A11/114
Stereo Codecs
 MUSICAM MPEG

Layer II, Layer III
and G.722 coding

 SMPTE Time
Code capable

 Point-to-MultiPoint
Transmission
(up to 6 sites)

Analog (POTS)
Codecs
 The best

quality audio
over a single '44 um
telephone line

 Perfect for sports,
breaking news, even music!

Portable Codec/Mixer
 Your one -box remote b-oadcast solution

 Thre3-channel
mixer

 Built-in
ISDN
terminal
Adapter

insPEINI AI IN ,W
Ell IT.

 II Au 1, Al ' r

a

ppn C
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T1/E1 Audio Multiplexing Transmission System
 Digi-al master -

quality audio
with no
compression

 Transmit
12 audio
programs simultaneously

Over 17.000 in use worldwide

Need a Codec? Call Us!
670 N. Beers St.  Bldg. 4
Holmdel. New Jersey. USA 07733
E -Mail: sales@musicamusa.com MUSICAM USA

Tel.: 732-739-5600
Fax: 732-739-1818
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I
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Hey!
Check out

DPA
Microphones

On Line!

Log on to
dpamicrophones

.com
for the latest
details on
Micing

Techniques
and

Comprehensive
Educational

Forums

DPA 4000 Series
Microphones

DPA Compact
Microphones

DPA Miniature
Microphones

Visit us at :
NAB Booth # L11494
& NSCA Booth #1017

MICROPHONES
DPA Microphones /

TGI North America Inc.
300 Gage Ave., Suite #1

Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 2C8
Tel: (519) 745-1158
Fax: (519) 745-2364

Toll Free Dealer Fax Order Line:
(800)525-7081

3

RAPPED OA
and untlanged versions.

Harris Broadcast offers two products designed to aid
engineers in digital audio system construction and trou-
bleshooting. The Audio Bit Spitter (ABS-1) and the Audio
Bit Buddy (ABB-1) are portable beltpack units for mon-
itoring digital audio (AES/EBU and S/PDIF) or analog
audio signals. The Bit Buddy offers a headphone output
and LED's to display basic signal parameters about the
signal under test. The companion Audio Bit Spitter
generates digital and stereo analog test signals for injec-
tion into the signal path. Stereo analog signals of 1kHz or
400Hz can be generated at -16, -8 and +4dBu. Digital
signals of the same audio frequencies may be generated
and encoded at standard AES/EBU sample rates of 32,
44.1 or 48U -1z. Both are manufactured by Ward -Beck.

Inovonics now offers an off -air AM modulation monitor,
the Inovonics 520. The 1RU device offers easy selection of
RF, negative modulation and positive modulation display
on the long, LED batgtaph meter. The 520 has an internal
RF preselector, tunable from 530kHz to 1710kHz.

Neutrik introduced the Minirator MR -1. This small,
battery -powered instrument generates analog sine waves
over the audio band from 20Hz to 20kHz at levels from
-76dBu to +6dBu. Also included is an automatic sweep
function with a variety of sweep rates. Absolute polarity
testing is included to unveil devices with inverse polarity.
Plus, the Minirator includes both white and pink noise
generation for wideband and acoustic analyses. The
MR -1 is very small - it fits easily in the palm of your hand
- and features a two-line LCD display.

Ward -Beck introduced the SMS4, a 1RU stereo metering
system. The SMS4 provides a level display for four simul-
taneous stereo audio channels - analog or AES3 digital.
The digital inputs can be either balanced or unbalanced,
and a "lock" indicator illuminates to show the presence of
a digital signal. Another WBS product worth mentioning is
the M405P Portable Extended Range VU Meter. This
battery -powered, portable instrument is designed to mea-
sure program levels, noise and VU levels throughout an
audio system. It features both XLR-3(F) and 3/4 -inch TRS
input connectors, an amplified headphone jack and swit-
chable input impedance and 60Hz audio filter functions.

Kirk Hamack is vice president of engineering for Delta
Radio Inc. and president of Hamack Engineer-

ing Inc., both of Cleveland.IL

large -diaphragm (i.e., greater than 1

inch) studio condenser. The C4000B
offers LF roll -off, 10dB pad, and swit-
chable ontni, cardioid and hypercar-
dioid patterns.

New products from Audio-Technica
include the AT849 stereo condenser

3} Brian Sanders project studios alike will
notice AKG's new true

MkrophOnes Broadcasters and
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HEAD ON, "THE BEST
TRAFFIC SYSTEM IN

THE BUSINESS."

Computer Concepts V.T. (Visual Traffic) is

the -best traffic system in radio: And for

good reason. Its Windows' based visual

interface is easy to learn and V.T. offers

multi station capabilities from one location. \

Add to that pre -defined management reports,

station split functions for billing, A/R, commis-

sions and more ...you'll soon discover why V.T. makes

it safe to play in traffic.

It's the most flexible, fully integrated

traffic system available today.

45110Pand take a moment to

evaluate your current traffic system.

With V.T.'s management oriented approach,

you'll keep pace with our rapidly changing

industry whether you run one station or several

groups of stations.

Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

...Computer Concepts
Corporation

8375 Melrose Drive  Lenexa, KS 66214  Toll Free 1-800-255-6350  Phone 913-541-0900. Fax 913-541-0169. www.ComputerConceptsCorpcom
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boundary microphone, the U100 sys-
tem, which offers 100 -channel flexibil-
ity and both beltpack or plug -on
transmitter versions, and the AT895
mic system, which replaces long shot-
gun or bulky parabolic mic systems.

Beyerdynandc displayed prototype
MCD 836/MCD 837 digital long/short
shotgun microphones, which, like their
MCD 100/101 mics, incorporate an
internal 24 -bit A/D converter. Also
new were large -diaphragm M99 dy-

namic and MCE 90 con-
denser mics aimed at
the voiceover market.
The company's 600 -se-
ries wireless system (TE
600 camera -mounted re-

ceiver, and S 600 64 -
channel UHF transmit-
ter) includes a short -
shotgun capsule, pur-
portedly the world's first.
Sennheiser's im- The NAB Radio Hall show floor.

ENGINEER'S BEST FRIEND!
 Eliminate flanging (hollow room) effect
 Eliminate bad room acoustics
 Hold absolute levels
 Correct voice symmetry
 Front panel input level select

+4 to -50 dB
 Three section variable boost

and cut equalization
 Compander/Expander cross

coupled for maximum punch
 Built-in earphone jack

r
AlRcorp 500PH

Microphone Processor

 DE-ESSER designed to protect
pre -emphasis curves

 Simultaneous mic level and line level ouptuts
 Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

AIR corp Call your dealer...
or call 972-304-0455 FAX: 972-304-0550
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RADIO
FURNITURE
geared towar&
the next gene, (m)il
of radio
environments

SETTING NEW STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE, ENGINEERING & DESIGN

CD[[ 1  8 0 0  7 3 5  2 0 7 0
Or Contact Your Local Forecast Distributor www.forecastconsoles.tom
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proved MKE2-4 Gold miniature lay is
designed to be nearly impervious to
contamination from makeup and per-
spiration thanks to a second, overly-
ing protective diaphragm. The SK3063
is the company's new body pack
UHF transmitter, designed for in-
creased frequency agility and RFI
rejection. The D1000 digital wireless
microphone system includes a half -
space rackmounted receiver and
handheld, body pack or instrument
transmitters.

Neumann's entry-level KM 180
series has added the KM 183 omnidi-
rectional condenser and KM 185 hy-
percardioid. The complete series, in-
cykling the KM 184 cardioid, is of-
fered in matte black and silver nickel.
Matched pairs of the KM 183 and KM
184 are offered in matched pairs.

GT Electronics, a division of
Alesis, introduced four large -dia-
phragm condenser microphones. Two
of them are class -A FET designs, the
AM51 and AM52, and two are tube -
based designs, the AM61 and AM62.
The AM51 and AM61 are fixed car-
dioids, the others are switchable omni,
cardioid and bidirectional.

CAD Professional Microphones
displayed its full line of studio -qual-
ity and handheld mics.

Shure's KSM32 is a newly designed
side -addressed cardioid that boasts a
maximum SPL handling of 154dB
(with 15dB internal pad), making the
mic at home in the percussion section
and announce booth. Shure also
brought out the SM 7A; the new
version of its classic mic exhibits
improved self -noise characteristics
and hum rejection.

Also showing for the first time was
the WL61 subminiature lavilier,
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About Us

Products

Profiles

News

TAOS

Tech Support

Lfrilfs

Demo

Clearance

Contacts

OPUNIAllieors.
NO..

Tee

MediaTouch Homepage

k1....,

r;ot ----.altii Or thf.,
flew Millennian. NOW!

ledtaTouch pond., Radio Station. mill ilalc of da
Inc add or hA lattuntteton ibc Medial

www.omt.net
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies pro-
vides radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for
live assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions start-
ing as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products, and find out how our clients sound better and save
money with our unsurpassed quality, reliability, and support.

/VI $1.- i T I ' A Le i ///,E.
CONNECTING THE WORLD

www.neutrikusa.com
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: I he NEUIR1h. USA, Inc. website features
direct links to various sites including Authorized Distributors,
Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc. offices and ow
parent company's website for on-line access to spec drawings
through WHIP files. Viewing includes a What's New section for
new product introductions and a Trade Show section so that you
can come see our products in person!

Meeille

RECENT DEVELOPMEN I

'rad. ,...1Fnen to es ti,

ow. tuin
roc. nfuler rem. a.m made. Seam woe
)ac,. C... Salem Peeeflue. awl An. Chulf
.illey ma ewer.. 0111111

www.prophetsys.com
Prophet Systems: Discover true digital audio with the Audio
\ Vizard CFS32 from Prophet Systems Innovations.

www.pre.com
Pacific Research & Engineering: Since 1969, Pacific Re-
search & Engineering has been the mom respected manufac-
turer of on -air and production consoles, studio cabinetry and
peripheral equipment for the radio broadcasting industry.
Installations cover more than 2,000 studios including seven of
the top ten radio stations in the U.S., as well as networks like
ABC, CBS and ESPN Radio, and showcase facilities includin
Disney World and Universal Studios.

datawonld®
The Globnl Inlornoal

slie.e71114.5. __ Mw Sample,.

Free FCC Monitoring
(FLAG) Service

Dansrosrld is offering, fora [united
time,  RUM 30 day trial of our
FLAG Service to customer: who are
mot offend), subscribing tc this
envie,.

CIC

www.dataworld.com
Dataworld: DatavYord is an industry -leading information
services company founded in 1971. Twenty-eight years of
software development and data processing experience al-
lows Dataworld to set trends in information services and
solutions. Click on Dataworld's home page for exciting
information on our Flag Service, the production of DataXpert
and our new line of digital television services.

CINVI/01
irmaalptil -

cminanameamaki. f .7Tle.'fpperq fiEE :AVE0d*P'EAM.*ST:"TML 
diTtnenerw PrfultaftlardT.. Ell, Ms, ',ep...."..erfirfidoeftStKletNeev'r.norat.
dheehanindedrad1c t4 driiir.therade4444.4.;:iy*dErerdsseP,-

About Corselnuneril Fink.. Benet 'Fuld Ser wce

M Transmitters FM Tre en...tem 'SW Transmitters.

What, New laron Janne Supply Clivssion

www.contelec.com
Continental Electronics: Things to find on the www.Lontelm.com
Web site are: District Sales Manager's contact data; Factory Marketing
& Sales personnel contact data; E -Slide - FREE engineering software;
Product Line Descriptions and Specificatons; Links from Broadcast
Supply Division to vendor Web sites.
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Every Station's Favorite 1111

v.,GY: Eil UP' Instant Shelter'
Sets Up In 60 Seconds!

 Perfect for Remotes & Event Promotions

 Designer Colors  Various Models & Sizes Available

 No Tools, Ropes or Assembly  Custom Graphics

International E -Z UP. Inc.
1601 Iowa Avenue. Riverside. CA 92507

Voice (909) 781-0843  Fax (909) 781-0586  www.ezup.com

(800) 45 -SHADE
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Cabling Solutions from Gepco

;epco supplies audio
table, video cable,
cable assemblies,
breakout

and more.
1:111111ffirrnboxes

Gepco
distributes

ADC, Kings,
Neutrik, Switchcraft,
EDAC and more.

Innovative, Quality Audio and Video Cable Products

1-800-966-0069
Chicago  Los Angeles

GEPCO
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

wwvv.gepcacom

UillitAPPED UP
designed by Danish Pro Audio and terminated for use

with Shure's wireless transmitters.
Only the name has changed. Danish Pro Audio is

now the company behind Bruel & Kjaer Series 4000
professional microphones. Capsules for the high -end
mics are still manufactured by B&K, with everything else
handled by DPA by a group of former B&K engineers.
Regional distribution for DPA mics is through TGI
North America Inc.

Electro-Voice had the ENG 618 integrated shotgun mic
and boom pole. The unit is collapsable down to 18 inches
and extends to 6 feet. A built-in headphone amp is
included for local monitoring.

Recording media
Maxell displayed its new line of metal tape, including

DAT Ceramic Armor Metal Particle, mini -disc MD -PRO,
DTRS and A-DAT formats.

HHB introduced a new 5.2GB MO disk designed for
audio recording applications. Also shown was a new
80min pro audio mini -disc called the MD80.

Emtec Pro Media teamed up with Alesis to produce an
instructional video on the care and maintenance of ADAT
machines, tided Care & Feeding Your ADAT. The video is
available through Alesis and Emtec.

Apogee Electronics unveiled its 30- and 60 -min
DTRS tapes.
Brian Sanders is program director for KUNV. Las Vegas.

Audio/Radio
Automation/Mayback
By Chip Morgan

Broadcast Electronics showed how

I
ji the AudioVAULT product line can be

extended for wide area networking via
an ISDN link, a worldwide T1 or the
Internet. AudioVAULT's newly released
Version 6.6, with its AVExplorer mod-
ule, is custom -designed to help man-

age multisite requirements.
The Broadcast Software International WaveStation

uses WAV audio files, MP3 files and TM Century files and
works with any Windows -compatible sound card. At
NAB99, BSI demonstrated how the WaveStation is
equipped with exclusive WAV file labeling technology.
BSI also showed the STINGER - providing instant
playback of up to 288 audio cuts. STINGER includes a
licensed copy of Syntrillium Software's award -winning
Cool Edit Pro LE (two -track stereo version).

CartWorks/dbm Systems announced support for
MPEG Layer II digital audio compression and Linear
( WAVE) digital audio formats at NAB99. Plans also include
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support for MPEG Layer III. Cart -

Works will support the industry -stan-
dard Microsoft WAVE format so audio
files from home computers may be
used without need
of conversion. Cart -
Works also showed
how blind radio op-
erators can have full
access to the auto-
mation system.

CBSI business soft-
ware introduced
DeltaFlex 3.0 with
an extensive A/R re-
vision, including full
history retention
and the ability to
generate combo in-
voices with just a
few keystrokes.
New WYSIWYG
screens can be used for report dis-
play and copy entry. CBSI's NetCap-
ture directly stores up to eight differ-
ent satellite programming streams
from a single PC and makes them
available for immediate or delayed
playback.

Dalet showed Dalet5 at NAB99, an
integrated suite of software for radio
stations, addressing the complete range
of tasks performed in radio: live or
automated broadcasting, program
scheduling, production, news and traf-
fic management. Also showcased were
Dalet's new InterWeb for group con-
nectivity, TeamNews for all news-
room requirements, and TeamRadio
for groupwide traffic management.

ENCO Systems has some new fea-
tures for the DADpro32, including
advanced gateway applications for
local redundancy and groupwide
wide area networking, the optional
Brick II Cart Head operator interface,
interface to NewsWire Capture &
Editing Systems, such as AP/ENPS
and ENCO's own NewsDAD32, and
support of File Servers using the
Linux Network Operating System.
Both LAN and WAN architectures are
supported.

Maycom displayed the CoStar, an
audio storage and playback system
that includes a multitrack editor and
other full -service features.

MediaTouch unveiled its new Card

Independence technology that al-
lows broadcasters to play CD -quality
MPEG Layer II audio on any standard
Windows sound card. Card Indepen-

150 Pentium II 450 workstations.
RCS showed a sneak preview of

SelectorWIN, the completely new ver-
sion of the classic Selector. Add-on

features to SelectorWlN in-
clude SelectorREACH, which
takes your station's Arbitron
ratings and compares them
to song rotations. Selector -
NET displays on your sta-
tion's website the song title
and artist now playing. Also
showed was Internet Voice -
Tracking from any remote
location.

Scott Studios demonstrat-
ed its system running on sev-
eral platforms, including
Win98, Linux and WinNT. The
Win98 version is expected to
ship 2Q99. Also on display
were News Center, an NT -

based system for wire and audio cap-
ture, the VTVI - voice tracks via the
Internet - for talent to provide voice
tracks from a remote location, and the
RRR - remote recording router -
which handles file transfers between
multiple Scott systems in a hub -and -
spoke arrangement.

Scott Studios disolaved its diaital w 3rkstation workina in conlunction
with a Logitek console.

dence is the core technology in ye-
diaTouch's new CD Ripper utility that
converts music CD's to MPEG Layer II
audio files without dubbing in less
than real time.

Mediatron showed its latest ver-
sion of AirControl NT99. It is avail-
able in a standard and professional
version for flexibility within different
budgets. Plug -ins include voice track-
ing and a plug-in called VoiceTrack
for automated time announcements
during unattended operation.

Pristine Systems showed the
RapidFire Quick Pick, mak-
ing it easy to add or change
music, commercials, jin-
gles, promos, liners and
last-minute insertions sim-
ply by point -and -shoot.
RapidFire uses only pro-
fessional -quality audio cards fea-
turing Dolby-AC2 or MPEG at a 32kHz
to 48kHz sample rate. Pristine also
showed MusicPlus, a multipass music
rotation and playlist scheduler.
Prophet Systems Innovations

introduced the NexGen Digital, based
on the powerful features of the Au-
dio Wizard. NexGen Digital is scal-
able from a single station to as many
as 128 stations out of a single facility.
The digital storage capacity can be as
high as approximately 1.7TB (ter-
abytes) of music and assorted pro-
gramming elements, using more than

Chip Morgan is president of CMBE. a world-
wide broadcast facilities design and integra-
tion firm located in Sacramento. CA.

Audio Re(Ording
Storage & PlaybaCK
ey Benjanin H. Brinitzer, CSR E

360 systems pre-
viewed its new
TCR8, a synchro-
nous eight -track dig-
ital hard -disk record-
er. The TC8 features

superb 24 -bit audio quality and VTR
user interface. The TC8 and sister four -
track model, TC4, are designed to be
viable audio/video DAT recorders. The
TC8 line includes a large display, ana-
log and digital I/Os and built-in key-
board for cut titling and organization.
360 also introduced Shortcut 99, an
upgrade to its two -track digital audio
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workstation. Shortcut 99 offers en-
hancements such as data file compati-
bility with WAVE, BWF and AAIF file
formats. Shortcut can read and gener-
ate sound files that are corn
patible with standard sound
cards and the Internet.

AKAI introduced a 12 -
track random-access digital
recorder with combined
digital mixer. The DPS12
sports features such as in-
ternal multi -effects, a 12 -
track mixer and up to 180
track minutes at 48kHz sam-
pling as well as the ability
to keep production entire-
ly in the digital domain.
Dialog4 showed the

CTaxi, a PC -card recorder
and audio editor. Files are

WAN interface, built-in digital eight -
channel mixer SCSI interface for ex-
tant drive connections and simulta-
neous recording of 8x24 -bit, 96kHz

recorder that can also store audio
internally. Nondestructive editing can
be performed on recorded audio. It
uses the BWF file format.

Sony displayed several auuw ue4u;es. inc.iuulu4 players.

stored in
BWF format. The unit also includes a
built-in ISDN codec.

HHB International showed the
Genex GX8500 Digital multiple me-
dia recorder. The GX8500 sports fea-
tures such as 24-bit/96kHz perfor-
mance, an Ethernet port for LAN or

tracks via internal converters and
4x24 -bit 192kHz tracks via external
converters. The recorder is designed
to meet the requirements of DVD,
Superaudio CD and multichannel
sound mastering.

Maycom showed the Easycorder, a
second -generation PC card (PCMCIA)

Now showing...

AFS-2 AUDIO FAILSAFE

CAS- I CON/AIR SWITCHER

CT1- I COMPUTER TEMPERATURE INTERFACE

DAI-2 DIAL -UP AUDIO INTERFACE

MBC- I MESSAGE BOARD CONTROLLER

RFC- I /B REMOTE FACILITIES CONTROLLER

TTA- I TIME -TEMP ANNOUNCER

TIT- I TIME -TEMP THING

Coming soon...

ACU- I AUDIO CONTROL UNIT

our incredibly popular audio switcher makes its public debut

RAK- I INTELLIGENT RACK ADAPTER

the ultimate accessory for your RFC-I/B

WE SPECIALIZE IN RELIABLE COST EFFECTIVE

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR BROADCAST RELATED NEEDS

Sine Systems

Innovative solutions!
615  228  3500 (vox)
615  227  2367 (Fx)
615  227  2393 (r o.o)
www SINESYSTEMS.COM

Intercom / IFB
Products
Broadcast Tools

showed its ICM 16 inter-
com system. This impres-
sive and affordable sys-
tem is capable of sup-
porting 16 locations via
standard CAT -3 or CAT -5
telco cable. Individual
controllers are available
in desktop, rackmount or
console mount.
Comrex offered the

CTA/LPQRA Cue system
as an option for wireless IFB. This
system operates with a full watt of
power on 26MHz. It sports the stan-
dard connectors for balanced audio.
The receiver uses a standard 9V for
power. The operational specifications
are 10Hz to 6kHz.
Gentner introduced the economi-

cal Venture -6 wireless IFB system.
The Venture -6 is a mono six -channel
wireless IFB system. It uses AA bat-
teries that provide up to 40 hours of
operation in the receiver as well as
wired or wireless transmitter opera-
tion. The system has excellent SNR
and an effective frequency response
of 10Hz to 10kHz. The system oper-
ates in the 200MHz range and in-
cludes mic and line -level capabilities
using standard XLR or 1/4 -inch phone
jack for connections. The best feature
is its very low MSRP.
JK Audio produced the Quicktap

IFB as a wired telephone IFB option.
This compact box sports an XLR jack
for output. It uses a standard phone
circuit for communication. It makes
quick connection to any standard
phone circuit easy. It does not work
with cellular phones or any self-
contained keypad set.

SAS (Sierra Automated Systems)
showed its 32000 based IFB intercom
system. Software programmable fea-
tures include alphanumeric display
subscriber destination, separate talk
and listen capability, interruptable
foldback and programmable groups.
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Shure showed a stereo ver-
sion of a wireless IFB system
with respectable frequency re-
sponse and sensitivity specifi-
cations. The PSM600 sports a
lightweight receiver and rack -
mounted transmitter. The PSM oper-
ates in the 620MHz to 660MHz range
and operates on a standard 9V bat-
tery for the receiver and wall adapter
for the transmitter. The PSM 600 sports
10 -channel operation selections via
dipswitch. The unit sports standard
XLR or 1/4 -inch phone connections.

Audio Routing & Distribution
Broadcast Electronics showed

the Audiopoint router, which offers
the operator features such as pro-
grammable audio delays, creation
and analysis of test signals, gain
adjustments (in both AES/EBU and
analog) EQ adjustments, and mix-
ing capabilities. The Audiopoint
offers hardware and software con-
trol.

Broadcast Tools offered a com-
plete line of passive and active rout-
ing switchers. These switchers are
available in 8x2 analog and digital
formats. The digital units are 8x1
DAs come in both lion and SPDIF
(BNC).

SAS (Sierra Automated Systems)
offered its much -enhanced 64000
routing system. The routing switch
offers AES/EBU and analog compat-
ibility, with support for software and
hardware control. The addition of
the DXE256 adds a digital matrix to
the existing analog matrix. This makes
the 64000 a complete solution for
mating the analog installation to any
digital installation easy and complete.
This new digital option is an excel-
lent complement to it's 16000D, a
32x32 digital router.

Wheatstone introduced an audio
router as well. This AES3 system can
handle1024 inputs by 1024 outputs.
It can fully integrate to Wheatstone
consoles for a complete studio audio
system.

Benjamin Brinitzer is regional director of
engineering for Capstar Broadcasting,
Raleigh, NC.

Studio and
Support Systems

Barry Thomas CS RE

Facility controls,

furniture, systems
integration

Studio Technol-
ogies exhibited its
studio and remote

truck mixing and routing solutions
and highlighted the Model 770 IFB
Mixer and the Model 48 Telco switch-
er; the latter allows telco lines to be
switched and assigned with the ease
of audio signals. Studio Technologies
also showed its Model 68 & 69 Studio
Surround monitor consoles.

ESE unveiled a low-cost GPS Mas-
ter Clock system, the ES -101 and ES -
103. ESE also introduced the "U"
series of smart slave clocks and
SMPTE/EBU Time Code readers.

Burk Technology demonstrated
its AutoPilot for Windows software,
designed to allow the monitoring
and control of more than 500 remote
sites using its ARC -16 line of remote -
control products.

Electronic Associates displayed it.'
transmitter remote control systems
based on its RF Manager transmitter
remote -control system. The RF Manag-
er, a real-time monitoring system that
allows up to 256 channels of monitor-
ing on a PC platform using standard RS-
232 protocols to connect to remote
sites. Remote access can even be
achieved via palmtop computer using
the company's Pocket Monitor soft-
ware on a Windows CE device.

Davicom exhibited the MacNet
monitoring network management
software. MacNet is a PC -based sys-
tem that networks its M -A -C line of
metering and control interfaces. The
MacNet software allows real-time
graphical display of all M -A -C pa-
rameters and even plots remote
locations on a map and provides
point -and -click access to the sites
through the MS -Windows Software.
Davicom supplemented its system
with the FMPM-01 power monitor,
which provides a remote transmit-
ter output power reading and in-
cludes an FM detector for critical

audio measurements.
Wheatstone, known for its

line of consoles, also manufac-
tures studio furniture. The company
displayed several examples of its
furniture.
Pacific Research & Engineering

introduced the QuikBilt 11 series. The
company also exhibited StudioAd-
vantage, a modular studio design that
is built off site and then installed in its
final location.

Mager Systems, which builds cus-
tom furniture systems complete with a
10 -year warranty at prices comparable
to modular designs, exhibited imagi-
native Avonite solid -surface counter-
tops with a studio design that would fit
in Fred Flints -tone's town of Bedrock.

Winstead Corporation presented a
new Prestige series of modular control
consoles designed to integrate multi-
ple video monitors and audio produc-
tion equipment into ergonomically
optimized multimedia workstations.

Another viev show ti,,Jr.

Middle Atlantic Products intro-
duced the new Edit Center furniture
system, a flexible, modular work sur-
face and control system, designed
originally for video edit stations, that
also has applications in audio work-
stations. The company also intro-
duced new software for configuring
edit workstations.

Forecast Consoles introduced the
Image Master pre-engineered work-
station series, which can be quickly
configured and delivered.

KD Kanopy and International E -Z
Up showed portable canopy systems.

Murphy Studio Furniture and
Studio Technology displayed sam-
ple offerings at the show.

BarryThomasis technical director forKCMG-
FM, Los Angeles. tt
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The Pick flits of

IIIt \BOO
Reported by Dana Guthrie Martin, associate editor

The NAB conference can ix, daunting even for veteran attendees. It's not easy to navigate such a vast milieu qfshow-
floor displays elbow -to -elbow with more than 100,000 of vour colleagues. If:you think simply attending this year's show
was a monumental undertaking, imagine the dyficultv cyc being charged with the task of sorting through all the newly
unveiled radio products to select the show's top 10.

That's exactly the task BE Radio's undercover judges set out to accomplish each year at NAB. This year was no
exception. We unleashed 10 indusuy experts who once again snaked through the show floor to unearth the most
promising products. All of the judges are industry experts with a keen eye for innovation. The products they selected
offer significant technological impromments and serve everyday applications.

Detailed on the following pages, the winning group comprises the top 10 NAB show introductions. These products
received the prestigious Pick. Hits awards given annually since 1985.

For complete rules governing the Pick Hits- selection process as well as a list of judges, see pages 74 and 75.

Cutting Edge

An all -digital mic proces-
sor specifically designed so it won't fight the on -air processor through the use of specialized AGC and compressor
sections designed with ratios and time -constants that complement the on -air processor. The de-esser is built around
advanced FI-T analysis techniques to prevent the on -air processor from creating harsh sibilance. Incorporates phase
rotators and TrueVerb from Waves. Includes a reference -quality mic pre -amp with high -end features, such as 24 -bit
A/D converters and phantom power. Stereo analog and AES/EBU outputs are provided.

(216) 241.3343; fax (216) 241-4103; info@nogrungo.com; www.nogrunge.com
Cir:le (207) on Free Info Card

Intraplex

Eliminates the need to use codecs in pairs by
providing full compatibility with MPEG Layer
11, Layer III or G.722 ISDN compliant codecs.
Facilitates the management of remote broad-

casts, conserves studio rack space and allows
broadcasters to redeploy existing codecs to the

field. The 6500 supports up to six BRI ISDN
connections simultaneously in a 3RU space. Also
delivers LAN data at rates of up to 128kb/s in one

ISDN line. The 6100 supports up to three connections simultaneously in a 1121 space.
(217) 221-7577; fax (978) 486-0660; sales@harris.(om; www.intraplex.(om

Circle (208) on Free Info Card
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Nautel

A wideband, solid-state AM transmit-
ter capable of 145 -percent positive
peak output at 12kW. The modular
design has eight power modules ca-
pable of 1.6kW each. Each power
module has two RF power amplifiers

'oo710

!II
s

Y.

inside. ation is done with inter -
phase pulse duration modulation. The
overall system efficiency is 84 percent.
Modules connect with D connectors
and can be removed and inserted
while the transmitter is in operation. A
complete standby exciter with au! ID -

ma tic changeover keeps the transmit-
ter on the air in the event of a failure.
(207) 9474200; fax (207) 947-3693
lafo@aavtalcom; www.nautaleass

Circle (210) on Free Info Card
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proadcast.com

j

Telos

The first large-scale
multiline talk -show
system that interfac-
es directly with digi-
tal phone lines. Its
open architecture al-
lows broadcasters to
reassign numbers to
different studios, thus
maximizing the unit's

flexibility, with multiple lines feeding multiple studios. The basic system
handles up to 24 lines and can be expanded to accommodate up to 96 lines.
The system connects to the phone company's network entirely in the digital
domain. This allows faster call setup, butter call superYsion and extremely
high -quality audio.

(216) 241-7225; fax (216) 241-4103
info'4telos-systems.com; www.telos-systems.com

Circle (209) on =ree Info Card

Euphonix

Features 26 balanced analog inputs on XLR
connectors (channels 1 to 24, Al, A2), four
analog input -level trims (1 to 8, 9 to 16, 17 to
24, Al, A2) for OdBFS from
+27dBu to +6dBu in
3dB steps, stereo
AESiEBLI input on
the XLR connector
with parallel S/PDIF
input on the RCA
jack (channels Dl,
D2), 24 channels EAS/

1111 rg
-ill e I

.1444 v a I S.1 S1
Iv t: v V- !Ha etis :

h h 4

EBLI out on 12 XLR and 3 DB-25 connectors
(Yamaha 02R, Sony PCM-800 pinout), two channels AES/EBU out on
XLR with parallel S/PDIF out on the RCA jack (channels D1, D2), two balanced
analog outputs on XLR connectors (channels Al, A2), analog output level trim
(Al, A2) for OdBFS from +27dBu to +6dBu in 3dB steps.

(818) 766.1666; fax ($18) 7664401
blaxa@euphonix.cow www.auphonix.com

Circle (211) on Free Info Card

Microsoft

This authoring and encoding component of Windows Media Tech-
nologies provides developers with cutting -edge tools for creating and publishing
live and on -demand streaming media content. Provides built-in support for the
key new features in the Windows Media Technologies platform. Of greatest
significance for radio is support for the new Microsoft audio codec, MSAudio,
which is optimized for both voice and music and provides high -quality sound at
every data rate. The files download in half the time of MP3 files and can he stored
in half the space. Results in FM -stereo quality over 28.8 modems.

(800) 2274679; fax (425) 9364251
saram@wagged.com; www.skrosoft.eam/wiadows/windowsmedia

Circle (212) on Free Info Card
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Piclir lifits
Radio Systems

StudioHub features plug -and -play cable harnesses, inte-
grated balancing amps, patch panels and accessories. It is the first
rewired cabling system for digital -ready operation. CAT -5 shielded
twisted -pair cables efficiently route analog and digital signals
throughout a facility. Features premade source cables for all types
of studio gear and quick -connect blocks and peripheral amps to
harness all studio gear together. Each system component quick
connects with RJ-45 jacks, and all peripheral products are phantom powered with the built-in DC -link system.

(609) 467.8000; fax (609) 467-3044
dan@radiosystems.com
ofww.radiosystems.com
Circle (213) on Free Info Card

TFT
999 Digital Insertion Unit

Designed to fit applications for stations with a fully digital signal chain, the unit
allows a digital or analog signal to be inserted into a station's EAS/EBU signal
path. Intended to serve as the digital version of TFT's Model 940A program/
transmit interrupt unit. Features include a digital interrupt for transparent AES/
EBIJ operation; support for all current AES/EBU formats (including 32kHz,
44. 'kHz, 44.056kHz and 48kHz); signal detect for automatic switching, control
and backup; seamless interruption (no pops or clicks).

(800) 347-3383; fox (408) 727-5942; info@tftinc.com; www.tftinc.com
Circle (214) on Free Info Card
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Introducing:
 Micro -miniature Receivers!
 Coded modulation series -

fade resistant Subcarriers
 SCPC Satellite Receivers

Standard Products:
 NT series of high-speed high-performance

Data Systems
 PG 57-4 phase -locked Paging Generator
 RD -57 RDS Generator
 9600 bps Subcarrier Data System

SCA questions....We are the solution!

2912 Colorado Avenue, Suite 200
Santa Monica, CA 90404

TEL. 310/315-9930  FAX. 310/315-9530
www.scadata.com  e-mail: info@scadata.com

Pick Hits rules
The Pick Hits judges are radio

txhnical professionals who work
iidependenly and anonymously.
Duri-ig the show, their identities
Ere withhelJ from everyone, in-
cluding other panelists. This confi-
centiality ensures that there is no
bias in their selection of the 10 best
rew producs of NAB99. See page
75 for the complete list of judges.

1. Products must be new and
must not have been shown at a
previous NAB convention. In some
rases, distinguishing a new prod-
uct from a modified one is difficult.
For Pick Hitspurposes, a new prod-
uct is one w th a new model num-
ber or ciesigiation.

2. Products must have some pos-
iive effect cn the intended user's
everyday work. Judges search for
equipment to be used on a regular
basis. Products should provide new
solutions to common problems.

3. Products must offer substantial
improvements over previous tech-
nologies. Ur ique circuit architec-
ture need rot be included, but
some new approach or applica-
tion must be involved in the prod-
uc.-.'s design.

4. The prices of the products must
be within reach of their intended
users. The judges seek products ap-
popr ate to a wide range of facilities.

5. The products must be avail-
able for purchase during calendar
year 1999. Eluipment must be on
d splay on the show floor, current-
ly (or imminently) in production,
and some type of product litera-
ture must be available. Judges take
the exhibitors word on availability
dates. Products demonstrated in
private showings do not qualify.

Circle (162) on Free Info Card
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th
Pacific Research &

Engineering

The digital complement to the AirWave. the
AirWave Digital is available in two mainframe

zes of 12 or 20 input modules and is fully
configurable. Automatic sample -rate conversion
is standard on all digital inputs. Inputs; can be

configured from analog to digital (and hack) by
hanging one SIMS-mounted card per mcdule.

Three stereo program buses are standard, each
with a digital and an analog output. Also standard are two
(clean -feed) buses and logic control with a built-in machine

tick Hits judges
Andy Laird
Iltectnr of Engineering, RadioGroup
Jouria Broadcast Group
Milwz ukee, WI

Bert Goldman
Vice President of Engineering,

Rzdij Division
ABC lc.
Dallas TX

Elan Mettler
Regicnal Director of Engineering
Seastar Communications
Ind a-apolis, IN

David Stewart
Corprirate Director of Engineering
Heie" Broadcasting
Dallas, TX

Jeff Littlejohn
Vice President of Engineering
Chanzellor Media
Cincinnati, OH

Jeremy Ruck
Semir Engineer
D.L. Markley and Associates Inc.
Peoria, IL

Kirk Hamack
Vice President
DeltaRadio Inc.
Cleveland, MS

Alike Starling
Vice President of Engineering

Abnal Public Radio
Vosnington, DC

Richard Rudman
Vector of Engineering

Ho ywood, CA

Milford "Smitty"Srnith
Vice President of Radio Engineering
Greater Media
F isi Brunswick, NJ

TerraSonde

1'10% olds a comprehensive set of tools
in one package. Includes a sound -
pressure level computer, a rererb de-
cay time computer, an
energy time graph, a
polafity tester and a
real -rime analyzer.

Test functions in( Licle a signal gener-
ator, a stereo level meter/frequency
counter, computation of S/N, a

and '1'12 -octave frequency -response
sweep to measure equipment re-
sponse, and a sample scope In-
cludes a monitor amp for monitor
and guitar modes; a cable tester for

:;1 -inch, and RCA cables; a phan-
tom power checicer, a battery check-
er; and the game Ping.
(303) 545-5848; fax (303) 545.6066

sales@terrasonde.com
www.terrasonde.cem

Circle (216) on Free Info Card

autonratic telephone mix -minus
interface. The console combines

studio and con-
trol room moni-
toring with integrated
talkback, and its five-mic pre -amp
module delivers high performance
using transformerless, hilanced
I/O pre -ant;

(760) 438.3911
fax (760) 438-9277

iafo@pre.com; www.pre.tom
Circle (215) on Free Info Card

The playlist editor is just
part of our picture.

playlist editing capability.

Pristine R3pidFire:
the all -in -one digital broadcast

system.

www.pristinesys.com (310) 670-7500

Circle (161) on Free Info Card
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01461°WNYC Radio:
On the town

By Chriss Scherer, editor

Remote broadcasts are not new to radio,
but the rules change when a station must

build a studio for each one.

Lincoln Center is the setting for o
remote broadcasts.



WNYC Radio is a public radio station licensed
to New York. The station was once owned by
the city of New York and operated as a city

agency. WNYC now owns its own licenses. Its FM
station, on 93.9, primarily plays classical music and
carries several of the drive -time NPR programs. The AM
station, on 820, simulcasts NPR news programs and
broadcasts talk shows and music programs, primarily
jazz, folk and American popular standards.

Not -so -simple remotes
WNYC's remote broadcasts differ from most stations.

Common remote setups, with a vehicle and mast fed by
an RPU with a single mic, are not the
norm. The majority of WNYC's re-
mote broadcasts are music perfor-
mances given at the many concert

wpm, broadcast selected uunceds

held by the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center.

halls, auditoriums and parks in and
around New York City, the country's
largest radio market.

ISDN is used at every event. When
possible, a multiplexed feed using
two ISDN lines is established. This
connection offers a 256kb/s channel
to transmit the audio back to the
studio. For these applications, a Mu-
sicamUSA Prima is used with Layer II
stereo coding. Some events have
only one ISDN line installed. For
these events, a Telos Zephyr is put
into action with Layer III stereo cod-
ing at a 48kHz sampling rate and a
dual 64kb/s connection to fill the
128kb/s capacity.
Before the proliferation of ISDN,

stereo, equalized phone lines were

An engineer identities the m cs for the mix engineer.
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ztellite
- Four on -air digital players wits volume,

Fade and segue control
- Easy playlist editing capability

- Access your entire audio Ii5rary
- RF edit on -air waveform editor
- Instant jock "audio drop lox"

- Bul etproof reliability
- Satisfaction guaranteed

Pristine RapidFire:
the all-in-one digital broadcast

system.

e? \ 7)721: (7..: ontaw www.pristinests.c Dr C 10)670-7500

Circle (163) on Free Info Cord
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REMOTES
Some of the locations around
New York City where WNYC

lye broadcasts
Alice Tully Hall
Merkin Concert Hall
Avery Fisher Hall

ooklyn Academy c.-2. Mc si
tral Park Summer Stage
umbia University Fiz cie-Miller Theatre

cl< Collection
Fulton Ferry landing:

BargeMusic
sriuszko founclatI;

IctoryTh.- eat
5FT

TilleKenter
World Financial:?

11..
 -1! .:

.. V: .n

installed at each location. Becaas.
the costs for these lines has increased
arid ISDN has become more afford-
able and reliable, the switch win;
inevitable. Though the station engi-
n2ers would prefer to send all of the
aucb uncompressed (not data re -
diced), doing so is no longer a cost-
effective alternative.

Setting up a broadcast from any

venue takes time.
For WNYC, prepa-
rations may in-
clude mounting
microphone sup-
ports around the
hall, running snake
cables, and practi-
cally building a
control room for
every broadcast.

Standard setup
in addition to the remote broad-

casts, most of the events are record-
ed. Therefore, the setup must cover
both aspects of the production. Stud-
er consoles are at the heart of the
system. The station owns one Studer
962 (a 16 -input, stereo -out console)
and three Studer 169s. One Studer is
an eight -in, four -channel out con-
sole; the other two are 10 -in, stereo -

:or the Chamber Music Society broadcasts, a 16x2 console is linked to an 8x4 console.

tn?. rix engi: . up tne , tor tn3 last mato. the sEcona mic is usea tor tne interview segments or tne oroaacdi
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out consoles. The smaller boards,
which feed the recorders directly, are
used for the concert mix. These boards
also feed the larger console, which
takes care of the elements needed
for the broadcast with the host and
interview mics, CD player and mini -
disc player. The CD player and mini -
disc are used for drop -in elements,
such as prerecorded interviews and
ambience beds.

The three Studer consoles can be
linked electronically to form one large
console. This configuration is used for
jazz, big band and other large -ensem-
ble performances. For these shows,
three DA -88s are used to record the
performance in addition to the stereo
master. The multitrack recording pro-
vides a clean backup in rase a remix
of the performance is needed.

Most of the classical music setups
use either a pair of spaced ()Innis and
a center mic in X -Y or three spaced
omnis. Ambience mics are usually
placed near the back of the hall. The
level of the center omni mic pair is
about 3dB down from the side inks to
prevent the image from becoming too
narrow. Additional accent mics are
placed as needed.

The front mics are placed about 10
feet above the ground, just in front of
the performers. The side mics are 5
feet from the center (i.e., 10 feet
apart). Mono compatibility is continu-
ally checked. The phase of every item
is checked and double-checked, in-
cluding the mics and all cables used.

Unique venues
One unique remote location is

BargeMusic, a monthly series from a
barge on the East River at Fulton
Ferry Landing. BargeMusic has a low
ceiling, and the musicians are on a
stage. This setup does not leave
much clearance for overhead micro-
phones. The room is not very rever-
berant, and the musicians are closer
to the mics than they would be in a
concert hall. These factors result in
the capture of a rather dry sound.
The Ferry Landing is one of the few
locations where additional reverb
(from a Lexicon 480L) and EQ from
the console are added to the broad-
cast mix to compensate for the room's

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

IM111111111k
ULTRAMOO

41; 4? I

The UM -2000 is a self contained split band stereo
FM processor, with AGC and

an -ultra transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concer quality,

at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.

Just '1.895.00

affordable
audio
processing

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

P.O. Box 751  Lamar, CO 81052
(719) 336-3902

http://www.broadcasttech.com

Circle (164) on Free Info Card

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging from
educational series to multi -station
antenna arrays, are highly customized
to meet broadcasters' needs.

Options
 Circular, horizontal,

or vertical polarization

 Beam tilt
 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns

Our Priority is
Your Satisfaction

Antennas and Transmission Line 91/601117.

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.0 Box 356, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552
E-mail sielmrthird-waye.com

swr-rt.corn

The FM10 Series

Circle 1165) on Free Info Card
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REMOTES

AKG: 414, Calrec SoundField MarkIV
Crown: Lavelier
ElectroVoice: RE20
Neumann: U87, TLM170, KM84,

KM86, KMR81i, 149
RCA: 77D, 44
Schoeps: omni, cardioid and stereo
Sennheiser: Lavelier, MD421
Shure: SM58, SM81, Beta87

acoustical limitations.
Two ISDN lines are installed at

Avery Fisher Hall, another unique
venue. A recent performance given
by Yo -Yo Ma and the Amsterdam
Baroque Orchestra was broadcast from
the hall with a microphone arrange-
ment like those for WNYC's other
classical setups. A pair of spaced

omnis and a center
X -Y were used. Addi-
tional accent mics were
placed above the
woodwinds, and mics
were hung aboe the
audience. A shotgun
mic was hung in case
the soloist or ccnduc-

tor spoke. During the dress rehearsal,
the station engineers discovered that
the shotgun also functioned as a dis-
tant accent mic on the cello. They
added this mic to the accent placed on
the cello for a more natural sound.

WNYC also broadcasts the Chamber
Music New York series, which per-
forms at the Frick Collection art gallery.

Steve Shultis Irector of engineering, checks in with Master Control from the director's
section. Also shown are the operator's position and ancillary outboard audio equipment.
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A variation on the standard micro-
phone setup, this series uses Schoeps
mics, with cardioid capsules installed,
placed in an ORTF arrangement.

Alice Tully Hall
The Chamber Music Society of Lin-

coln Center holds an annual concert
series at Alice Tully Hall. All of the
photos included in this article were
taken at a performance held in the
hall in late March. Two ISDN lines
are installed, and the MusicamUSA
Prima multiplexes the two circuits.

The station sets up the control room
for the broadcast in the men's locker
room. The host for the broadcast is
positioned in the women's locker
room. (When listening to the broad-
cast, it's hard to imagine the host
surrounded by lockers and wooden
benches rather than velvet couches

ISDN codec, and the
record feed is fec to a 20 -
bit Apogee analog -to -dig-
ital converter, sampled at
44.1kHz. The pre -amp
then feeds two HHB DAT
recorders.

Other musical
genres
Merkin Concert Hall is

the stage for New Sounds,
a contemporary series
that features ma -1y types
of music. For this series,
all of the consoles are
linked to handle the large
number of sources need-
ed for the broaecast and
recording. The micro-
phones are spit with a
20 -channel Whirlwind

checks the mix during the broadcast. Mix eng
Shulmister is at the board.

and luxurious carpeting.) At a recent
concert broadcast, the host thanked a
performer she had interviewed for
stopping by the broadcast booth.
The performer replied that she had to
pass the booth because it was in the
women's locker room.

A video feed of the hall is set up for
the host. This feed, along with the
intercom feed to the control room,
helps the broadcast run smoothly.
All audio distribution is done in

analog. A multichannel snake carries
the microphone signals to the control
room. The final stereo mix is fed to the

Here's a list of some of the equipment that is ta.'-en
out on the road for the Itt \IC broadcests,

;) Studer 169 console
I Studer 962 console

Gen2lec 1030A monitor;
Tascam 801 MiniDisc (ttith AES3 I/O)
(2) on CD planers
(21 Panasonic 4800 DAT
(12) 1alle% People compressors
131 Tascam DA -81. for niiltichannel ba-zku

Mic pre tsith
;21 HFIR Portal) VE..,
20 -channel 11 hirks
11 -diannel 11
Clear -con four-ch.

and Clear -corn IFR
Telos Zephs r
11u4carnUSA Prima

,yne

splitter and an 11 -channel WireWorks
splitter to create the additional audio
feeds needed for the house PA.
One unusual aspect of this series is

that the host is not in a room that is
separate from the performance. In-
stead, he sits on one side of the stage.
This position allows him to introduce
the musicians and interview them
between pieces. Because the pro-
gram tends to be somewhat improvi-
sational, the host has a Mackie 1602
to control his own mic. Valley proces-
sors are used on the host and audi-
ence mics. The host mic processor k

iJJ'J

also fed imp the sidechain of the
audierce mi:s to automatically duck
the audience level while he speaks.

Poised tot success
Even the station's New Year's Eve

broadcast entailed setups at three
locations around New York City. The
live material was interwoven with
prerecorded elements and perfor-
mances given earlier that day.

Though they are not the usual fare
of restaurants and gas stations,
WNYC's remote broadcasts still
achieve the usual goals: They posi-
tion WNYC in the public eye and
provide live radio content for the
station's programs. Each appearance
requires considerable planning and
preparation to ensure a successful
broadcast.

Thanks to Steve Shultis, director of engi-
neering at WNYC and Edward Haber,
WNYC's senior concert technician.

To learn more about WNYC or
to check )ut their mine audio

archives, visit their website:

WIAL'.1411NYC.ORG

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Directional
antennas

By John Battison, P.E.,
technical editor, RF

Covering the basics
of directional antennas

This is the fifth in a series of nine articles on basic broadcast antennas.

This

month and next month,
this series will deal with direc-
tional antennas. The DA is the

second most important development
since radio was invented and com-
mercial broadcasting was introduced.
Without the use of DAs, far
fewer radio stations would
be on the air.

In a previous installment,
we saw that radiation from a
single vertical antenna pro-
ceeds equally in all direc-
tions in the absence of other
re -radiating objects nearby.
This is one of the disadvan-
tages of the single radiator,
because there are times
when omnidirectional radi-
ation is not a blessing.

5kW in the daytime and whose usable
0.5mV/m signal goes about 50 miles
via groundwave propagation. At night,
this station might produce interfer-
ence to a co -channel station more
than 400 miles away (see Figure 1).

nals to the E -layer. Occasionally, this
lower layer opens and allows day-
time skywave phenomena, but this is
not often a problem. At night, this
impediment no longer exists, and
high -angle MF radiation from earth is

reflected, sometimes bounc-
ing back more than once
And causing interference at
large distances.

The FCC Rules specify that
a co -channel interfering sig-
nal must not exceed a ratio
of 20:1, desired to undes-
ired (D:U). The consulting
engineer has to take care
of this requirement when
designing an antenna (as
specified in FCC #73.182)Afar -
and reduce the vertical ra-
diation while still covering

his city of license.
It is not possible to control vertical

radiation adequately with a single
radiator. Therefore, two or more are
used to shape the radiation pattern
and control the vertical radiation.
Until about 16 years ago, the FCC
authorized daytime -only AM stations.
A great number of these were omni-
directional and were silent at night.
But when the U.S. decided to partic-
ipate fully in the CCIR (international
communications regulatory commit-
tee), new day -timers were no longer
authorized. Now the only way to get

Sky
Wave

Station A

ere

Night Service
Contour

Interference Area

Station B

Night
Contour

Figure 1

Why use directional antennas?
Directional antennas reduce cover-

age in a direction where there is no
audience, such as a station on the
coast, where half its radiation would
go out to sea or over an area of land
where there are no listeners. These
antennas also focus the signal in a
specific direction to an area where the
listeners are concentrated. Probably
the most important function of the
directional antenna is to prevent both
groundwave and skywave interfer-
ence between stations.

Consider a station whose power is

. Skywave interference from a non -DA station

The daytime groundwave is attenuat-
ed long before 400 miles have passed.
But the same vertical signal that exists
in the daytime also exists at night. As
a result, this much weaker vertical
signal is reflected from the iono-
sphere and returns to earth at a
distance that depends on space con-
ditions. The ionosphere is an ionized
layer of gases above the earth whose
reflectivity changes with time. A layer
of ionization known as the E -layer
reflects MF signals - when they can
reach it. In the daytime, a lower layer
usually prevents passage of MF sig-
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a new station is to use a directional
antenna to obtain the required pro-
tection and coverage.

In a few cases, the DA proved to be
a blessing for day -timers granted a
very low (30W to 50W) night signal
and whose antenna pattern covered
their cities of license. This meant that
the very low night power was often
concentrated into an amazingly via-
ble night signal. For this reason, it is
important for chief engineers of DA
stations with very low night power to
make every effort to ensure that the
antenna is operating with 100 -per-
cent efficiency at night and that night
full licensed power and antenna cur-
rent are maintained.

Most AM stations are probably li-
censed DA -N, meaning omnidirec-
tional day and directional night oper-
ation. DA -U means directional all the
time; DA -D means directional day
operation only; DA -LS means direc-
tional at local sunset. There are even
DA -2 and DA -3 designations, mean-
ing one DA pattern daytime, another
DA pattern night and a third pattern
during critical hours (the two hours

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

DATA L I N
with modern and voice support

M

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn

900 PFa,e

90° Spacing Between Towers

18C° Phase
270° Phase

Phase Difference Between Two Towers

180° Spacing Between Towers

The top line shows fixed tower spacing with various antenna phases. The lower line
shows the same tower with zero phase difference. A wide range of pattern shapes is
possible by changing phase and spac ng.

after sunrise and two hours before We are not going to delve into the
sunset when the ionosphere is chang- basics of DA design, since the subject
ing rapidly). has been covered many times. The

Telephone Line
"Eliminator"

O
liNovoNics

INCPROGICIA,
1,110

Telephone,: Svotch

PONLI% .4.111
CCAkCT

MODEL .PBX'

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHA
Inovonics. PBX is a cost -saving alter
native to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems.
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices :o share a single central -office
line, for outgoing calls and with selec-
tive ircoming access as well.

RE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plication with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:

 Broadcast TransmittErs/Translators
 Cellular/2-Way Radio Facilities
 Microwave Relays
 Geophysical Monitors
 Pumping Stations
 Security Systems

PBX
$420

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 950.50 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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ANTENNAS
Power

Common Divider
Point Circuit

llnsert 0-1-B

Ammeter
ICP

Reactance
Adjust CP

Reactance
Adjust cp -f

Transmission
Line to Transmitter

Phasor Unit in
Transmitter Building

Note: No Phase Adjustment for REF Tower

Transmission
Line to Towers

Tuning unit at
base of tower

Antenna
Ammeter

Power
Adjust

Phase
Adjust

111 III

#1 REF
Tower

#2 REF
Tower

Figure 3. Phasor and antenna tuning networks for a three -tower directional antenna system.

purpose of this piece is to remove the
mystery of DAs and make it easier for
new engineers in the AM and FM
broadcast field to cope with opera-
tional problems. This article and the
next will cover theory of operation
and working with DAs.

Basics of DAs
When DAs first evolved, it took a

good engineer days to calculate a
simple daytime pattern to provide the
desired coverage and protection. A
night pattern could take several weeks
using a slide rule and, in the '50s and
'60s, a comptometer (forerunner of
the computer) to iterate a pattern to
get the desired parameters. Today, a
desktop computer program or pocket
calculator can be used to complete the
job in hours. Various broadcast tech
networks have DA programs that can
be downloaded. DataWorld and Vee-
Soft are two companies that have
excellent programs.

A directional antenna system may
consist of as many antennas as the
engineer requires to do the job with-
in reasonable limits. Two antennas

form the smallest DA design, and
pairs are also used in multiplication
patterns to arrive at the desired shape.

Inline DAs always have a symmetri-
cal pattern. If you have an inline array
and an asymmetrical measured pat-
tern, you can be sure that there is
some outside foreign object that is
causing it. Quite possibly, these days
it will be a PC or cell tower that has
gone up overnight without following
FCC guidelines.

A dogleg array consists of two or
more towers in line, with one or
more additional towers off at an
angle. This design is used to obtain
very asymmetrical patterns, usually
for rather tight situations.

A group of four or more towers may
be inline or in a square, rectangle or
rhomboid arrangement. Occasional-
ly, you may find a line of six towers.
Often, a multitower array will have a
tower with negative operating resis-
tance. This is used basically to take
power out of a pattern - acting as a
parasitic element - to obtain a re-
quired radiation value. To the unini-
tiated, a negative tower can be very

eQEI
Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors
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confusing. An inline bridge set up in
the usual way to measure its imped-
ance will give unexpected results
and may lead unnecessary and incor-
rect adjustments to the system, which
could lead to trouble. Before tamper-
ing with any antenna adjustments,
refer to the proof of performance to
ascertain the designed and operating
parameters, and be sure the bridge is
reading in the correct direction.

Many stations that operate direc-
tionally day and night do not use all
the towers at any given time. For
instance, a station with six towers
might use three inline during the
day and all six at night to provide the
desired coverage and protection. The
unused towers will be detuned so
that they do not affect the day pat-
tern. Sometimes the towers are de -
tuned by mere disconnection of drive
at the phasor, but usually there is a
detuning network that is connected
across their bases when the tower is
unused. The method of detuning
depends on the individual tower
height and its effect on the pattern.

-No

Modulation Monitors

11111

1..1,
1.1.1 1.1.1 I

4+%.4"A r % A

i111111111111111biamiraik.

Digital STL / TSL Systems

Consider a two -tower array. By
merely changing spacing between
towers and the antenna current phase
difference between towers, we can
produce the following, quite extreme,
horizontal patterns shown in Figure
2. In the case of a multiple tower
array, when us-
ing two -tower
units and mul-
tiplying, almost
any pattern
shape can be
produced. But
there are cave-
ats. Extreme
patterns may
produce high

and horizontal patterns are obtained,
this factor is usually considered, but
it is important to not overlook this
point when making manual calcula-
tions.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a
typical three -tower array. The phasor

is the heart and brain of
the array. It should be
next to the transmitter.
Its job is to distribute the
correct power at the des-
ignated phase angle to
each antenna. Its input is
known as the common
point (CP). This is a crit-
ical part of a DA. It is the
point where the sum to -

The most important
function of the

directional antenna is
to prevent both
groundwave and

skywave interference
between stations.

Q, narrow nulls
with distortion, poor operating im-
pedance and unstable operation. The
vertical pattern must also be consid-
ered. In areas with very low horizon-
tal radiation, there is often a bad
vertical overhang that produces in-
terference to distant co -channel sta-
tions. With computer programs that
can iterate until the desired vertical

tal of RF power delivered
to the antenna system is measured. It
has an impedance that is measured
by an in -line bridge at the point
marked BR. This measurement is
made when the array is set up and
tuned. It is extremely important in
station operation, the product of hp'
and the CP resistance (11,p) equals the
licensed power of the station. The

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

AEV

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P 0. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: qeisales@4ei-broadcast.com

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751

Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web. Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

Low Power Transmitters For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
Circle (171) on Free Info Card
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product of antenna current and base
operating resistance for each tower
in an array should add up to the
approximate licensed power for the
station. The FCC allows a small amount
of power in its Rules to cover losse,,
in DA circuits. Eight
percent is allowed for
stations up to 5kW,
and 5.3 percent for
stations above that
power. This means
that the license shows
that much more power than the nom-
inal power (eg., 5.4kW for a 5kW
station).

Usually, the CP is set for 50f1 resis-
tance and OSZ reactance. Although the
actual resistance used depends on the
transmitter's requirements, reactance
must be zero. Some phasors have a
built-in inline bridge. This refinement
makes DA adjustment much easier
than having to make a change and
then get inside the phasor to hang a
bridge to measure the CP.

If you have to order a new phasor,
order a CP measuring point jack that

The phasor
and brain

comes up on the front panel. That
way, you can hang a bridge and
measure CP and then use the bridge
elsewhere (at about $3,000, most en-
gineers have only one bridge). The
jack can be protected and shielded

when not in use
and the bridge is
available for use

is the heart elsewhere.
of the array. There are power

and phase controls
for each tower.

These are clearly labeled and usually
have microdials that make clear and
precise readings. In general, the dials
for the reference tower (usually desig-
nated tower one) are set to zero and
are not used when adjusting the pha-
sor. Any change in the reference tow-
er value will affect every other tower,
which will make adjustment that much
more difficult.

When you encounter a new DA
installation, it is wise to write down
the exact phasor dial settings, Icp and
antenna monitor readings before do-
ing anything else. Doing so will en -

The Audio Toolbox
" The Audio Toolbox is a DSP-powered, wunderbox packing dozens of

functions... At $899. every audio pro needs one."
- George Petersen, Mix Magazine

Inputs:
Built-in microphone
Stereo balanced XLR
 Stereo 1/4" TRS

 Stereo RCA phono
 MIDI

Plus:
 Graphical backlit

LCD display
 Battery or AC power

all .for
$899.00

NISRP

TerraSonde

Outputs:
Built-in speaker
Balanced XLR

1/4" TRS
 RCA phono

1/4" stereo
headphone jack

 MIDI

%coos& Analysis Tools: Real Time
Analyzer, SPL, ETC. RT60

Speaker & Mic Polarity
Session Helpers: Tuner, Tempo

Computer, MIDI Data Monitor. MIDI
'transmit. SMPTE Read/gen/re-gen,

Hum Cancellation
Test Functions: Signal Generator.
dB/Frequency Meter. S/N, Phase

Meter. Frequency Response,
Sample Scope

;Unties: Headphone Amp w/guital
ix. Cable Tester. Phantom Po, er

Checker, and more

1751 Redwood Ave, Boulder, CO 80304 USA
For a dealer near you call:
303 545 5848 or 888 433 2821 ( u.s. ton free )
see us at www.terrasonde.com

able you to return to a presumably
correct operation if you make any
changes that are not satisfactory.

The antenna monitor (formerly
called phase monitor) is an important
instrument in your daily operation.
When the station is first set up, the
monitor is calibrated and used to
establish the actual combination of
current and phase required in each
tower to produce the desired pattern.
Sampling devices connected by means
of special stabilized monitor cables
from each tower supply the antenna
monitor with voltages that are repre-
sentative of the individual towers.
The monitor shows the ratio between
the reference tower and the individ-
ual towers and phase angles. It is rare
that the consulting engineer's theo-
retical current and phase figures match
the actual values obtained when the
array is finally set up as designed.
Small tower differences, slight -line
length changes and the immediate
environment of the array account for
these differences. When installation
is completed, the actual operating
parameters read on the antenna mon-
itor are shown on Form 302 and
appear on the license when issued.

Never make changes in the antenna
monitor sampling cables or the trans-
mission lines without following the
commission's procedures. Changes
improperly made to either can affect
the accuracy of the radiated pattern
and the antenna monitor readings,
and can produce interference (as
well as instilling terror when an FCC
inspector arrives).

Next month's installment will cover
pattern changing, antenna adjustment
and DA maintenance.

This is the fifth in a series of nine
articles on basic broadcast antennas.
Upcoming installments will appear
monthly in BE Radio through 1999.
Once all the installments are published,
the series will be available for pur-
chase as a single document. For infor-
mation regarding bulk orders of this
series in quantities of 500 or more,
contact Jenny Eisele at 913-967-1966.

0\
E-nteil John at: batcom@ brightnet.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Radio receiver agreements made
CD Radio's digital satellite radio system is two steps

closer to completion. The company has announced
agreements with Recoton Corporation and Delphi Delco
Electronics Systems, a division of Delphi Automotive
Systems, for the design and development of its receivers.

Under terms of the agreement, Delco will design,
market and sell a factory -installed three -band (AM/FM/
CD Radio) audio system to vehicle manufacturers.

Recoton, a major supplier of audio and accessory
products to the automotive electronics aftermarket, will
design and develop several CD Radio receiving devices.
These will include a plug -and -play adapter that works
through the cassette bay of existing car stereos and a
second adapter that works with 95 percent of existing car
stereos. In addition, Recoton's Mobile Audio Division will
develop and market Jensen brand aftermarket three -
band car stereo receivers.

CD Radio also announced that Lucent Technologies has
completed the technical specifications and systems engi-
neering of the chipset that will be employed in CD Radio
receivers. CD Radio and Lucent engineering teams are

the chip design.
CD Radio's system is scheduled for launch in the fourth

quarter of the year 2000.

Yahoo! to acquire broadcast.com
Yahoo! Inc. r ecer rtly announced that it will buy broadcast.com

Inc. for stock valued at about $5.7 billion. The deal is expected
to dose in the third quarter of this year. Broadcast.com will
continue to operate out of Dallas under its current name.

This deal will broaden Yahoo!'s website offerings.
Yahoo! targeted broadcast.com because the latter has
become one of the leading destinations for audio and
video streaming on the Web.

A walk in the park
During World War II, the Voice of America relay station

beamed American radio programs to Nazi Germany. La-er.
it broadcast to Western Europe, the Mediterranean, North
Africa and South America.

Now the station, located just outside Cincinnati, is gett ng
a new face. It will be converted into a park.

About 220 acres of the 550 -acre site, now named Freedom
Park, will be developed by Butler County as a public Foil
course. The rest will become the township park, which will
include seven baseball fields and seven soccer fields as well
as a walking and jogging course. Miami University-Midc le -
town hopes to add a student learning center.

The broadcasting operation was closed in 1994 when :he
VOA was consolidated with other U.S. overseas broadcast-
ing efforts, such as Radio Marti and Radio Free Europe.

A small switching station and the 10 acres around it will be
devoted to VOA history.

Business
USA Digital Radio Inc. and QEI Corporation have

signed a joint technology and marketing agreement
designed to further the implementation of digital radio.
The companies will work together to develop, test and
promote the necessary IBOC DAB transmission equip-
ment required for the radio broadcast industry. Also, both
companies will work together to define the IBOC DAB
certification process for QEI transmission equipment and
to develop coordinating strategies required for the launch
of IBOC technology and associated QEI products.

Wheatstone's acquisition of Auditronics is complete.
The acquisition will not result in any immediate changes
in the operation of Auditronics, according to Wheatstone.
Auditronics will remain at its current headquarters, and
sales and marketing of the Auditronic's product line will
continue as before. Wheatstone's facility in New Bern,
NC, will be employed to streamline
manufacturing costs.

The Mid -Atlantic States
Expo, scheduled for
June 8-9, 1999, in
Atlantic City is ap-
proaching quick-
ly. Technical
sessions will be
provided cour-
tesy of ARMA, the American Radio Manufacturers Asso-
ciation. Attendees will learn of the latest advances in
transmission , studio gear and source equipment. Lucent
Technologies will present a special session on digital
technologies, titled "An End to End View of IBOC: Its
more than meets the air?" Radio Systems will host a
special session titled "Studio Hub: The amazing new
analog/digital/CAT-5/time saving/cost-effective wiring
solution." "EAS: What every broadcaster needs to know"
will be presented by Gorman Redlich Manufacturing
Inc. "Digital for the Future" will be held by ABG Audio
Broadcast Group. Panel discussions on webcasting and
digital automation systems will also be held.

For more information on the expo, contact ARMA at
(609) 653-6130; fax (609) 653-1075; e-mail
maileannagroup.org.

RM

Harris Corporation has signed a nonexclusive master
purchase agreement with Cox Broadcasting to supply
radio broadcast equipment for all Cox -owned radio
stations, which are located across the U.S. The agreement
covers Harris analog and digital transmission equipment,
including transmitters, STL systems, antennas, accesso-
ries and options. Atlanta -based Cox Broadcasting Inc. is

A
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the majority shareholder of Cox Radio Inc. and is a
subsidiary of Cox Enterprises. Cox Radio owns more than
55 radio stations.

Andrew Corporation
has completed the buy-out of
Andrew Satcom Africa, its joint
venture in South Africa. The
company, which had operat-
ed as an Andrew majority -
owned venture since 1996, is
now a wholly owned subsid-
iary of Andrew Corporation.
The company will continue
to operate under the name
Andrew Satcom Africa.

Ward -Beck Systems an-
nounces delivery of six R2K
series consoles. Telemedia
Communications Inc. or-
dered three 20 -input chan-

nel R2K/20s; CBC Radio ordered two R2K/20s and one
28 -input R2K/28.

Also, the company has won the contract to supply the
U.S. Information Agency with 60 frames of the D8202
D/A converters for their International Broadcasting Bu-
reau facilities in Washington. This system will provide 480
channels of conversion, with the ability to expand to 720
channels.

V Sennheiser has named Scharff Weisberg Inc.
1998 Professional Products Dealer of the Year. The award

recognizes the
highest -dollar
sales of Sennheis-
er professional
products in the
broadcast/rental
category. John
Falcone, presi-
dent and CEO of
Sennheiser, pre-
sented the award.

The award was accepted by Scott Schachter, VP of
professional audio sales at Scharff Weisberg.

Ten Sonifex HY02 telephone balance units were re-
cently shipped to TeleDanmark, the largest national
telephone company in Denmark. The order was obtained
after the HY02's received the Certificate of Pan European
Approval, the CTR21.

The TBR21 technical approval specification for the
CTR21 was introduced in January 1998 and is a general
European -wide approval for telephony equipment. Son-
ifex applied for approval on its HY02 product range at the
end of 1998.

Marty Sacks
Pro At Telos/Cutting Edge,

Marty Sacks has been ap-
pointed national sales direc-
tor. Most recently, Sacks worked for Pacific Research &

Engineering.

Telex/EVI Audio an-
nounces the appointment
of Alan B. Shirley as vice
president of marketing for
the Speakers and Micro-
phone Group. Most recent-
ly, Shirley was managing
director and founder of ABS
Consulting LLP, a firm that
specializes in marketing and
strategy issues for audio/
video and music industry
companies.

NPR has been awarded three of the four 1998 George
Foster Peabody Awards for radio. The awards were given
for the daily classical music magazine, "Performance
Today," for news coverage of Africa, and for a documen-
tary celebrating the life of Paul Robeson.

People
Phil Ramone has been named senior advisor to

Lucent's Internet music initiative. The initiative, which
recently announced the first non-MP3 handheld player
with e.Digital and Texas Instruments, is a founding
member of the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI), and
has the Bell Labs -developed Enhanced Perceptual Audio
Coder (EPAC), which is the highest -quality audio codec
in the industry.

David Burkey has assumed
responsibility of company
president and CEO of Conti-
nental Electronics in addition
to his duties as COO. In his
expanded role, Burkey over-
sees all aspects of manage-
ment and is responsible for
launching the company's dig-
ital vision for the broadcast
industry.

Alan B. Shirley

11
The LAN
Now Con cr
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Reader Feedback NEW MULTIFUNCTION LCD
In praise of antennas

Hi John,
I must commend you on a fantastic article in BE Radio!

And, it could not have come at a better time - within the
past month, the facility I help maintain has been going
"through the ringer," as we try to get everything in
working order for the new owners. The article gave me
a great deal of insight into some of the problems we have
been experiencing (bad reception, etc), and I look
forward to the follow-ups!

Jeremy Preece
KCKC-AM San Bernardino CA

Hi John,
I am a regular reader of BE Radio magazine, and I think

you guys have a great thing going there. Keep up the
good work. I am impressed with the articles pertaining to
AM antennas, and I was wondering if you could recom-
mend a book or any kind of text on AM tuning and
phasing, radiation patterns and so forth. I work for a small
radio station in the Niagara Peninsula and would love to
have that kind of information.

Tyrone Dey

Thank you for your kind words. Antennas are a
fascinating area, and 1 can't get enough of them! The
next two installments of the antenna series will discuss
directional antennas in general, and later will provide
some information on testing.

I recommend the book by Jack Layton on the subject of
directional antennas (Directional Antennas Made Sim-
ple, copyright 1996, available through the SBE book-
store, www.sbe.org). Feel free to contact me anytime for
help.

John Battison
PE., technical editor, RF

Hi John,
Enjoy your articles in BE Radio. Keep up the good work.

I wonder if you have seen the finforinationl on the paper
the Egyptians are presenting on the cross -field antenna
medium wave antenna? It's only 30 feet high for 603kHz.

Vern Killion, W5UYF
Director of engineering KRVN-AM/FM
Lexington, NE

BE Radio has an article slated for an upcoming issue
discussing the cross -field antenna in detail. Look for it
later this summer.

Chriss Scherer
Editor

AVCOM's PSA-65C
Portable Spectrum Analyzer

Microprocessor Controlled, 1-1250MHz In One Sweep!
AVCOM s newest Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer. model

PSA-65C. incorporates a microprocessor and attractive multifunction,
backlit LCD, with an expanded frequency range from less than 1MHz to
over 1250MHz. for the amazing price of $ 2930.

AVCOM's new PSA-65C is a low cost general purpose spectrum
analyzer that's loaded with standard features including FM audio
demodulator. AM detector and digral frequency lock. The PSA-65C
covers frequencies thru 1250 MHz in one sweep with a sensitivity
greater than -95 dBm at narrow spans. ThePSA-65C is ideally suited
fort -way radio. cellular, cable, satellde. LAN. surveillance. educational,
production and R&D work. Options include new 1250 MHz frequency
extenders. BNG-1000A tracking (noise) generator, log periodic anten-
nas. carrying :ase VSAC), and more.

AVCOM 500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VA 23236 USA

804-794-2500 FAX 804-794-8284

Phone, fax or write for more information or to order.
Visit our website at www.AVCOMofVA.com.

Circle (172) on Free Info Card

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air

Terminations
are quickly becoming

the choice of
"Chief Engineers"

for testing, adjusting
and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RE TEST :QUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway. Cleveland. OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com V A

w4
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SOLID STATE, FM BROADCAST

POWER AMPLIFIERS

FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 3KW.

MODULES FROM 10W TO 700W

NAB99 BOOTH L13170

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Call 408-986-9700 Fax 408-986-1438
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You Handle the Caller,
We'll Handle the Audio!

INLINE PATCH Telephone Audio Interface
Simply connect Inline Patch between your telephone
and the wall jack. This new power tool will give you
separate control over your voice and the caller's
voice. Not just another hybrid. Inline Patch works
with (or without) your telephone for simple desktop
reporting.

List Price
$270.00

za47 JK Audio;:nc.

wemt

 Lien dagom Lit r mrtoorCim 
JKAudio RBeromadtceast Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com

800-552-8346 Fax: (815) 786-8502

Good information
Dear BE Radio,
Thank you for maintaining the quality and integrity of

Broadcast Engineering, now BE Radio, over the years.
I last worked as a broadcast engineer in March of 1978,

then went into electronics manufacturing until last fall
and, sadly, didn't keep up with the changes in technol-
ogy, equipment and FCC rules during the 20 years that I
was away from radio.

Last November, I started working again in radio as an
engineer. I had a lot of catching up to do, and the first
resource I turned to was BE Radio, remembering what a
valuable piece of literature it was 20 years ago. I wasn't
disappointed! BE Radio has been, and will continue to be,
a lifesaver. I find that I am getting up to speed in today's
radio broadcasting field much faster than I expected,
thanks in a big part to BE Radio.

Gratefully,

Tom Wirch
KINK FM 102
Portland, OR

Full fidelity
I Lim,.
I am quite amazed to read fin April's Contract Engineering

column] that: "...for music streaming, anything less than
full 20kHz bandwidth will be noticeable..."

If this is so, why have we had to suffer a 15kHz bandwidth
on FM multiplex broadcasting these past 30 or so years
without anyone complaining? Personally, I should be
overjoyed to have even an honest 12kHz bandwidth over
the Internet, without the objectionable artifacts of com-
pression that limit my enjoyment at present.

David Pickett
Director of Recording Arts
Indiana University School of Music
Bloomington, IN

You are correct in your statement. My point was aimed
at the other forms of entertainment (CD, DVD, MP3) that
will be competing for the same ears.. I personally would like
to have the entire audio spectrum presented. While 12kHz
is a respectable bandwidth, a full 20kHz has that extra
sparkle. However, unless a side -by -side comparison is
made, you are probably right that most people will not
realize that there is a bandwidth limitation in use.

Chriss Scherer
Editor JIIIADER

RESPONSE 17

19;3796:11:905

beraditypintertec.com
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

GORMAN =UM MFG CO. AMENS. OHIO

4 5 1 6
 ICOR

A
1.111.

S
0

ENTER

WOOER DFCC,DEH c iD 'pv1E16

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg@gorman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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triirein to o
Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers otter excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs

and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

1111WIIIMMIF
8x1 DAS

Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.
2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio, video, or AES/EBU outputs, or
vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

BROADCAST
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com Voice: 360

Fax: 360
. 428
. 428

.6099

. 6719 t o o Is pm.

A
L
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The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

A

L

L

Y

c1C

Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

FM 8, TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389. Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com

Web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

FOR INFORMATION & THE LATEST PR ICI S.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE-www.trcorp.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@ morp.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment.
For the best deals on Celwave products,

Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
2.5 KW FM 1974 Harris FM 2.5H3
2.5 KW FM 1984 Continental 814R1
3 KW FM 1975 CSI FM3000E
3.5 KW FM 1986 Harris 3.5K
5 KW FM 1988 Harris FM 5K1
5 KW FM 1983 Harris FM 5K
5 KW FM 1982 Continental 816R1
5 KW FM 1967 Collins 830E
10 KW FM 1967 Collins 830F1
10 KW FM 1962 RCA BTF IOD
10 KW FM 1986 Wilkinson 100003

20 KW FM 1970 Harris FM20H3
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
5 KW AM 1980 CSI T -5-A
5 KW AM 1978 Collins 828E1
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50B
50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361

fill71111711177.1777171121711%

Getup to 12 couplers in a neat, compactchasis

Auto answer & disconnect.
2audio busses or mass feeds.

Individually card selectable
buss or auxill ary audio I/O.
The aux. audio jack is ideal
for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.

;- Momentary or latching dry
contact outpLts at pickup.
Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.
LED indicators for ring.

clipping. power & online.
Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals.
n nn n n n rt.

Cry
LJ Ll LJ

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12

lists for about $200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com
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Bi
Features

Hoc kagea

ma

A new
2.7 GHz
spectrum
analyzer
that proves
big features
do come
in small
packages.

Big Features
 Digitally synthesized

frequency coverage

from 9 kHz to 2.1 GHz

 AM/FM Demodulation

 Internal trace and

setup memory

 AC/DC/Battery
operation

 Full markers ad
limits capabilities

Packaged Small
 18 lb. - $6,495.00 A
1,1 800'8352352 / 316-522-4981 Fox: 316-529-5575 Email sales@ifrsys coin
Visit our web site to see the entire line of 'Ft products: voww.ifrinternational cool
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51-IPX series FM Antenna
and X Mounting System

11_"j--Cn I your sino le source for:

FM Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & roles
Structural Analysis
Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price
111-161,Ull ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000

C rcle (183) on Free Info Card
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Visit our web site!
www.mouser.corn

Subscribe, download, or view catalog online!

 87,000+ Products
 145 Suppliers
 Same Day Shipping
 35 Years in Business

800-992-9943
817-483-6828
Fax: 817-483-6899

MOUSEREL E C T R O N I C S
958 North Main Street Mansfield TX 7&J63

Satellite Export 8 Engineering

manufacturer of Patriot

:ommercial mild antennas in

sizes of 4.5 n, 3.8 m, and 3.1

Patriot Commercial Antenna Systems
FROM SATELLITE EXPORT & ENGINEERING

4.5 METER Solid
3.8 METER Solid

3.1 METER Solid
2.4 METER Solid

1 8 METER Solid
1.2 METER OFFSET

1.0 METER OFFSET
m.

DFFSETVSAT antennas 1.8m,

1.2m, 1.0m, 90cm, and 60cm.

Complete Ku -systems for

educational snorts. ethnic

Receivers, controllers.

reeds. LNBs. and LNBFs.

Volume discounts on all satellite

components. All antennas can be

sutetted with a variety of moun-

fixed or motorized applicat

MADE IN
THE U.S.A.

.9 ME-ER OFFSET
6 METER OFFSET

DRIRior

5madcast
Fnuioment

 Dual 8 Single Axis

Controllers

 Broadcast Receivers

 Multibeam Feed Systems

 Commercial Feeds

 Commercial LNBs

 PC -controlled Receivers

Controllers

CALL FOR PRICING

517-629-5990

Antenna Features

 :25 -^ph lend
load,g survival

 2' spacing certified
 Mounting options

AZ F Polar Dual

 ze.:

Satellite

Engineering
1007r.: . .

By Satellite Export & Engineering Ph: 151716295990

Fax:15171629-6690

Manufacturing 8 Distribution of Satellite Equipment Worldwide

Piti P101
Export &

G
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TOWER
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PUT YOUR STATION ON THE MAP WITH A KD KANOPY

Haswell

Cit

me Site
Koshers Indian
Museum & Kiva

no 1 J Trianon/1110

do

)0

15 12 Towner

'tan Lake 2

KD Karsg.

1-800-43i5=4435
http www.kdkanopy.com

 Lightweight ALUMINUM Frame
 Sets Up in 30 Seconds
 No Loose Parts or Ropes
 Custom Silk Screened Graphics
II Variety of Colors & Accessories
III War Resistant & Fire

-77
Retardant Fabric

 FREE Heavy Duty Carry Bags
& Stakes

II 8' x El', 10' 10' & 10' 20'
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A OV SION OF OMT TECHNOLOGIES INC

 Digital audio
storage

 Radio Live Assist
& Automation

 OEM software
development

See what's new at NAB
Booth L11558.

WVVVV.OMT.NET

1 888 665 0501

THE ANTENNA IS DIE
THE PRICE IS
WHAT MORE COULD

YOU A SIS-FoR7

Quick Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

Delivered Right To The Job Site!
Call Now!
Satellite)

600 North Marquette Rd
Prairie du Chien, W 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

Internet clesigrihomes.comidtteat. htrn1 corn

 Fabrication

 Design

Engineering

 Installation

 Service

 Maintenance
Swager is your

11 worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax
1-800-882-3414

SWAG ER
Communications, Inc.

P.O. Box 656
3560 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone I -800-968-5601  219-495-2515

Fax 1-800-882-3414  219-495-4205
E-mail : sales@swager.corn
Internet: www.swager.com
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The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture

endless combinations ...
precision quality ...
attractive design ...

starting at.. S1098!

Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave. Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338

Email: afsamail.omn.corn Website: www omn.com/afs

Circle 11841 on Free Info Card Circle (186) on Free Info Card
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

Digital Cart
Replacement

As los,

$5,0110 for i Players, 1 Recorder

8:13:24 .,+ "-

26001

1025
1034oi® 1035 V,1:7t."*".
1036 %":4%:717

1038 cX.:7.17.1*"
7181131:g47=N=

"73 1030 %;;;I''7.7"
1040 11,17:rt: '"*"

ABC1041 :C Cr
AM. Ste, 1043 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 C4

Nobody in their right mind will
buy cart tapes or heads again!
Go digital! Get Spot Box from

Sear Seadakt
13375 Sternmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
Phone: 972-620-2211 FAX: 972-620-8811

(800) SCOTT -77
Circle (188) on Free Info Card

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

ECIMOLOGY 32 Per nsylvania Avenue,
Malvern, PA 19355

EL: 610-640-1229  FAX: 610-296-3402
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnokigy.com

G
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria. Illinois 61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

JOHN H. BATIISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

I CC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD 1
Loudonville, OH 44842

-119-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS.

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL,

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

DALLOS

7E135

EXEgesis Technologies
Total Technology Management
Proschng rou eflecluc solonom for nemork/ng /mu Nola/ or gr mo,

149dur a Is . 111/15  16gual Satellim
IAN .WAN . NUN . Frame Nelm 11. 13. Mocro me

Kevin McNamara
President

II,,... 101 365 1011
loll Free AU 191 4174
Fax 101 865 4422
7 Awl ccesesnutunidial cum

HELP WANTED

OuR 5 STATION CLUSTER AT COX RADIO INC..

SYRACUSE IS LOOKING FOR AN

ASSISTANT ENGINEER TO JOIN OUR TEAM.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE. MUST POSSES ABILI I I

TROUBLESHIR Yr AND MAINTAIN ELECTRONIC EQUIPSII

TO THE COMPONENT LEVEL, ABILITY TO TROUBLESHOUI

PC AND MAC BASED COMPUTER SYSTEMS, BE SFr

MOTIVATED, AND HAVE STRONG PEOPLE SKILLS. E \

RIF.NCE WITH PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT AND / OR

RF EXPERIENCE A BIG PLUS.

DUTIES WILL INCLUDE STUDIO AND TRANSMITTER MAIN-

TENANCE, REMOTE BROADCAST SETUP, AND IT SYSTEM:,

MAINTENANCE IN A HIGH PACED, QUALITY MINDED

ENVIRONMENT.

SEND YOUR RESUME AND REFERENCES TO:

Cox RADIO INC.

ASSISTANT ENGINEER POSITION

500 PLUM ST. SUM: 100
SYRACUSE, NY 13204

Cox R-1,1(,. INC. LS AN Ft l'sI oPPOR11NITY EMPLOYER.

Discover the
Advantages
of Reprints!

For a quote or to discuss how

reprints from this magazine

can work for you --call me!

Jenny Eisele, Intertec

Publishing

Phone: 913-967-1966

Fax: 913-967-1898

Market Engineering Manager

Clear Channel Communications, Cleveland.

Ohio is seeking an experienced and sea-
soned person to oversee the technical op-
eration of five FM and one 50kW AM facility

and the engineers responsible for their day

to day operation. as well as the responsibil-

ity for overseeing the management of an IT

staff. The successful candidate should have

extensive experience with AM and FM trans-

mitters, studios. computers and complex
computer networks, digital audio systems.

remote broadcasts, and demonstrated pro-
ficiency with Minimum requirements: Six
years of broadcast engineering department

management, as well as excellent interper-

sonal and leadership skills. Experience with

the preparation and analysis of operating
and capital budgets is also required. SBE
certification is a plus. Reply in confidence to:

Jim Meltzer, Market Manager. 1468 West

9th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. Phone:

216-696-4444 Fax: 216-781-5143 E -Mail:
Jmeltzer @ jacor.com

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Rules
covered:

1, 11,
Pike & Fischer, Inc. 17, 25,
Available in loose-leaf print
disk, and CD-ROM.

26,
73,

27,
74,

Call 800-255-8131. 79, 101

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
1-800-896-9939

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Picture This:
Your 1999
Complete

Equipment Dealer

*Experienced Professionals
*RF and Studio Packages

* Personal Service *
New Stations and Rebuilds

Your Project is Important to Us

Atlantic
Media Broadcast

*Toll Free* 888-744-6635
email - rick@cstone.net

Call - Rick Johnson -

Post a job opening and promote your
company! Advertise in the

Help Wanted section of BE Radio.
Call Brian Huber at 1-800-896-9939

to reserve your advertising
space today!

CHIEF ENGINEER AND ASSISTANT ENGINEER.
Radio One, Inc. is seeking a Chief Engineer and Assistant Engineer. Appli-
cants should have experience with AM and FM transmitter facilities, RF and
AM directional arrays and strong studio maintenance skills. Digital experi-
ence and SBE certification are a plus. Strong people skills necessary. EOF.

Fax or send resumes to:
Charles Kinney Director of Engineering,

Radio One, Inc., 75 Piedmont Ave.,
10th Flr., Atlanta, GA 30303,

FAX: (404) 688-7686 PHONE: (404) 765-9750.
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Advertiser Index
Reader

Page Service Advertiser
Number Number Bodine

Advanced Furniture Systems...58 185 970-663-4123

AETA Audio Corporation 2 131 973-659-0555

AirCorp 66 158 972-304-0455

AKG Acoustics Inc 17 106 615-360-0499

Altronic Research Inc 42 145 870-449-4093

Antenna Concepts 56 138 530-621-2015

Antex Electronics 40 133 800-338-4231

Audio Broadcast Group 9:1 135 800-999-9281

Autogram Corporation 57 139 800-327-6901

Avcom of Virginia 92 172 804-794-2500

Broadcast Electronics 13 123 217-224-9600

Broadcast Software Intl 18 110 888-BSI-USA1

Broadcast Technology 79 164 719-336-490

Broadcast Tools 96 176 360-428-6099

Cartworits 46 148 601-853-9976

Circuitwerkes % 177 352-335-6555

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc 93 173 800 -COAXIAL

Computer Concepts Corp 65 157 913-541-0900

Comrex Corp. 7 118 800-237-1776

Comrex Corp. 41 144 800-237-1776

Continental Electronics 23 149 214-381-7161

Crown Broadcast 93 151 800-294-8050

Custom Business Sys. Inc. 103 102 800-547-3930

Davicom Technologies 58 140 877-327-4832

D H Satellite 98 186 608-326-8406

Dielectric 46 147 207-655-4555

Digital Audio Labs 34 117 612-559-9098

DPA MicsfTGI N.A. 64 156 519-745-1158

Electronic Associates 83 170 915-595-3103

Enco Systems Inc. 3 105 800-362-6797

E RI -Electronic Research 97 183 ..... 812-925-6000

ESE 93 191 310-322-2136

Forecast Consoles 66 150 516-253-9000

GeP90 133 143 847-795-9555

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 95 175 740-593-3150

Harris Corp 19 111 800-622-0022

Harris Corp 52-55 137 800-622-0022

Henry Engineering 22 114 626-355-3656

IFR Systems 96 178 316-522-4981

Inovonics 83 160 800-733-0552

Intertec Publishing 86 800-288-8606

International E - Z Up 133 142 909-781-0843

Itelco 23 124 303-464-8000

J K Audio 80 167 800-JKA-UDIO

K D Kanopy 98 190 800-432-4435

Number
Page

Reader
service Advertiser
Nundx-r Bodine

Kintronic Labs Inc 22 113 423-878-3141

Logitek 11 121 800-231-5870

Mager Systems .. .............. 16 106 602-780-0045

Maycom Automation Systems 21 112 4-31-481-377740

MediaFORM 24 126 800-220-1215

Mediastore 33 130 800-555-5551

Mediatouch 51 136 204-786-3994

Mediatouch 93 184 204-786-3994

Moseley Associates. Inc 49 134 805-968-9621

Mouser Electronics 97 181 800-992-9943

Murphy Studio Furniture 48 150 800-307-1060

Musicam 63 155 732-739-5603

NAGRA USA 12 172 615-739-5191

Neumann 9 119 860-434-5220

Neutnk USA ... 27 I% 732-901-9488

NSN Network Services ea 152 800-345-VSAT

OMB Amenca 47 141 305-477-0974

Pacific Research 61 153 760-438-3911

Prime Image Inc. 35-36 406-867-6519

Pristine Systems 75 161 310-670-7500

Pristine Systems 77 163 310-670-7500

Prophet Systems Inc 31 115 800658-44433

OEI Corporation 84-85 171 800-334-9154

Radio Soft 10 120 888- RADIO95

Radio Systems 15 107 609-467.8(X0

Satellite Export 97 182 517-629-5990

SCA Data Systems 74 162 310-315-9930

Scott Studios 43 146 800-726-8877

Scott Studios 93 188 800-726-8877

Shively Labs 96 179 207-647-3327

Sierra Automated Systems 25 127 818-840-6749

Silicon Valley Pwr Amplifier 83 166 408-986-9700

Sine Systems 70 163 615228-3500

Studer Professional Audio 33 116 41-870-7511

Studio Technology 99 187 800-676-0216
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Last Byte

Dawn of a new day
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

Many of us remember our first transistor radio. As
avid young listeners, this device allowed us to
bring radio with us wherever we went for as long

as the battery would last. We carried its companionship as
we went about our day. By the time most of us were of
driving age, the car radio was commonplace,
and it continued this trend.
These flashbacks are not intended to make
you feel old but rather to help you realize
how far broadcast radio has come in our

variety of separate processors connected via an internal
bus, the single -chip device manages computation, appli-
cations, memory, display and I/O on a single piece of
silicon. This advance is analogous to what the single -

board device did to its predecessor, the mainframe

Radio will once again have
to adapt to divergent
audience behaviors.

lifetimes. The mobility and portability of such a cheap ), et
rich and reliable medium is part of our landscape today,

but it is still a relatively new
phenomenon. It is also an essen-
tial component of radio's busi-
ness strategy.

Return to the present and shift

which remains tethered to a fixed,
wired receiver. Online radio to-
day is like broadcast radio of the
1950s. Mobile and portable use
is largely a fantasy. All that is
about to change.

Consider the magnitude of the
shift that broadcast radio experienced between the 1950s
and the present, and you'll get a sense of what lies ahead.
In fact, it's quite possible that the impending changes may
dwarf that earlier mutation, and it's a virtual certainty that
they will occur more quickly.

The driving force
I he move to mobility and portability of the portable

online receiver or personal digital media -file player (or
palmtop PC) is fueled primarily by one technological
development: the single -chip computer, the era of which
is just dawning.

Don't confuse the CPU chips of today's personal comput-
ers (e.g., Pentium II, AMD K6-2 or Mac G3) with these
emergent devices. Although we tend to speak of PCs as
being based on a single chip in the CPU, today's desktop
and laptop computers are more appropriately referred to
as single -board devices. The motherboard that holds the
PC's CPU chip includes other elements that are all part of
the computer's central core.

In contrast, the new single -chip device replaces the
functionality of the entire PC motherboard along with
some of its peripherals. Unlike the PC, which relies on a

computer. Similar or better
functionality was provided
by far more compact and
cost-effective hardware, and
the rest is history.

Again extrapolating from lessons learned, the single -
board revolution of the 1980s was the fundamental
development that spawned the PC era. The single -chip
computer could engender a technological movement no
less dramatic, perhaps more so. Just as it was difficult to
foresee the impact of the desktop PC in the mainframe age,
it is equally hard to predict what will transpire in the wake

is that we are probably underestimating its potential.

Changing habits
If palmtops achieve the massive penetration of the

marketplace that PCs have already earned (as most
analysts expect they will) their use will likely alter the
way audio media is consumed. The effect of this change
on radio could be similar to that of television's introduc-
tion. Radio once again will have to adapt to divergent
audience behaviors.

The primary shift will likely involve the browsing behavior
acquired by a generation that grew up on the Internet. This
is something between the purely pixsive channel -surfing of
today's listeners and the highly proactive seeker behavior of
the research -oriented Net user. While the latter is after
something specific and predetermined, the browser -type is
more flexible. Such a listener is interested in seeking out
something but willing to rely on an established and trusted
brand to deliver it. Instead of seeking a particular team's
score in last night's game, for example, he may simply log
on to ESPN Radio's website. Or, instead of looking for a
particular band's new song, he may log on to a familiar
music -download site to see what new titles are available.

The store -and -forward behavior that this process allows
may also become endemic, further changing listening -
and purchasing - habits. Coupled with the launch of DBS
radio, it's easy to see why the next few years will prove
challenging for radio broadcasters as their competition and
audiences change substantially.
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Looking for the best
digital audio system?

Compare
apples to apples.

Digital audio systems aren t created equal. Y)u'll

find that Digital Universe, CBSI's iew system for

live assist, satellite, automation and rout n9,

stands out from the crowd.

cbsi
Custom Business Systems Inc

P.O. Box 67  Reedsport, Oregon 97457

Telephone 541 271-3681  FAX 541 271-5721
E-mail: info@cbsi.org  www.digitaluniyerse.crg

800 5 4 7 - 3 9 3 0

limmiammilimii.Circle (102) on Free Info Card

Uncompressed Audio
Because rrost other systems depend on compression.
they take iuge bites oft of your audio before it eve -
reaches the airwaves. Digital Universe serves up fu.l
CD -quality, 44.1 kl-z audio, start to finish. That's audio

fidelity sue to appeal to even the most golden -eared
of your listeners.

High Charnel Capacity
Just try running a station or 2, 3, even 6 channels.
Most systems can't get much further than that,
uncompre>sed, without addir g lots of extra hardware.

Digital Uriverse gives you 50 stereo channels,* all
from a sir gle server. No other system comes close.

'Tested capacity as o: January 19 9. Advances in PC hardware
yield ongoirg improvements in chcanel capacity.

No Proprietary Hardware
These days, any system buil* around proprietary
hardware s a dead end But Cigital Universe is softwae

based, so your hardware chc-ces are wide open. Run

your system on standard, of rdable PCs and mix and

match audio cards among wc rkstations: it's up to you.

Windows NT + Client/Server
Digital Universe's leacing-edge Windows NT platform
and client/server architectue give your system room
to grow, Nithout clurrsy wo-karounds or multiple PCs
in every studio. And Digital Universe was written for
NT, not just "opt mized" for it - it's the right
infrastructure for the future as well as the present.

Sound inpossib.e? Take the Digital Universe
challenge. Contact us today to request your checklist
for selecting a future -proof digital audio system.
Then, compare apples to a 3ples. Once you've heard
what Digital Universe can do for your station, you
won't settle for anything ess than gold.
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